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ABSTRACT

The scope of the thesis is a reflection on the present marriage proces~ within the church,

focusing particularly on the U.P.C.S.A. This reflection is done through,...exegesis of Mark

10:2-12, using Professor J. Draper's tri-polar exegetical model. The aim is to broaden the

church's understanding of the marriage process, thus making this key transition in peoples'

lives more profound.

This Thesis endeavours to bring together doctrine and praxis, through both textual and

contextual analysis. Using Narrative and Ritual Theory at both the textual and contextual

level, this thesis seeks to examine both the text and context in a new and innovative way.

The use of anthropological ritual models allows one not only to step back from the text, but

also initiates doctrinal discussion at a practical level. Further both the text and context are

examined through historical reflection, placing both the book of Mark and present the

marriage doctrines in their broad social, political and econumic circumstance. Is the

church's doctrine with regard to marriage adequately represented in praxis through the

present wedding ceremony or have other forces lead to a misappropriation of Mark10: 2

l2?

The nature of the tri-polar exegetical model is that it is both dependent on the context for

input and acknowledges that any exegesis must have an impact upon the lived-experience

of the community of believers. Both present doctrine and praxis of marriage, I believe, are

challenged in this thesis through a careful analysis of Mark 10:2-12, in the context of Mark

through the use of both, ritual analysis and narrative criticism. In 2003, the church not only

is faced with a crisis in respect of marriage and its decline, but it is also faced with an

opportunity - the present increase in the. interest in ritual. This thesis gives sorrie insights



into how the church can take up the challenge and use ritual as a tool of liberation. This

thesis is thus by nature complex as it seeks to bring together doctrine and praxis, through

ritual theory and analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term "marriage" elicits a wide range of concepts and topics. There is the cultural

diversity, not only in the process but also the lived experience of this i~titution. There is

the legal aspect of marriage governed by the state and its legislation. There are the religious

elements to the process of becoming married and the theological debates regarding the

essence of marriage. Further, there are the historical debates regarding the reasons for

marriage ranging from negative - avoidance of sin, to positive - procreation and the nurture

of children.

In reality, while theologians continue to debate and change doctrine, marrIage as an

institution is on the decline. People from all racial groups and social status are cohabiting

without legal contract or religious ceremony. Divorce is on the increase, both within the

church and outside the church. Marriage and its evolution is an extremely complex topic as

it involves a myriad of inter-related factors:

1. The sexual aspects - including the introduction of contraception thus separating

sexual pleasure and reproduction.

2. The historical influence of state on church and vice versa - including the struggle

for power.

3. Socio-economic factors - the structure of the economy has a huge effect on the

structure of the family throughout history.

4. Gender roles - to have had an effect on the nature of marriage - its lived experience.

If we follow the history of the institution of marriage, it is clear that the cultural, legal and

religious elements have at certain times in our modem history held different prominence

and authority. In South Africa today, there is a choice of a secular (court) marriage, and/or a

religious (church) marriage (both recorded by the state with specific legal requirements).

Further, the vast majority of this country coming from African descent have their own

cultural specific ritual process, sometimes followed or preceded by legal requirement

and/or church ceremony which in the majority of cases is Euro-Centric.

The sociological, psychological and socio-economic theories explaining the break-down of

marriage and the family structures are vast; ranging from the effects of the break-down in



the patriarchal hold on society to the instant age of modernity. It is not my intention to

challenge or discuss the wide variety of issues that are impacting at a sociological or

economic level on marriage. Nor is it my intention to negate the need ror dissolution of

some marriages, which in essence portray pain,. rather than benefit for either wife or
r

husband and children. My aim is to study the interface between state and church in relation

to Mark 10, and to briefly review doctrine and theological debate that may benefit the

practical process of marriage.

Adrianne Thatcher, in his book, Marriage after Modernity, in which he argues for a review

of theological doctrine of marriage, and goes to great lengths to explain that marriage, as an

event is a recent phenomenon. This, to an extent, is illustrated by Thatcher by the fact that,

"Only in 1754, after the Hardwick Marriage Act had been passed was a ceremony a legal
\

requirement in England and Wales" (1999:109). And further, " ... only after the Council of

Trent in 1563 was a ceremony compulsory for Roman Catholics" (Thatcher 1999:109).

Although I agree with Thatcher, regarding the need to look at marriage as a process I feel

strongly that there may be a point in time that the status changes from single person to

married person. This mayor may not be the marriage ceremony, but this is what we need to

work with as many people with different levels of belief in God/Jesus continue to get

married in churches throughout South Africa. Marriages start in church but seem to end in

the legal courts. What is the Christian church ceremony really doing? Is it fundamentally

different in kind to that of a marriage in court?

Are the churches practising a process of marriage that is enhancing the chances of a

successful marriage? I do not, like Thatcher, believe that, "the Bible has no guidance for us

about the right age for marriage nor about any ceremony" (Thatcher 1999:28). This thesis

will therefore endeavour to do a narrative reading of Mark in conjunction with

Anthropological Ritual Analysis of Mark 10: 2-12, using Draper's Tri-polar model, as will

be discussed in the methodology section. This will allow for equal credence to be given to

both the text and my context. The focus will be process and not doctrine, but doctrinal

issues will always be impacting upon discussion and outcomes.
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2. MOTIVATION

On a personal level, the issue of marriage has emerged not only in an ess~y looking at one's

specific culture in relation to the bible (biblical .studies), but also in a Masters course -
r

"Ritual in Early Christianity". In the biblical studies course, my concern was to what extent

the church marriage ceremonies have a biblical base. And in the ritual course, I was

concerned with the expediency of most church weddings that I have attended. If this is an

important rite of passage/stage in life, should there not be more emphasis placed on the

process of union? "The occasion calls for an appropriate rite, a sacred occasion suited to the

significance of the step that is being taken" (Root 1971 :42). Further, Simon R Charsley in

his motivation for writing his book, Rites ofMarrying - the wedding industry in Scotland

states, "In the extensive contemporary literature on marriage and its problems, the wedding
: \

day itself is at best seriously underplayed"(1991 :5). Marriage at first glance seems to have

all the elements of ritl;lal. Char~ley states, "The movement of the ritual sequence here, first

out of the secular world, then held separated around the altar for a procedure conducted in a

special language and finallY' back into everyday life again is such as to delight every

admirer of Van Gennep's theory of 'rites of passage' (1909)" (1991:22). It must be noted at

this stage that though Charsley does mention ritual elements, his ritual analysis throughout

his book is generally superficial.

In my studies of Anthropologists' theories of rituals such as Victor Turner, Mary Douglas

and others, I realised that ritual is a powerful element and evolving tool that must be

nurtured. I particularly realised that ritual is paramount for effective passage from one state

in life to another. Further, there are elements to ritual process that can be manipulated and

enhanced to make the process more profound.

My underlying motivation is the children of our society. They are the weak, the poor, those

who need our protection and nurturing. The rate of divorce in South Africa is alarming.

This leads to more and more children being either raised by one parent, with all the socio

economic difficulty that entails or children ending up with three, four or five parents. From

my previous studies in Psychology and in particular, Developmental Theories, one of the

primary elements needed for optimum development is stability. The child needs a stable

environment in order to develop trust and security. Thatcher speaks of a kind of liberation

theology for children, which should inform our do~trine (theology) of marr~age. For

3



Thatcher, "A 'reading of the signs of the times from the stand point of suffering children

enables a clearer vision of just how horrible is the hedonism that puts self-interest and

short-term happiness above everything else" (Thatcher 1999:152). The children are the

future; they will make up the next generation - .the next society. Divorce is not only one of

the most psychologically traumatic events in the short term, but also has lasting and vast

effects in the long run on the children and society as a whole. Our "private decisions have

public consequences with far-reaching and unanticipated effects" (Thatcher 1999:148).

"Luther called marriage 'the mother of all earthly laws' and Calvin agreed that the

'invisible law' of the estate provided the basis for all social order" (Harrington 1995: 26).

This stated, I believe the church has a profound role to play in the stabilising of society

through the creating of stable-relations under which children can grow and mature.

Even though the debate regarding marriage and its indissolubility is well recorded and the

different theological views (Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox-East) regarding the essence

and purpose ofmarriage are well documented. I wish to focus on a biblical exegesis placing

Jesus' remarks in Mark 10: 2-12 into context and analysing this text for ritual process. The

many debates regarding marriage will come into contention but the focus of my study is

biblical and ritual. What, if anything, can we glean from this text that could enhance our

understanding and practice of ritual process in marriage. Does this text give us any insight
-.,

into the nature of marriage law versus God's will? People are getting married in the church

but getting divorced in the courts. Is there something substantially different in our church

marriages (process)?

The focus in theological circles has, to a large extent been driven by crisis or challenges

facing the church. First, shoultl the church condone/allow divorce? Then should the church

condone/allow remarriage? The most recent debate is one regarding sexual orientation. I

wish to see what can be done on a practical level to strengthen the· bond of marriage - with

particular emphasis on ritual analysis. Many who get married in church have no interest in

rel~gion or God; they are merely following a tradition. Can the church make the process so

profound that it has a lasting effect even on those who do not subscribe to any belief

system? The legal, the religious and the cultural, all intermix in marriage. What effect can

the church's involvement in the process of union make, eyen though the different

denominations may differ on doctrine and in respect of other specific aspects of ~arriage.
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3. METHODOLOGY

Due to the nature of this thesis, I will primarily use literary sources of.material. This will

come in the form of books, articles and particular church manuals, reports and liturgies.
, r

This material is readily available due to the vast interest in marriage, particularly from a

Catholic perspective.

3.1 Narrative Methodology

Elizabeth Malbon in the introduction to her book, In the Company ofJesus: Characters in

Mark's Gospel outlines a biblical paradigm shift from " ... what did the text mean?"

(2000: 1) to " ...How does the text mean?" (2000:2). Malbon states that "Source, Form, and

Redaction Criticism might seem to be asking literary questions" (2000: 1), but concludes

that they are primarily asking historical questions (2000:2). For Malbon this new form of

criticism, Narrative Criticism, has its origins in secular New Criticism and Structuralism

(2000:3,5). The focus of Narrative Criticism is therefore the mediation of meaning

(message) via a text. The tex~ becomes the central point of analysis and investigation, but

the implied author and impl.ied reader are a fundamental part of this analysis (Malbon

2000:7). Narrative Criticism involves the analysis of the implied reader, the implied author,

characters, settings, plot, and rhetoric, primarily from within the text itself.

Fundamental to Narrative Criticism is a communication model of sender-message-receiver

(Malbon 2000:2). This base model is expanded upon to include "implied reader", a concept

popularised by Wolfgang Iser, and the "implied author" (lser 1974:xii). Both the "implied

reader" and "implied author" are " ... a creation of the real author that is implied in his or her

text ... " (Malbon 2000:7). "The interaction between the implied author and the implied

reader is part of the discourse" (Malbon 2000:9). This discourse level in the narrative lies

beyond the story and includes rhetoric and other literary tools which the narrative uses in an

" ... attempt to weave its spell over the reader" (Fowler 1991 :2). In other words, due to the

nature of the construction of the narrative the reader is not only drawn into the world of the

narrative, but is also by covert and indirect means manipulated into seeing certain things'

the author's way (Fowler 1991:11). The rhetorical power of the text is seen to be so strong

by Fowler that he states, "By means of ironic narrative, Mark probably creates a more

cohesive readership than he could have by means of plain, straight forward claims about
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Christ" (1991:12). For Fowier, the " ... story refers to the content of the narrative, and the

discourse refers to how the content is commwlicated" (1991: 16).

Wolfgang Iser says that, " ... the written part of the text gives us the knowledge but it is the
r

oowritten pprt that gives us the opportooity to picture things; indeep without the elements
, .

of indeterminacy, the gaps in the text, we should not be able to use our imagination"

(1974:283). For Iser, the reading process is a dynamic one, where meaning is formulated or

re-created between the text and the reader. The mechanisms or process of preconception

and retrospection are guided by the text through the use of literary techniques such as

"gaps" filled by the reader in different ways. Further, familiar elements or outcomes are

juxtaposed with unfamiliar elements and outcomes to draw the reader to the recreation

process. For Iser, "This process is steered by two main structural components within the
\

text: first, a repertoire of familiar literary patterns and recurrent literary themes, together

with allusions to familiar social and historical contexts; second, techniques or strategies

used to set the familiar against the oofamiliar" (1974:288).

Although narrative criticism focuses on the text and the rhetoric and other literary devices

used to convey meaning, most if not all, narrative critics would agree that the reader has a

part to play in creating meaning from the text. In reality, scholars fall along a continuum

within narrative criticism and .reader-response criticism, those that give more credence to

the rhetorical power of the text and those that give more credence to the creative power of

the reader (Fowler 1991 :34). M'y choice to use narrative criticism is not only due to the fact

that Mark has been identified as a literary masterpiece - Fowler says, "Unlike Matthew and

Luke, Mark is comfortable with telling a story rich with ambiguity; he likes to offer puzzles

for the reader to solve" (1991: 17). But also because I believe that the text is the dominant

"locus of meaning" and not the reader (Fowler 1991 :34).

"Redaction critics focus on the sender or author and reader-response critics focus on the

receiver or reader" (Malbon 2000:4). Malbon states that there is, "No doubt (that) biblical

criticism would benefit greatly from an approach that could - if not simultaneously, at least

sequentially - keep in view all parts of the commwlication process: author, text and reader

(2000:21). This statement leads on to the fact that any reading of a literary text without any

reference to. its history and context will not only be impossible but may lead to

misooderstanding (Malbon 2000: 115). Aithough an interpretation based on historical
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context and genesis of the text has its own danger Herman Waetjen in his book, A

Reordering of Power - A Socio-Political Reading of Mark's Gospel, stresses that

contemporary readers need to have knowledge of the material that first, readers or hearers

would have had. "Since the picture of Jesus that is offered by the Gospel is conditioned by
,..

the realities of context that permeates the author's stock of material its comprehension

requires some knowledge of Mark's "extra textual world"" (WaeljenJ 989:4). Waetjen goes

to great lengths to explain that the meaning of the rhetoric and literary devices can only be

reconstructed by the hearer or reader, if they identify with the "implied reader". This he

says can only happen today for contemporary readers if they have knowledge of the extra

textual world. For Waetjen, the important knowledge is that of socio-political power

structures that he states were similar in both Jesus' context and Mark's context. In my

thesis, I too, like Waetjen, will start my narrative criticism by highlighting "extra-textual"

material in terms of my text, Mark 10: 2-12, that.is relevant to ritual analysis. This would

include a description and an understanding of the world of the text in regard to ritual. For

example, the Pharisees themselves had adopted rigorous purity codes, which in Mark's text,

had been a point of conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees (Waetjen 1989:9).

My analysis of the text will therefore primarily be focused on what Waetjen calls

"response-inviting structures", those literary techniques used by the author to convey his

perspectives (Waetjen 1989: 17). But at all times this will be done with an eye on the ritual

context of the text's world. In my analysis of Mark 10: 2-12 the emphasis will be on the

text. The thesis will therefore primarily use Narrative Criticism in conjunction with Prof.

JA Draper's Tri-polar model as outlined below.

The fundamental structure of my methodology will be as proposed by Prof. JA Draper in

his article "Old Scores and New Notes: Where and What Is Contextual Exegesis In_The

New South Africa" (2001). This method seeks to give full credence to both the context of

the literature (sacred text) relating particularly in this case to Mark 10: 2-12 and the context

of the reader/community. Broadly, it involves three steps of analysis. The first step Draper

calls "distantiation", this involves allowing, "... the text to be different to us, alien,

intended for others as a first step to entering its world ofdiscourse" (Draper 2001: 152). The

second step in the exegesis process, Draper calls "contextualisation" which involves,

"analysing my situation as a reader/hearer" (Draper 2001: 152). The final step Dr~per calls
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"appropriation" which involves "accepting the meaning and implications of the text for

myself and my community ..." (Draper 2001 :152).

In the context of this thesis the above steps will. be adapted and expanded on in order to
,-

suite the relevant topic under investigation. My interpretation (distantiation) of Mark will

proceed as follows:

I. A brief historical background will be painted of the construction of Mark, its time

and place in history - with particular emphasis on the notion of ritual.

2. An outline of some of the themes, characters and rhetoric running throughout Mark

will be highlighted - Mark 10:"2-12, is not a separate text. How do these themes,

characterisations and Rhetoric impact on this text and give meaning to this debate?

3. This section will involve anthropological ritual analysis of the text, using Van

Gennep's three phases which he postulated are part of all rites of passage, namely:

separation, margin and aggregation (Turner 1969:94). Further Victor Turner's

concepts of Liminality and Communitas as well as ritual elements will be applied to

the text.

Both the Narrative Criticism procedure used in step 2 above and the anthropological

analysis of step 3 form part of Draper's "distantiation phase". In other words both

Narrative Criticism and Anthropological analysis are used, " ... to gain 'critical distance'

from the text, to suspend what the reader previously understood the text to mean, to open

herlhimself up to new understandings which may contradict herlhis presuppositions"

(Draper 2002:5). And dare I s~y may challenge that of the broader church community and

doctrinal scribes.

It must be noted as does Edwin"Broadhead in his Introduction to Mark (2001) that, "No text

nor reader is wholly innocent and without bias" (2001: 13). In other words it is not by
\

chance that I have chosen the arithropological analysis but rather becaw~e I believe it may

shed, some light on my prim~y· questions. It must be noted at this point, but will be

explained later that the anthropological analysis applied to the text will also be applied to

my "context" broadly speaking marriage, but more specifically the marriage ceremony.

Further, there will be interpretive interaction between the information gleaned from

Narrative Criticism and Ritual theories to extract the meaning.

8



The second step "contextualisation" will take a similar format to the first. The process of

marriage today will be briefly described. In particular, the interface between law (legal

process) and religious marriage ceremony will be described and analys~d in the context of

South Africa and specifically the Presbyterian Church. This will be achieved, briefly by
r

looking for the same ritual phases of separation, margin and aggregation. Further, as with

the textual analysis, Victor Turner's concepts of Liminality, Communitas and his ritual

elements will be sorted out in the procedure manual of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of

Southern Africa, as well as in actual process as experienced and witnessed by the

researcher. The use of the same criteria or process to analyse both the "text" and "context"

will make it easier for the next phase of "appropriation". Further, it will in a profound way

highlight any differences between the "text" and my "context". However, the danger is that

my preconceptions may elicit an untrue reflection of the dialogue between "text" and
\

"context". In reality the use of anthropological theory of ritual on both the "text" and the

"context" may unna~ally break down the inherent gap between "what the text meant" and

"what the text means". The next phase of "appropriation" will therefore be critical in giving

credence to both the "text" and the "context". "The negotiation of meaning, like the dance

of the cobra and the mongoose is sometimes a dangerous task" (Broadhead 2001 :13).

The "contextualisation" stage will not only include the above mentioned analysis of the

present situation regarding church procedure for marriage, but will also include:

1. A brief historical overview of change in location (authority) of marriage from

culture to church to state in Germany in the Reformation period.

2. A brief description of the present interaction between church and state in the process

of Marriage.

Further, the deterioration of the practice of marriage both in respect of divorce and the

increase in co-habitation (without legal sanction or religious ceremony) will be higWighted.

It must be noted that traditional African marriage ritual will be excluded and only the

ceremonies/formats historically originating in Europe and practised by most churches in

South Africa will be studied. This exclusion is done not only with the realisation that

"African Ritual" is not part of my lived experience, but also with the belief that for any

conclusions or insights gained from studies of this nature to be appropriated by a

community, they should be done by members of that community/ culture. In oth~r words it

is more likely that I would misread signs and signals and that my research in this area

9



would be misconstrued. I would however in my evaluation and conclusion of this thesis

encourage those from other cultures and communities to endeavour similar studies to

enhance the lived experience of marriage within their religious co~unity. Bearing in

mind at all times that although we serve one God, we do so in different ways as we have
r

different cultures.

The final phase of "appropriation" will be used to bring together the "textual analysis" and

the "context analysis", to see if the text can in any way indicate a way forward for churches

in terms of marriage ritual and an understanding of the interface between religious and legal

formalities. For Draper the final stage of "Appropriation" must at the same time
'.,

acknowledge the context of the' community of believers while being true to the message

gleaned from the "distantiation" stage (2001 :57). Interpretation of the text needs to be

responsible because for believers this text is sacred. Explaining this concept, Broadhead

states, "To study the gospel of Mark as anything other than sacred is to redefine its genre

and to create an alternate form of literature" (2001:15). I believe, as does Draper, that both

the text in its context and the present life situation need to be treated with equal sincerity

and caution. Further, one's conclusions need to take into account the community of

believers and the historical development of Christian doctrine.

This moment of interpretation is difficult but there must be dialogue between "text" and

"context" all the while bearing. in mind the sacredness not only of the "text" but also the

lived experience of community of believers. "Analysis of the literary dimensions of this

gospel do not extinguish its sacred history or its sacred potential" (Broadhead 2001: 15). As

stated in my motivation, the children are those that I regard as weak and poor in the light of

the hedonistic decisions made by adults. The main aim of this moment of analysis is to be

true to the "text" and the "context" drawing the two together without either drowning the

other.

3.2 ' Ritual and Ritual Process

"Everything points to the supposition that our remote ancestors were ritualizing before they

became humane" (Driver 1991: 31). "It is not as true to say that we human beings invented

rituals as rituals have invented us" (Driver 1991: 31).

IQ



I open this chapter with these two statements by Tom Driver in his book, The Magic of

Ritual - Our Need for Liberty Rites that Transform our Lives and our Communities. I have

done so not only to emphasise the anthropological roots of ritual studi~s/analysis, but also

to stress my view from the onset that ritual is a powerful means/tool for the creation of
t'

ways-of-being in the world and relating to others. Ritual is an area of investigation that in

the last century has captured the minds of a vast array of disciplines including sociology,

psychology, anthropology, religion, drama and archeology. "Clifford Geertz, the influential

anthropologist has shown that ritual shapes society and culture by creating experiences that

affirm and thereby make authoritative a society's world view and ethos, motivating

participants to model their everyday lives by them" (Alexander 1995: 209). This quote

seems to incorporate one of the major debates regarding rites: do they promote change

thereby changing the social structures or do rites by their very nature reinforce the status

quo and thus maintain the existent social structures? Driver points out that ritual in its

essence has the power to do good and bad (1991: 8). This statement in itself without

qualifying the subjective terms "good" and "bad" has no value. For Driver, with whom I

agree, "good" should for Christians and theologians mean liberating elements: freedom

from poverty, freedom from imprisonment etc., while "bad" would be suppression and

bondage. In reality therefore ritual could be seen as having potential to maintain good and

bad social structures or to transform good social structures to bad ones and vice-versa.

At the heart of this debate regarding the primary function of ritual are Victor Turner's

works. It seems that many would wish to view Turner as supporting a "structural

functional" approach to ritual. "The functionalist theory is based on a homeostatic model of

social life that holds social cohesion and maintenance of the existing social order as the

ideal" (Alexander 1991: 53). Alexander notes that those who read Turner as proposing that

ritual is a form of sublimation have viewed his theory incorrectly in a conservative way

(1991: 45). In other words, if Turner is read as saying that ritual provides a safety-valve to

release energy that has been generated through frustration with the present social structures

in place, so that those structures can remain unchallenged then Turner has been read too

conservatively. In this thesis I will tend to agree with Bobby Alexander and others who

argue with Turner himself that, "Ritual is a principal means by which society 'grows' and

moves into the future (Turner 1974: 298)" (Alexander 1991: 3). It must be noted that it is, I

believe, possible to misinterpret Turner as at times his terms are not always clearly defined

and even when they are, he may not "employ it consistently... " (Driver 1991: 232).
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3.2.1 Victor Turner: Ritual Process and Ritual Symbols

Victor Turner's theory of ritual process consists to a large extent of an elaboration of

Arnold van Gennep's model (1909: The Rites of Passage). Further, many scholars have
r

used this model as a starting point for their studies, either adapting Turner's work or using

it as a template to be applied to a text or a live ritual. Victor Turner's model proposes that

every ritual is marked by three stages: (l) separation; (2) liminality and (3) aggregation

(Turner 1969: 94).

Separation or rites of separation

This stage involves the separation of the initiands or participants from their ordinary lives.

This separation from ordinary status and activitirs of life is achieved not only through

space, physical separation to a sacred place, but can also be done through the manipulation

of time. This separati.on of time is a complex notion and in most instances involves either

time being stretched or compressed or both (McVann 1991: 349). McVann applies this

notion to the baptism of Jesus as found in the gospel of Luke by noting that Jesus spent

forty days in the desert fasting (1991: 350).

Liminality or rites of transition

This stage is the core part of ritual as viewed by Turner and involves his concepts of

communitas and anti-structure. "The neophyte in liminality must be a tabula rasa, a blank

slate on which is inscribed the knowledge and wisdom of the group, in those respects that

pertain to the new status" (Turner 1969: 103). This is the stage at which the initiand is

"nothing", he/she must comply with all the requirements and be humble in hislher

acceptance of punishment for non-compliance. At this stage in the ritual the initiands are

neither in their old status or yet in their new positions. They are said to be "betwixt and

between". Alexander states that, "Turner notes that in the indetenrtinate state participants

are able to encounter one another in spontaneous, direct, and egalitarian interchanges that

are less alienating and more existentially satisfying than those allowed within everyday

social exchanges" (1991: 18). For Turner therefore, this state of lirninality brings with it a

comradeship between the fe!low initiands. This form of community is born spontaneously

not only through the need to survive the initiation, but also through the identification no

longer with. "status of others" b~t rather with the~r humanness, their wholeness, their
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"sameness". Turner uses the term communitas to describe this spontaneous unity. It must

be noted that communitas is not a measurable force and therefore transcends empirical

techniques (Driver 1991: 160). C?~unitas is a term used and identif!.ed by Turner and

therefore it must be noted that Turner went to great lengths to explain that communitas is
,.

spontaneous. It is a mistake to assume that one can convert this communitas that is

experienced in ritual liminality into a structural form (Turner 1969: 137). On the other

hand Turner does allow for attempts at what he calls "normative communitas" (Turner

1969: 132). Normative communitas, is already in the domain of structure as it is an attempt

to create a social system which is organised to maintain existential communitas. In reality,

" ... it is the fate of all spontaneous communitas in history to undergo what most people see

as a "decline and fall" into structure and law" (Turner 1969: 132). As Turner explains as

soon as people need to be mobilised, social org~nisation is required, which in essence

immediately reaches into the level of structure, rules and hierarchy (1969: 135).

In Chapter four of, The Ritual Process, Structure and Anti-Structure, Turner does an

extensive analysis of the development and subsequent history, of the thirteenth century

Franciscan order (1969:145 - 154). Turner notes that through excessive poverty ideals,

"Francis appears quite deliberately to be compelling the friars to inhabit the fringes and

interstices of the social structure of his time, and to keep them in a permanently liminal

state, so the argument in this book would suggest, the optimal conditions inhere for the

realization of communitas" (1969: 145). Turner notes, referring to Lambert's work that

Francis' successor translated the lofty ideals of Francis into acceptable terms (1969: 149).

Turner explains that a split occurred between those who held to Francis' strict poverty

ideals, the Spirituals, and those who in a sense gave into the capitalist system and its ideals,

the Conventuals. Turner seems to indicate that it is possible to form a sort of normative

communitas, as long as the group has organised itself in a way that it takes into account the,
threats from the structured soci<?ty within which it lives and has its-being (1969: 150). It

must be noted that these communities of normative communitas will come under attack as

they inherently pose a threat to the norms of society as a whole. As Turner explains

regarding the eventual downfall of the spirituals, "One feature of this apparently admirable

attitude [poverty] made it ultimately intolerable to the structured church" (1969:152).

Thus, Turner, clearly illustrates structure and anti-structure are related, and at most

junctures in conflict. "Within Turner's scheme, since communitas stands in dialectical

opposition to social structure, it can be found to be in relationship to structure 'at every
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point and on every level [of huJtVln intercourse] in complex and subtle ways' (Turner 1974:

52; see also 1969: 113)" (Alex~der 1991: 37). Turner argues that "rites de passage" do not

merely reinforce the status-quo within society at large but "rather it is a matter of giving

recognition to an essential and generic human bond without which there could be no

society" (1969: 97).

In The Ritual Process, Structure and Anti-structure, Turner develops the notion of anti

structure versus structure. In essence, Turner proposes that one cannot survive without the

other. Further that in reality they are born out of each other. In other words, communitas

cannot survive "alone if the material and organisational needs of human beings are to be

adequately met" (Turner 1969: 129) and "exaggeration of structure may well lead to

pathological manifestations of communitas outside or against 'the law'" (Turner 1969:
\

129). So, during ritual by meeting temporarily "the need for direct and egalitarian

relationships, communitas infuses structure with anti-structural values and in so doing,

transforms everyday social structure" (Alexander 1991: 41). Turner uses the examples of

Tullensi, Nuer and Ashanti, kinship structures to not only emphasise the notion of structure

versus anti-structure but also to show that communitas does not only occur in ritual but also

within aspects of everyday life. Further, it is emphasised that "communitas breaks in

through the intensities of structure, in liminality, at the edges of structure, in marginality

and forms beneath the structure in -inferiority" (Turner 1969: 128).

Interestingly it is those who are structurally poor that seem to be spiritually strong. Those

who are marginalised seem to have powers to take on the offences of structure. Turner

notes that, "Prophets and artists tend to be liminal and marginal people..." (1969: 128).

Tom Driver notes that, "Where people are in movement, whether in a liberative or a

reactionary direction, ritual is likely to be their strong ally" (1991: 9). It is the liminality

stage and communitas that has a playful and indeterminate energy that generates the

potential and possibilites to reconfigure social structures (Alexander 1991: 18). True ritual

creates communitas and is not purely reflexive but also imaginative (Alexander 1991: 32).

"Indeterminacy lies at the heart of liminality, since social structure prescriptions have been

relaxed" (Alexander 1991: 19) and it is this space, that gives opportunity to be creative in

challenging social structures.
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The potential for change lies in the level of communitas and indeterminacy. However,

"Ritual can be manipulated by those who hold power in society, used to protect their

privileged positions by surrounding them with.an aura of sacredness or inevitability"
,.

(Driver 1991: 162). The space created for spontaneous communitas to occur can be

curtailed and hence though one may have the external elements of ritual process and ritual

symbol, the transformative power has been removed from the mix. For Driver to the extent

that the ritual fails to partly pr temporarily overcome social alienation, it fails to be ritual,

" ...declining into mere routine, or into what Turner calls 'ceremony' (by which he means

the celebration of the social structure), perhaps becoming an instrument of regimentation,

the very opposite of authentic rjtua1" (1991: 162).

For Turner therefore ritu,als are "tranformative processes" and ceremomes are

"confirmation or ratification" (Alexander 1991: 15). So for Alexander part of the reason for

the conservative reading of Turner is the neglect of this distinction that Turner makes

between ceremony and ritual. Ceremony, "reinforces existing order (while) ritual, by

contrast, promotes social yhange in the direction of a more communitarian order (Turner

1982 a)" (Alexander 1995: 212).

Those who seem to misread Turner as viewing ritual as reinforcing the social structure have

not noted that:

1. " ... attempts to circumscribe ritual calls attention to the fact that ritual is subversive by

nature ..." (Alexander 1991: 55). In other words the efforts by those in power to control

ritual to the extent of no changes in performance show clearly that ritual has potential

power to cause change and challenge the structures.

2. That Turner's first studies done in tribal cultures were examples of how, " ... ritual's

innovative potential has been circumscribed, even dormant or pressed into the service of

maintaining the existing order (Turner 1982 b: 86)" (Alexander 1991: 47). It is clear

that ritual can be manipulated and thus it loses its power to transform social structure,

but in this form it should be called ceremony. This begs the question: whether the

liturgies in most churches today should be classified as ritual or ceremony? Are they

merely reinforcing the present social structure, ch~ch organisation or do they ~ave
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some transformative power not only upon the individual but also upon the society at

large? (Driver 1991: 172). For Driver: "A sacrament must signify not merely the idea of

liberation but its actuality as a work in which both God and the peopl~ move against all

forces of enslavement" (1991: 204). If ritual becomes ceremony there is no room for
~

growth and movement. There are power struggles which can be seen and there are

power struggles which we cannot be seen. Driver is proposing a reclaiming of the

church's rituals for transformation purposes. For the purpose of freedom, the ushering

in of "God's kingdom".

This section ofliminality has been long, not only to negate any misconceptions of Turner's

process being homeostatic, but also to reinforce the notion that there is a continuous

movement within Turner's concepts. There are not in essence any static ritual performance
\

or social structures, rather both will continue to change and be changed if not impeded by

prescriptive formats which do not allow communitas.

Aggregation of rites of incorporation

This is the final stage where initiands/participants,are incorporated back into society with

new transformed status or role. They may at this point be given new names, which reflect

their new status, with its defined rights and obligations. This stage could be seen solely as

the entry back into social structure, but it must be noted that the initiand has been changed

and will therefore impact upon the social structure. The aggregation stage may often be

signalled by the eating of a meal or a community feast. I will not elaborate on this stage

except to note that the ritual elder at this stage ends his role in the initiating activity.

To a large extent, I have dealt with Victor Turner's ritual process. It must be noted at this

point that I have not dealt with Victor Turner's differentiation between "liminal" and

"liminoid" as I, like Driver, do not feel that this differentiation is justified or makes any

differentiation to ritual analysis (Driver 1991: 232).

Frank Gorman Jnr. in his article, "Ritual Studies and Biblical Studies: Assessment of past;

prospects for the future", goes to great lengths to explain how the events of enlightenment

and the theology of reformation has in essence not only ignored ritual in texts, but have also

been hostile to the benefits of ritual (1995: 14-16). For Gorman, "Biblical te?,ts were

subjected to analysis in scholarly treaties based on reason, objectivity and neutrality"
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(Gorman 1995: 18). Tom Driver also notes that "Protestant Inconoclasm" and the

"rationalism of the enlightenment" have created hostility toward ritual (1991 :7). Further, he

states that ritual boredom and " ...misapprehension in post-enlighte~ent societies arises

form the fact that ritual liminality has been suppressed" (Driver 1991: 159). Grimes in
y

Ritual Criticism notes that there ·is a renewed interest growing for ritual form within post-

modem societies. The climate in post-modernism says Grimes is more favourable but he

warns that this could lead to exploitation (1990: 27). He praises the editors of "worship" for

their insight into the need for ritual'criticism (Grimes 1990: 29).

For Grimes, " ... liturgy is one of the primary means of enculturation and therefore they need

to be studied culturally noting power struggles and agendas" (1990: 56). And for Gorman,

"a full appreciation and understanding of the narrative requires that the ritualising feature
I

be identified and analysed" (1995: 26). Further Alexander notes that, "Ritual is the subject

of many biblical te'.'ts intended to be read on ritual occasions or which reflect ritual

concerns" (1994: 209). It is hoped in this thesis to use ritual analysis to gain insights not

only to Mark 10: 2-12 but also to critically analyse marriage liturgies, especially when used

in conjunction with Narrative Criticism.

3.2.2 Mary Douglas

This section would be incomplete without a brief description of Mary Douglas's ritual

theory. One aspect of ritual that has not been covered purposively up to this point is that of

boundary setting. Ritual can be seen as creating "them" and "us". In essence, the initiand is

incorporated into a new group or kinship; for example those being baptised into the

Christian faith. Douglas a British anthropologist seems to build on Turner's concepts of

structure and anti-structure to create terms/concepts of contrasting degrees of "grid" and

"group" (Douglas 1970: 5~). Douglas argues that our expression in ritual activity within

society is a reflection of the broader social structures. These social structures/dimensions

she divides ,into grid and group. "Group" being the level of bondedness and exclusivity

(in/out dimension) and "grid" being the level of formal structure, leadership and defined

roles. For Douglas, " ... bel!efs which attribute spiritual powers to individuals are never

neutral or free of the dominant patterns of social structure" (1966: 112). In other words, our

attitudes towards ritual and our bodily concerns are ~ot merely an individual expression of
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our maturity or immaturity, our behaviour and treatment of our body function are not an

expression of our individuation, but rather a reflection of social structures that make up our

world. So, "The paradox of spiritual powers vested in the physically weak is explained by

social structure rather than by local doctrine which justifies it" (Douglas 1966: 110). The
,-

doctrine is therefore an explanation for something that already exists independently from it.

It will be interesting in our later analysis to see if this in anyway give us insight into

marriage as a ritual.

As mentioned earlier, Douglas uses two independent variables that she proposes makeup

social structures, in turn these social structures affect individual attitudes and behaviours,

particularly in relation to the body and ritual.. These two dimensions group and grid can be

expressed in graph form as follows: +

grid

c
..
. '

------'--....------t----------+
\.

group

B

Each quadrant will represent a certain mix of the two variables:

A = relatively high grid, but low group

B = relatively low grid and group

C =, relatively high grid and group

D relatively low grid but high group

D

Douglas then identifies tribes/groups who fit into these grid/group analyses, into
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specific quadrants. Further, in each case she is analysing their concerns not only with

bodily ritual, but also with their conception of spiritual forces. Are these forces good/evil?

Are they controlled by human intention? Douglas is seeking to prov~ that, "... bodily

control is an expression of social control - abandonment of bodily control in ritual responds
,..

to the requirements of a social experience which is being expressed" (1970:70). Society has

boundaries with margins and internal structures; these boundaries can be modelled on the

human body (Douglas 1966: 114). The human body becomes the expression of the social

concerns and attitudes. Douglas goes against psychoanalysis in their interpretation of the

body, and its boundaries and attitudes as its function as an expression of personal and

private concerns (Douglas 1966: 115). Rather, for Douglas, these are expressions of the

public world-views.

In conclusion, I hope to use these ritual theories and concepts to not only analyse the

scriptures but also the act of marriage as practised in the Uniting Presbyterian Church of

Southern Africa.
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4. DISTANTIATION

As discussed above, in the methodology section, the "distantiation" stage in interpretation

involves achieving, " ...critical distance from the text to suspend what the reader previously
~

understood the text to mean, to open herlhimself up to new understandings which may

contradict her/his pre-suppositions" (Draper 2002: 17). This, I believe, is easier said than

done as "we human beings know ourselves and our world only through an already formed

sociality that contains institutions, languages, customs and norms" (Farley 1990:47). In the

area of scripture this "critical distance" is extremely difficult because anyone that has been

socialised in a church environment will not only have heard and read a particular scripture,

but slhe may have heard numerous prior explanations and interpretations. To take this

argument to the extreme as does Richard Horsl~y, many texts have Christian doctrine

imposed upon them or read into them when in fact there is not enough evidence or support

for such a reading (Horsley 2001:28; 29). Somehow we need to set aside prior

understandings and interpretations as well as the preconceptions that lead us to our prior

interpretations. Even doctrines may need to be set aside as they have been used as a looking

glass through which to glean from the text something which may not even exist. In a sense

we need to avoid the error of the text becoming a mirror in which we see our doctrine or

beliefs.

The Mark text was created in a different world than the one in which I live today. Two

thousand years ago the eyes/ears would have heard or seen this text in a vastly different

way. Some scholars such as Lightfoot, Lohmeyer and Marxsen, have tried to recreate the

community in which, or for which, a specific text like Mark was created (Peterson 2000: 11;

12). Both Elizabeth Malbon and Dwight Peterson agree that while historical material is

necessary for an acceptable or authentic interpretation, interpretation based on the

construction of the community in or for which the text is meant are inherently flawed

(Malbon 2000: 154 and 155; Peterson 2000: 196). Malbon also states that, "No text has just

one context; contexts are always plural and they present the same problems and challenges

as texts: they demand interpretations in themselves... " (2000: 107). Further, Peterson

argues that, "Communities and historical contexts are often so complex and interweaving as

to defy adequate description'" (2000: 161). Malbon goes on to explain that interpreters are

reluctant to ask further questions or place the text in other contexts once they have in their

mind achieved a neat fit between the text and a re-constructed context (Malbon 2000: 109).
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For Malbon, "To explain the text's emergence ill history is not to explain the text"

(2000:113). On the other hand she admits that, " ... reading the text with no reference to

history or other texts is impossible, and of course, focussing on the internal relations of the

text has its own dangers" (Malbon 2000: 115).

Peterson in his book, The Origins ofMark - The Markan Community in Current Debate,

does a brief critical analysis of scholars such as Werner Kelber, Howard Kee, Herman

Waetjen. Peterson's conclusion is that, "Each of these authors [as well as others] treats the

Markan community as if it were a known quantity which can be brought to bear on

interpretative problems and unproblematically unlock the door or explain the enigma or

shed light on the passage(s) under scrutiny" (2000:21). For Peterson, however, all these

attempts are fallible as most scholars use material solely from Mark to create the proposed

community in the first place, resulting in what Peterson calls a "vicious circle". Further

Peterson notes that scholars do not take into consideration the complexity of social contexts

and they assume that the influence is unidirectional - context to text, when we could expect

them to move both ways (Peterson 2000:52, 73, 167, 168). Peterson makes the most

damning statements against this form of interpretation in his concluding chapter:

"Each of these interpreters has produced a reading different from each of the other. They

agree that the story is really about something other than the story. But they disagree as to

what that something is". (2000:21)

This statement clearly highlights the problem faced by scholars who rely solely on

historical methodologies. Donald Juel agrees with both Malbon and Peterson and concludes

that, "There is no alternative to historical reconstruction, but we must understand its place

in the interpretative enterprise. It is not the most stabilising element in interpretation "

(luel 1994:127). For Juel, as for many other scholars in the last twenty years since " the

Society of Biblical Literative Markan Seminar, chaired by Norman Perrin, and then by

Werner Kelber, between 1971 and 1980" (Powell 1997:65; Merenlhti and Hakola

1999:17),"The data that hold the greatest promise for stabilising interpretation are found

within the Gospel narrative itself; engagement with the stories results in changing us" (luel

1994:25). Further, Hengel notes that in spite of their differences both Rudolf Pesch and

Waiter Schmithals, "agree on one thing: in their almost unlimited confidence in the

possibilities of literary criticism in the second gospel, a confidence which again dominates

wide areas of new testament scholarship today" (1983:32). This new empha~is on the

narrative, through narrative criticism, focuses on the whole of the text and gains its
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interpretative data from within the text - the story world of the text. The origins of narrative

criticism, "Both the new criticism and structuralism focus on the text itself - the language

of the text and the text as language" (Malbon 2000:6). As discussed in the methodology
•

section, narrative criticism works on the notions of communication theory - the emphasis is

not on what the story meant, but how the story conveyed this meaning.

We need to get back to our aim of the text being different, alien and intended for others

(distantation)(Draper 2001: 152). It is clear that on the one hand we need to set aside our

prior conception while on the other hand relying on historical analysis is not going to be

effective (Draper 2001: 152). :rherefore, my approach will be an eclectic one - I will use

narrative criticism and ritual analysis of the text to create "critical distance" but I will also

place this analysis in a broad socio-economic and religious context. In a sense I am using

techniques (ways of reading the text) which are new to me. In this way I hope to replace my

prior conceptions with a new set of lenses. As explained above, in recent years few scholars

still cling to the notion that biblical texts can be read purely relying on the internal world of

the story. Merenlahti and Hakola note that, "An intrinsic text centred approach does not

seem to match properly the nature of the gospels as non-fictional narratives" (1999:43). For

Merenlahti and Hakola, the gospels clearly not only have an ideological base, but the

gospel's narrative needs to be seen as taking " ... shape in a process of interaction with the

historical situation and ideology of the author and the readers" (1999:47).

I will not be dealing with specifics such as: was Mark written prior to 70 or post 70 or

trying to determine the exact location of and the identity of the writer. Rather, I will

identify general economic, religious and social elements of that era that will make our

ears/eyes more in tune and attentive to the cues/signals which would have stood out for the.
hearers and readers of that time - first century Palestine. As Juel notes while describing the

present scholarly conclusions: "Virtual agreement exists among students of the bible that

Mark's gospel is worth reading as a narrative" (1994:25). However, he also notes that, "It

should come as no surprise that interpretation of Mark is caught up in larger social, political

and religious currents" (Juel 1994:27). It is these currents that I will try to describe before

doing my narrative analysis ofMark and Mark 10:2-12. It must be kept in mind that the aim

of this section, distantiation, is always to allow the text to speak out against us. To achieve

this we will at times have to acknowledge the vast gap, which exists between the ,world of

the twenty-first century and that of first century Palestine. As Draper writes, "It [the text] is
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not an object but another subject which calls us into conversation" (2002: 17). It is our task

to create that space so that we allow the text space.

4.1 Other Historical extra-textual considerations

Waetjen notes that, "If there is no acquaintance with any of this material [referring to

knowledge of Mark's 'extra-textual' world] the results can only be disorientated and

misconstrued" (1989:4). In this section I will be dealing with some of the extra-textual

realities I believe need to be considered when reading Mark. This task will at times involve

highlighting conceptions of the twenty-first century, which need to be set aside. In this

section I will be drawing largely from Richard Horsley's recent book, Hearing the whole

story - The politics ofplot in Mark's Gospel, (2001).

I again remind the reader that I am not discussing extra-textual material or concepts to re

construct the communjty for whieh or in which the text was created. Rather my aim is to

create space between myself and the text so that I can, in some instances, read or hear the

text as those of two thousand years ago. In Waetjen's socio-political understanding of Mark

as addressing an agrarian society, he states that the links and associations, presupposed by

the writer, " ... would be made quite naturally by the recipients of the gospel because they

themselves participated in the same realities of agrarian society that the story world

reflects" (1989: 12). In other words, "Since the message that is communicated is not a set of

concepts but an experience arising out of a participation in the story...", we need to have

certain background/extra-textual knowledge in order to interact with the text, not as a

twenty-first century scholar, but as a first century peasant for example (Waetjen 1989: 17).

Horsley notes that his students were; " ... not gripped by the narrative - perhaps either

because they are overly familiar with its contents or are alienated by its supposedly

authoritative status as scriptures or are so utterly unfamiliar with Mark's "narrative world""

(2001 :7). In essence, Horsley notes not only that they need to create "critical distance" but

also that they need extra-textual knowledge before they can respond to the "response

inviting" structures or wordings within the text. Horsley acknowledges as I have in the

previous section that we are not "virginal readers" and that it will take extreme effort to put

aside our previous conceptions in order to discuss, in a sense, Mark anew (2001:8). Rhoads

argues that while narrative criti~ism has shown that there are benefits of studying the

nan:ative in its own right without bowing to historical methodologies, "Nevertheless,[he
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admits], narrative. criticism affinns that a gospel narrative is a historical artefact, a first

century contextual document fully conditioned by its time and place" (1999:268). Rhoads

also notes that, "Once we have allowed a gospel to address us on ~ts own tenns, the

dialogue can begin to move to the modem reader's si?e of the equation: How does this
~

story relate to contemporary life?" (1999:284). In a sense Rhoads is proposing a similar

concept or process as the one in which I am involved with, Draper's tri-polar model of

interpretation. Juel also goes to great lengths to note that while the focus of scholars in the

past on historical methodologies has created "A gulf between scripture and present

readership ..." ,"We cannot abandon historical studies any more than we can abandon our

native tongue, especially because the bible is located in particular times and cultures and

because it makes claims about people and places" (1994:5; 7).

4.1.1. Jewish matters

I will start my historical extra-textual discussion with a controversial issue regarding the

importance of Jewish matters. Juel in his concluding chapter of, A master of surprise 

Mark interpreted, notes that, "A profile of Mark's implied audience demands that current

readers not only do some homework but undertake a new assay of theological investment in

Jewish matters regarded as passe since perhaps the second century" (1994:144). The

dilemma is, how do we understand Mark? Is Mark establishing a new Christian religion

which is in essence to replace Judaism or is Mark an expression of God working within and

through the Jewish conceptions to renew his people? For Juel the presence of God in Mark

must be understood, " ... itself within the framework of God's dealings with Israel" (1994:

139). Juel notes that Mark's implied audience have both knowledge of scripture and

knowledge and investments in the traditions of God's people (1994:136-138). This leads to

the next important distinction. Are we dealing with a religion or a tradition of a people?

Was Judaism a defmed and structured religion by the time of Jesus or even at the time of

Mark? Further, as the Israelites had been dispersed several times and been under foreign

rule for at least two centuries, what constituted the Jewish people or their traditions? This

question is important because throughout Mark we have conflict between Jesus and various

leaders and to understand this conflict we need to question whether it is over Jewish law as

seen in Mark 7:1-23 or whether there are other elements involved (Malbon 2000:31).

"Other controversies involving the Pharisees are these: the fact that Jesus' disciples do not

fast, as John's disciples and the disciples of the Phar~sees do (2: 18),plucking grain on the
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Sabbath (2:24), healing on the Sabbath (3:16), eating with hands defiled (7:1,3,5), seeking a

sign from heaven (8:11), the question of divorce (10:2) and paying to Caesar (12:13)"

(Malbon 2000: 141). Malbon notes that, "What bothers both scribes and the Pharisees about

the Markan Jesus is that he challenges the tradition - the tradition of the elders (7:5)",.

(2000:143). Again we must question whether there ar/other dynamics i~volved? Further,

what was the tradition of the elders and why was it so important to conserve or defend it?

For Horsley, "It has been clear for some time, as readers shed narrower C~stian doctrinal

schemes, that Mark does not portray Jesus founding a new religion, Christianity, in

rejection of an old one, Judaism" (2001 :23). Firstly then, Horsley regards Mark's

presentation of"... Jesus and his movement both as uncompromisingly based on Israelite

covenantal traditions and as the fulfilment of the history of an imperially subjected people"
\

(2001 :42). Most scholars would agree with the concept that the Israelites at the time of both

Jesus and Mark were under imperial rule, but how does this fit with the struggle between

Jewish leaders and Jesus? The key for Horsley is the recognition that at the time of Mark

religion, politics and economics were inseparable and that " ... neither 'Judaism' nor

'Christianity' existed yet as an identifiable 'religion'" (2001 :28). In Horsley's assessment it

is our western preconceptions that religion and politics are separate in conjunction with our

preoccupation with the bible as a religious text, which leads us to misconstrue Mark

(2001 :28).

We misconstrue Mark because we do not place the story in its correct social, economic and

political context. This happens primarily because we see the Pharisees as representatives of

a religion, which seeks to restore Israel through strict codes of purity laws (Horsley 1995:

3), and not as the "retainers" of a higher social class, who in essence are seeking out their

own survival in a political and economic environment, which was highly competitive. In,

Galilee - History, Politics, People (l995),Horsley goes to great lengths not only to trace

Galilee's history back in time prior to Solomon, but also describes the political, social,

econo,mic and religious institutions throughout the ages. For Horsley, the Israelite tribes

who were living in Galilee when it was captured by King Tiglath - pileser in 733-732, were

not all carried off to exile (1995: 23, 26). Rather only the educated were taken into exile,

but "The bulk of the Israelite population, however, that is the vast m~ority of the peasantry

would have been left on the land" (Horsley 1995: 27). In essence, this means ~hat even
, '

though the people and the land were under foreign rule, the majority of the inhabitants had
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their cultural roots in Israel's covenantal traditions. Horsley notes that, "It is highly likely,

however, from what we know of agrarian societies under foreign rulers that Israelite

traditions continued to be cultivated independently in the popular oral tr,aditions of Galilee"

(1995: 33). Osiek, referring to Freyne's work notes that, " ... he concludes that in the
~

Hellenistic period and into Roman (New Testament) times, Galilee remained a largely

Jewish peasant society, with most of the population residing in rural areas and villages"

(1992: 18). Horsley's statementintroduces two very important extra-textual issues, namely

agrarian societies and oral traditiQns which will be discussed at length, as I believe they are

vital in understanding and interpreting Mark.

Later the people of Galilee were to be governed by Hasmonean rule. This was done through

the Hasmonean high priesthood in Jerusalem. For Horsley, the evidence from Josephus'
I

writings indicate that this political-economic-religious subordination meant the subjection

to "the laws of the Judeans" (1995: 47,48). So, "Although Galilean customs were rooted in

some of the same Israelite traditions as the laws of the Judeans, they had undergone more

than eight centuries of separate development" (Horsley 1995: 50). In reality, "The temple

itself, temple dues, and rule by the high priesthood would all have been foreign to the

Galileans, whose ancestors had rebelled centuries earlier against the Solomonic monarchy

and Temple" (Horsley 1995: 51). It must be noted that in context of this thesis, it is not

possible to give a detailed history or the complex arguments, which go with Horsley's

analysis and conclusions. The political and economic history of Galilee in comparison to

Judea is however important to our understanding of Mark, as Jesus in the story world of

Mark spends much time in Galilee before making his way to Jerusalem. Further, we begin

to realise that Galilee and Judea share a distant common past. This infonnation in

conjunction with the fact that "Neither archaelogical nor textual evidence suggests that

there was any (religious) community self-consciously identifying itself as "Christianity"

over against (rabbinic) "Judaism" in Galilee - conceivably even .until after the time of

Constantine", questions our use of the word Jewish. Is this an ethnic tenn or religious one?

This, topic has gained importance in recent years particularly in regard to John's gospel.

Draper in his article, "Holy Seed and the return of the Diaspora in John 12:24", goes to

great lengths to explain that the misinterpretation of a tenn such as "Greeks" can easily

occur if we do not place the description in context (Draper 2000). Draper explains that on

one hand, ": .. inhabitants of the Greco-Roman world would name any Israelit~ settler in

their cities after the name of the most well-known Israelite region, whether they maintained
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their culture in an orthodox way or not, i.e. "Judaean""(2000: 355). While, " ... on the other

hand, that Israelites in Palestine called any other Israelites who had settled in the wider

Greco-Roman world and lost their mother tongue and lost contact with the motherland,

"Greek""(Draper 2000: 355), should not be surprising. Draper concludes that in the context

of John 7: 32-36, "When John tells us that the "Greeks" who had come to the feast of

Passover wanted to see Jesus, it seems to be very probable, but not certain of course, that he

refers to Greek speaking Diaspora Israelites who had come to worship" (Draper 2000: 355).

This argument is clear and reinforces not only the complexity of the social terrain in

Palestine due to the years of different imperial rule, but also stresses the importance of

careful and extensive exegesis.

Horsley notes that, "Limited but mutually confirming evidence indicates that the political-
\

economic-religious role of the Pharisees (along with others) in late second-temple times

was rooted in their social-political location as what sociologists call "retainers" of the high

priestly regime" (1995: 149). As mentioned earlier, Waetjen regards the social-economic

context of Mark as an agrarian society. For Waetjen, "The two worlds, that of Roman

occupied Palestine during Jesus' ministry and the 'extra-textual' world of Mark's gospel

are essentially equivalent" (1989: 12). At this point it is important to higWight the

characteristics of the social structure which sustains these so-called "retainers".

4.1.2. Agrarian societies - Peasantry

In Peasants, (1966) Eric Wolf, does an extensive anthropological and social analysis of the

"social group" which he calls peasants. In Wolfs analysis he highlights the pressures whic.h

are placed upon this group, both from environmental factors, internal social system

household maintenance and wider society - rent and taxes (1966: 77-80). The picture

painted by Wolf is one of a people who are continuously trying to balance their resources in

order to maintain their heritage (the land), while at the same time keeping authorities at bay

by p:lying required taxes and dues. So for, Wolf, " ... the term 'peasant' [primarily] denotes

no more than an asymmetrical structural relationship between producers of surplus and

controllers ... " (1966: 10). "The existence of a peasantry thus involves not merely a relation

between peasant and non peasant, but a type of adaptation, a combination of attitudes and

activities designed to sustain the cultivation in his effort to maintain himself and his kind

within a social order which threatens that maintenan~e" (Wolf 1966: 17). This is a picture
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of a domination and hierarchy where land acquisition becomes an important source of

power and maintenance of a superior class, the elite. This system is generally only

maintained with a large majority of the people in subjection to a sm~ll elite group. This

picture painted by Wolf of an oppressed people struggling to survive is the very picture,
~

which Waetjen paints, of the story world of Mark in his introductory chapter of: A

Reordering ofPower - A Socio-Political Reading ofMark's Gospel (1989). For Waetjen,

his argument is reinforced by the presence in Mark of Herod Antipas, Pontius Pilate and the

high priest - all powerful individuals in Roman occupied Palestine who exerted pressures

of taxes and other obligations upon the bulk of the population living in villages and trying

to survive off the land. Further, the Pharisees, " ... compromising with the ruling class [as

retainers] so that the norms of levitical purity might govern the life of the Jewish people,

they [in essence] stabilised and perpetuated the political status quo with all of its injustices
\

and inequalities" (Waetjen 1989: 9). Draper notes that, " ... central to a peasant society is a

functioning system of power and control, without which it would not be possible, despite

the claims of the ruling elite that it is natural or divinely ordained" (1995: 185). For Osiek,

"While small ancestral peasant holdings were still the basis of land allotment in Galilee in

New Testament times, increasingly the best land was held in royal estates, parcelled out to

whoever the prevailing occupiers wished to reward, confiscated and reallocated when its

owners fell out of favour with the crown" (1992: 19).

Both Herod the Great and his son, Antipas, undertook extensive building projects both in

Galilee and Jerusalem, including the re-modelling of the temple. These projects were

rtainly funded by increasing the tax burden on those who found themselves on the lower

rung. From the above discussion regarding agrarian societies it is clear that any increase in

expectation from the ruler would cause tension between the client and ruler relationship.

James Scott notes that, "When the economic surplus claimed by elites as a matter of right

violates customs or imposes great hardship on the peasantry, it is likely to be resisteda~

unjust" (1977: 16). Scott used the terms 'little tradition' and 'great tradition', " ... to

distinguish the beliefs and practices of the folk strata of an agrarian civilisation from that of

its elite" (1977: 8). For Scott, there is not only evidence of, "The cultural dependence of the

little tradition on the great tradition..." but there is also, "Evidence that much (but not all)

of what passes as folk culture in fact originated in an earlier great tradition is pervasive"

(1977: 12). If we analyse these statements with Galilee's past historical roots in s<,>me of the

tribes of Israel and their New Testament relationship with Jerusalem through "retainers",
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Pharisees, we discover a complex relationship of cultural and thus religious beliefs. Scott

later notes however that, "Within this shared great tradition, however, peasant beliefs may

fly directly in the face of what passes as orthodoxy" (1977: 19).

,-

In Domination and the Arts ofResistance: Hidden Transcripts, (1990), Scott develops the

terms, "hidden transcripts" and "public transcripts" to explain and analyse the

communication inherently found, "... between subordinates and those who dominate"

(Scott 1990: 2). The public transcript is that communication or interaction which happens in

the open between dominant and subordinate, in a sense it is the mask which they

consciously or unconsciously hold up for protection (Scott 1990: 10). For the elite or

dominant, this mask is to sustain the position of power through "... haughtiness and

mastery" (Scott 1990: 11). While for the subordinate, it keeps them safe from further loss
\

due to retaliation for deviance from the elite. The "hidden transcript" on the other hand is

that word or action which truly describes the feelings of the actors. For Scott this discourse

generally only takes place "offstage" for obvious reasons (1990: 4). Scott argues, " ... that a

partly sanitised, ambiguous and coded version of the hidden transcript is always present in

the public discourse of subordinate groups" (1990: 18). In other words, in order to express

their true feelings while at the same time hiding this expression, those under subjection by

the dominant would use: "Rumour, gossip, folk tales, jokes, songs, rituals, codes and

euphemisms" to protect themselves from retaliation (Scott 1990: 18). In this section I hope

it is clear that within the Galilean situation of the first century not only were the majority

peasants, but it is highly likely that they formed part of the "little tradition" which would

have expressed itself only in disguise, by means of a public transcript.

Horsley notes that both Galilee and Judea were traditional agrarian societies with the vast J
majority of people living in villages and trying to survive on the land or lake (1995: 189).

This is important to note as, there has been, a lot of the discussion regarding Galilee and its

separate development culturally from other regions. Further, it is important that we

understand that Judea and Galilee may have shared a distant heritage but they also share a

common lived experience, that of being subject, maybe to a lesser degree, but still subject

to the elite who generally ruled from the cities. For Horsley, in Galilean villages and towns,

"The family was the basic social unit of production and consumption, of reproduction and

socialisation of personal identity and membership in a wider society" (1995: 195)., Thus the

creation of marriages was extremely imponant as it was "... a strategy of keeping the
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inheritance of land within certain boundaries" (Horsley 1995: 196). Wolf concurs that the

importance of marriage and the family unit in peasantry society can be seen in ceremonial

evidence. Wolf states the following:

"Everywhere in peasant societies, much _ceremonial surrounds the formation of a

new marriage, and, through it, the creation of a new household. This ceremonial

does not merely tie the conjugal bond between husband and wife; it also invites the

public to take note that a new minimal unit of the community has been formed.

Everywhere in peasant societies, too, ceremonial surrounds the domestic unit,

aiding in the management of the tensions which arise in its operation" (1966: 97).

We cannot be sure of WoWs definition of ceremonial, but we can be sure that it was public

and shared. It would be interesting to see how Wolf would define ritual in relation to my
\

section above and his concept of ceremonial. It must be noted that in all likelihood Galilee

and Judea would ha~e placed the same importance on family and therefore on marriage

which could have included ceremoriials/rituals as discussed by Wolf.

For Horsely, there was an understanding that the land was a grant from God that had been

entrusted to lineages and families. Further, for Horsley, this notion was "... vividly

expressed in the priestly statement of the Israelite covenantal mechanisms designed to

maintain the people on their family inheritance of land in Leviticus 25" (1995: 208).

Horsley emphasises this point in his concluding chapter when he states that the "Basis in

Israelite traditions was the independence of the village and communities living under the

direct kingship/rule of God as Moses had taught" (1995: 281). There is thus an important

link in Peasant societies between marriage and the land (inheritance). Further in Israel's

history there is a link between the land and God. These notions are highlighted here, as they

will be developed, through the narrative reading of Mark.
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4.1.3. Oral Tradition

The reading of the bible in 2002 is often a very individual experience between a static

written text and a person's intellect and previous socialisation. More so in South Africa, I

believe we can relate to the fact that a large majority of the so-called previously
~

disadvantaged are illiterate. The factors causing this phenomenon can be debated but I

believe it can be linked directly to the subordinate role these ethnic groups experienced

during the apartheid years. "As Africans, we recognise our own specific location at the end

of a long history of colonial domination, cultural dispossession and economic exploitation"

(Draper 2002: 17). As we have· seen in South Africa, those in power tend to control not

only material resources but also the opportunity for those under subjection to develop

intellectually and culturally. This can be highlighted by the recent debate in the media.
regarding the continued use of Afrikaans as the pri~ary medium of tuition at Stellenbosch

University.

Hors1ey notes that one recent study places the literacy rate in Roman Palestine "as low as 3

percent" (2001: 55). Rohrbaugh concurs, that "Probably no more than 2 to 4 percent of the

population in an agrarian society could read, or read and write and the vast majority of

these people lived in the cities" (1997: 107).

Further, for Horsley, at the time of Jesus not only was literacy located with the wealthy and

the powerful, but this advantage was used "... largely for controlling the inheritance of

property..." through the use of, "... written records to record large scale loans, wills and

marriage contracts" (200 I; 54,55). Osiek notes that, "Unfortunately it is the leisured urban

classes throughout the ancient world which left the best records of themselves, for it was

they who had the education, time and money to do so" (1992: 17). Peterson in discussing

Kelber's interpretation notes that, "Instead of placing the origins of Mark in a historical

scenario of conflict between northern and southern Christian communities centred around

the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem, Kelber places that origin at the centre of a more

general kind of conflict between communicative media: oral Vs written" (2000: 47). My

prior discussion needs to be kept in mind regarding the formulated religion at the time of

Mark. The above quotation does however highlight the fact that the concepts and

understanding of oral tradition needs to be taken into consideration when analysing Mark.
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For Horsley not only does the, "Reading [of] Mark as a mere text reduce[s] what was a

living tradition of live performance to a fossilised skeleton of what it was or could be". But

Horsley also notes that, " ... the communal reception, like the performance, was emphatic

and participatory rather than distanced and reflective (let alone "objective")" (2001: 62).

Although I will not be analysing the text of Mark through, "Oral performance theory", but

rather narrative criticism. I will bear in mind the notion that when reciting a "text" a

performer and the crowd are part of the process. Further, "Perhaps the key to how the

performer evokes meaning in reciting a "text" to an audience is that a given term or phrase

or image or statement summons up a whole range of connotations and experience" (Horsley

2001: 63).

The other concept which some are well aware of in South Africa and previous colonised
\

countries is that our history (written records) are skewed in favour of the elite or the

oppressor. Scott notes that, "Perhaps one reason why political scientists and historians

generally overlook the moral and political ideas of the little tradition is that both, unlike the

anthropologist, tend to concentrate on the written record - the product, par excellence, of

the great tradition" (1977: 240). On the other hand Scott also notes that because the oral

tradition form of communication is adaptive and impermanent, it has an element of

anonymity which in the light of subjection and the need to express discontent is often

necessary to protect those of the "little tradition" (1990: 161).

This concludes the section on extra-textual material. I hope that the concepts: "Jewish",

"Agrarian Society" and "Oral tradition" will facilitate the narrative as well as ritual analysis

of the text. It must also be pointed out that throughout the above discussion, there is also an

implicit message that the text is not aimed at individuals nor is it a message about

individuals but rather a group. The disadvantage of those under subjection needs to be

taken into consideration when reading the next section: Marriage' at the time of Jesus. I

believe that it must be considered that the information which can be gleaned about marriage

at the time of Jesus, is largely the product ofthe elite and the great tradition of that time.
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4.2 Marriage at the Time of Jesus

To grasp a picture of the "process of Marriage" at the time of Jesus, is particularly difficult

for three main reasons;

1. History and Historical contexts are on a continuum. The customs" and rituals of the·

Jewish people were not static but continually evolving, through rabbinical debate and

praxIs.

2. Through time the New Testament World had been "governed" or influenced by many

different cultures - Assyrian, Persrian, Greek and Roman.

3. The information, which is available from the Mishnah and Talmud, is largely legalistic/

instructive. Even, though both the Mishnah and Talmud are formulated or written down

after the time of Jesus it can be assumed that much of tradition, rite and customs had

been preserved through "oral traditions". Th\ls we do not get a descriptive picture of

the performance but rather prescriptive measures and rulings which are to be followed.

Further, we cannot be sure of the extent to which the prescribed rules and regulations were

followed (Cohen 1999: 947). Carolyn Osiek, in her introduction to: What are they saying

about the social setting of the New Testament? states, "We must realise that we are

working with incomplete evidence" (1992:5). Osiek says this in reference to the fact that

the literature we use, the texts, and archaeological findings are not only incomplete but they

in themselves reflect a certain genre and message (1992:5). This however should not deter

us but make us more determined to seek out new methods of data analysis and

interpretation. George Moore, in his writings on the "Jewish" Family in the first centuries

of the Christian era when dealing with polygamy also states, "Our information is largest

about the learned class ... " (1958:122). This shows clearly that we need to be extremely

careful in appropriating information and making generalised statements regarding marriage

at the time of Jesus. Further there may be a need to look at the social/economic structure 

the power dynamics - as there may well be a distinction between the different classes or

strata in society. This is sure to affect the way in which their story is told or neglected. Do

the writings we study reflect the minority or majority? However, I will endeavour to

outline the process of marriage, bearing in mind that in the text: Mark 10: 2 - 12 Jesus is in

direct debate/ conflict with Pharisees. I will then compare the Jewish concepts to that of the

Greco-Roman Society.
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"The Talmudic writers were determined to promote marriage. It was especially vital for

Judaism to build the strength of the family structure as a good foundation of their ethnic

life." (Tenney 1977:94) Marriage was an important issue in the eyes of the Jewish leaders;

this can be seen by the amount of material in the. Mishna, which is devoted to this subject.

The whole Third order: NASHIM (women) consisting of seven tractates is full of material

dealing with marriage, especially the second tractate KETHUBOTH (Marriage contract),

the third Tractate NEDARIM (Vows and their cancellation) and the seventh tractate

KlDDUSITIN (betrothaVengagement). The importance of marriage was emphasised

through time by the changes and rabbinical debates regarding the institution of marriage.

Judith Hauptman in her introduction to a chapter devoted to marriage summarises my

above mentioned concerns and emphasis on marriage:

"Nearly every one of the biblical institutions relating to marriage was maintained by the
\

rabbis but radically transformed. It is impossible to know if these transformations were the

consequence of rabbi~ical invention or the infiltration of new ideas from other cultures. Or

maybe they were the formal record of what had already been established generations

earlier" (Hauptman 1998:60).

As stated earlier, I have presumed that the presence of and, may I say, threat posed by other

cultures, did have an impact on the laws and customs of the Jews. This influence could be

either the assimilation of material from other cultures and! or the implementation of stricter

rules/laws - boundary measures in the line of Douglas', grid and group formulation (see

below). The accumulation of law clearly tends to show an in/out group dynamic, especially

if we study the prohibitions on marrying those out side of the Jewish system. Davies and

Finkelstein in discussing the period between 333 and 175 RC.E, clearly indicate that there

was a " ... tension between assimilation and self-assertion" (Davies and Finkelstein

1989: 185). Further they note that, "The only reference to a Jewish-Gentile mixed marriage

in Ptolematic times is not certain" (Davies and Finkelstein 1989: 194). So it would seem

that even though the Greek culture had an influence on the Jewish culture, there were still

distinct lines - boundaries that in a way had been strengthened due to the threat. "That is,

the Jews, too, appear to have perceived in the Greek way of life an aggressive civilisation

which threatened the distinctive tradition of their fathers" (Davies and Finkelstein

1989:184). Davies and Finkelstein confirm my assumption in their chapter dealing with

the period 170 RC.E to 135 C.E when they propose that Josephus and the New

Testament records confirm and supplement the rabbinical traditions (1989:245). It must be
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noted that they do however go to great lengths to emphasise the schism between the

Shammanites and Hillelites. "Thus in regard to many ritual questions, the people remained

divided - the neo-Pharisees following the customs of their ancestors, which they now

insisted had come down from Moses himself, and the old Pharisees following their own

customs" (Davies and Finkelstein 1989:261). The distinction between secular customs and

religious rites will become more apparent as we begin to discuss the understanding and

process of marriage.

Most if not all literature that I have studied regarding the structure of the family, seems to

indicate that even though there were exceptions and "Bigamy is recognised as a legal fact

by Deuteronomy 21: 15 - 17, and the kings sometimes kept a large harem" (De Vaux

1961 :25), "Family life was generally built around a monogamou~ marriage" (Safrai and
I .

Stem 1987:748). The Talmudic law did not change the biblical law of bigamy (Safrai and

Stem 1987:749). However, through the history of Israel, the prophets seem to use

monogamy as an analogy for Israel (only wife) and God relationship. De Vaux, quotes the

following references, "(Os 2:4f; lr 2:2; Is 50: 1; 54:6-7; 62:4-5), and Ezekiel develops the

same metaphor into an allegory (Ez 16)" (1961: 26). Further, "The Gospels and the whole

Tannaite literature evidently suppose a practically monogamous society" (Moore 1958:

122). Moore explains that the conditions under which most lived in conjunction with the

rabbinical marriage contract and settlement, not only hindered divorce, but also plural

marriages (1958: 122). This argument will become clearer once the process of marriage

has been discussed. From the above discussion, it would seem that monogamy was not

only prescribed, but rabbis also encouraged it. Moore starts his chapter on the family by

stating that, "Marriage was regarded not only as the normal state, but as a divine ordinance"

(1958: 119). Marriage was important, but what form did it take?

Tenney, states that, "The Talmudic legislators neither elevated marriage to position of a

sacrament nor did they regard it as a mere contract in civil law" (1977:94). However this

distinction is not explained by Tenney nor is his statement backed up by any argument

except that "The act of establishing the communion between husband and wife was termed

Kiddushin, or 'sanctification', without implying the indelible character of a sacrament"

(Tenney 1977:94). Again Tenney does not explain the notion of sanctification, which in its

self, represents a notion of pure and impure - in/out of the group or accepted norm.

Hauptman, too notes that "Despite this imbalance, [referring to the patriarchal nature of the
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process of marriage], the standard rabbinic term for betrothal, kiddushin, unlike its biblical

equivalent, erusin, suggests that marriage has now been infused with a sense of

sanctification" (1998:69). I will get back to Hauptman's notion of l,iberating changes,

which took place in the process of marriage. But at this point I wish to note that both
"

Tenney and Hauptman mention the notions of 'sanctification', but they fail to explain how

this is expressed in the marriage process or lived out in the marriage experience. Could it

be that they have not researched this aspect or that they find a contradiction between the

terms used and the realities/lived-experience?

Jacob Neusner in his analysis of the construction of the Mishnah, through a process of

deconstruction, in his book, Judaism - The Evidence of the Mishnah (1981), divides the

contributions into three time periods:

1. Before the first war, namely before 70 CE.

2. Between the two wars, namely between 70 CE and approximately 140 CE and

3. After the two wars, namely after 140 CE.

Neusner states that the principle and laws before 70CE and those after seem to be on a

continuum of thought. However some changes in thought and principals took place after

the second war to the time that the Mishnah in a sense was finalised probably 200 CE

(1981 :76 and 122). I will only look at the division of women over the period before and

after the first war and the notion of sanctification as it develops through this period. For

Neusner, at the core of the Mishnah's system is the notion of holy versus unclean. Laws are

exacted at the point where danger or uncleanness is present and needs to be in a sense

sanctified.

"If my analysis of the history of Mishnaic law was correct and the discrete laws we shall

now survey do represent positions and principles adopted before 70 and continuously

carried forward to the formation and closure of the Mishnah as a complete system, then the

Mishnah as we know it originated in its Division of Purities" (Neusner 1981: 49). This

system of sanctification is governed and controlled by man. "Man is counterpart and

partner and creation, in that, like God he has power over the status and condition of

creation, putting everything in its proper place, calling everything by its rightful name"

(Neusner 1981: 271). For Neusner, this notion of sanctification in the "Division of women
. J. I

only becomes formulated after the two wars in the final formulation of the Mishna" (1981:
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137-138). "The principal interest for the Mishnah is the point at which a woman becomes

and ceases to be holy to a particular man, that is, enters and leaves the marital union"

(Neusner 1981: 138). So in reality the Division of Women is not really concerned about

women as such but more concerned about the times of transfer of women from father to

husband and vice versa. There are the points in time of danger, which need to be controlled

by man. Referring to the division of women Neusner states, "The whole constitutes a

significant part of the Mishnah's encompassing system of sanctification, for the reason that

heaven confirms what men do on earth" (1981: 138).

It is not my intention to deal with the entire system of the Mishnah, but it must be noted

that ultimately marriage - the beginning and end thereof are part of the whole sanctification

system. "Like the holy Land of Agriculture, the holy Temple of Holy Things, and the
\

potentially holy realm of the clean of Purities, women for the Division of Women define a

principal part of the Mishnah's orderly conception of reality" (Neusner 1981: 139).

Does this help us define the process of marriage at the time of Jesus? I believe that even

though the Tractates do encompass layers, these layers do speak to one another. For

Neusner, prior to the first war, the concerns regarding women were the cessation of

marriage. However, even at this stage there were debates between the House of Hillel and

the house of Shammai regarding the parallel rite to betrothal in Leviate marriage and the

validity of vows (Neusner 1981: 59-61). This clearly shows not only that there were vows

but also that betrothal was a part of the process. "Between the wars the chief focus is

located in the transfer of the person of the women from the father's house to the husband's

domain..." (Neusner 1981: 92). Neusner indicates that, " ... had the Mishnah come to

expression between the two wars it would have looked quite different from the Mishnah we

now know" (1981: 95). This does make sense with regard to environmental influences and

social power struggles and the final formulation taking approximately sixty years, but to

some extent, I propose that in the lived experience, the rites of marriage did not change

over night. Rather in the majority of the population the rites evolved slowly over time.
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4.2.1. The Marriage Process

As indicated in the introduction, it is extremely difficult to gain a picture from law and

literature regarding process. It would seem that the process from the outset is dominated by

the patriarchal structure. Further, the marriage process is divided into two distinct stages,,-

"Betrothal and marriage were accompanied by a long series of customs and colourful

practices" (Safrai and Stem 1987: 750). It is these customs and colourful practices that are

so difficult to find within literature. We can however gain a broad view of what both

betrothal and marriage entailed.

It must be noted from the onset that "Marriages were usually arranged by the parent of the

parties" (Moore 1958: 121). This does not· mean that they organised and paid for the

subsequent parties, but rather that they to a large ertent chose the bride to be for their son

and negotiated the mohar. This was a price paid to the bride's father for his loss; it could

also be that the bride'~ father only had use of this money until the marriage ended. In effect

it was an insurance to take care of the women at points of transition (Madeleine and Miller

1979: 98-99). Both Tenney and Hauptmann note that there was a change some time in the

second temple period when, "... the mohar was replaced by the sum registered in the

kethubah (marriage contract)" (Tenney 1977: 93) and (Hauptmann 1998: 62). The question

to ask, which will be difficult, to answer is at what point did this change take place?

Secondly, did the change take place in practice prior to the law being changed or vice

versa? It must be noted that this change could have been in its evolving stages at the very

time of Jesus' debate with the Pharisees and further that the essence of the change was one

of purchase to one of "social contract".

Most references indicate, " ... that both in Israel and in Mesopotamia, marriage was a purely

civil contract, not sanctioned by any religious rite" (De Vaux 1961: 33). However, there do

seem to be some contradictions as indicated by Tenney who says, "For the Israelites it w~

a covenant or b'rith" (1977: 96). While later he stipulates that the right of a husband to

divorces is central to the Jewish law, this seems not to imply a covenantal relationship, but

a legal one. For Moore, betrothal was a formal act by which the woman became legally the

man's wife; unfaithfulness on her part was adultery and punishable as such, if the relation

was dissolved a bill of divorce was required (1958: 121). Safrai and Stem also emphasise

that the betrothal was the formal point and that, which, "sanctified" the bride, even although
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the bride would only move to her husband's home during the second ceremony that of

marriage (Safrai and Stem 1987: 754). "During the interval between betrothal and wedding

the young woman remained in her father's house (Safrai and Stem, 1987: 755). It would

seem that betrothal at the time of Jesus involved "marriage contract and marriage settlement

as Blackman in his introduction to Tractate Kethuboth states that Simon ben Shelach

introduced these doing the first century BCE (Blackman 1991: 122).

"Betrothal was actually a formal act of property transfer wherein the groom gave his bride

money or something else of monetary value and told her that through it she became

betrothed to him according to the law of Moses and Israel (T Ketuboth 4:9)" (Safrai and

Stem 1987: 755). There is debate regarding the value of this exchange and if it is merely

symbolic or not. But it must be noted that vows are said and that this transfer is over and,
above the marriage contract that lays down the husband's responsibilities and marriage

settlement that he would have to pay on death or divorce. The betrothal was a festive

occasion which included many people as well as in some places betrothal blessings"... in

the presence of a quorum of ten men" (Safrai and Stem 1987: 756). A period would pass

before the actual marriage ceremony, but in essence they were married.

"The chief [marriage] ceremony was the entry of the bride into the bridegroom's house"

(De Vaux 1961: 33). This was, however, preceded by a procession from the bride's house

with singing and dancing and the playing of instruments (Safrai and Stem 1987: 758).

Going back in time to the Old Testament times, Madeleine and Miller in referring to texts

(Isaiah 61:10; Ezekial 23: 42) state that "From the evidence cited above it appears that the

relatives and close friends of both bride and bridegroom, during the procession and at the

feast at the bridegroom's house treated the couple as if they were indeed the queen and king

implied by the diadems and the garlands (1979: 102). It could be assumed that the bride

would be richly dressed and "adorned with jewels (Ps 43: 14,15) [and may] usually have

worn a veil which she took off only in the bridal chamber" (Tenney 1977: 97). De Vaux

notes that, "The Arabs of Palestine and Syria have preserved similar customs - the

procession, the wedding songs and the veiling of the bride" (1961: 34). I say it "could be

assumed" because a lot of these assumptions are drawn from Old Testament texts and

customs may have changed. Again, at the wedding blessings, were recited with a quorum

often men (Safrai and Stem 1987: 759).
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"The celebration, however, lasted for a week, if we may generalise from Genesis 29:27 and

Judges 14:17" (Madeleine and Miller 1979: 103). I shall not go into detail regarding the

emphasis placed on virginity and all the rules regarding this. However~ "Talmudic sources

report early differences between Judaea and Galilee as regards the first wedding night, for

the southerners were very suspicious and exacting in all that regarded the confirmation of

the bride's virginity" (Safrai and Stem 1987: 759). Most references state that the wedding

feast continued for seven days, but there is not certainty on whether the consummation of

the marriage took place on the first night or on the last. What is interesting however is the

fact that not only was "seven" a sacred and holy number but also "ritual defilements lasted

'seven' days" (Madeleineand Miller 1979: 103)

We cannot recreate the performance which occurred centuries ago, but I hope that in some
\

way the above discussion and description gives us some idea of !he process and symbols
.,

involved in marriage at the time of Jesus. The emphasis on contract must be noted because

the Greek and Roman notions of marriage were dominated by contract. Greek and Roman

families were governed harshly by a patriarchal structure that thrived on order, "within each

family, the father as priest and patriarch, had patria potestas, absolute control of the lives

and affairs of his wife and children (8:29 and 8:32)" (Bell 1998: 227), to the extent that the

daughter did not escape the father's control completely unless this was made part of the

marriage contract (Bell 1998: 228). The decline of the family structure in first century will

not be discussed. The main points to be borne in mind are that,

"There were several types of marriage in Rome, depending on the degree of power over

the bride which was granted to the husband. None of them required a ceremony to make

them official, though ceremonies were always held because the Romans liked an excuse

for a party as much as anyone" (Bell 1998: 230).

These statements and comparisons may help our analysis of Mark 10: 2-12 and our

discussion of marriage as formulated by contemporary Western beliefs.

4.3 NARRATIVE CRITICISM

"The disciplines of narrative criticism and historical criticism are no~ mutually

exclusive and work at times in a complementary fashion. Still, narrative criticism is
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bringing a fresh perspective to Mark's gospel that often offers literary explanations

for matters that scholars have traditionally interpreted from a purely historical

perspective" (Powell 1997: 69).

These statements by Powell, in conclusion to his article, "Toward a Narrative - Critical

Understanding of Mark", not only re-affirm the need for historical knowledge but also

stress that narrative criticism has been able to answer old questions with different and often

more legitimate answers. Powell, in the above article, gives enlightening answers to, the

Secrecy Theme, the Portrayal of the Disciples and the Abrupt Ending which emphasises not

only the benefit of Narrative Criticism but also the fact that to do Narrative Criticism we

need to take the gospel as a whole (1997:65-68). Although Merenlahti and Hakolu note

that, " ... historical-critical scholars of the bible fear that narrative-critical analysis smooth
\

over inconsistencies and breaks in the text in favour of harmonising interpretations", we

need to ask ourselves are we not doing more injustice to scriptural interPretations by

reading them piece-meal? And in most cases one interpreted not only out of context with

the whole text but also the historical context (1999: 24). In my analysis of Mark, the gospel

will be treated as a whole and therefore the analysis of Mark 10:2-12 will develop from the

narrative critical analysis of Mark. The characters, plot and settings are not exclusive to

each new scene, but rather they form part of a whole story. This leads on to the point, that

as my choice of analysis is Narrative, " ... we cannot legitimately use the other gospels to

'fill out' or to 'fill in' some unclear passages in Mark's story" (Rhoads and Michie 1982:

3). This makes more sense if we acknowledge or take the view, as I do, that "Matthew and

Luke were now widely held to be literally dependent upon Mark" (Peterson 2000: 5). The

subject of analysis is thus primarily the text and the story world which it encompasses

(Rhoads and Michie 1982: 4).

"When we enter the story world of the gospel of Mark, we enter a world of surprising

reversals and strange ironies, a world of riddles and hidden meanings" (Rhoads and

Michie). It is not possible to explain in detail all the rhetorical techniques highlighted by

scholars in Mark over the past thirty years. Neither is it possible to repeat the explanation

about the concept and aspects involved in narrative criticism as explained in the

methodological section. It must however be reinforced that narrative analysis is the

endeavour to analyse or read the text on two levels, firstly the story level and se,condly the

discourse level which is how the story is communicated. "What is hidden or misunderstood
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at one level, Juel says, is made known at the other level, and thus the gospel of Mark is

fraught with irony, ambiguity, mystery and paradox" (Fowler 1991: 22). Fowler notes that,

"The discourse of the narrative is so seductive that we tend to look past it and become

caught up in the story of the narrative" (199 L: 18). This emphasises how difficult it is to
"

separate the story and discourse and also how difficult it is as an interpretative task.

The techniques used by the author of Mark will be discussed, as they are uncovered during

the analysis of the text. This narrative section will be divided into three sections. Firstly, I

will deal with Mark as a whole highlighting the plot, setting and characters. Secondly, I will

deal with the section from chapter 8:22 to 10:52 and finally I will deal with Mark 10:2-12.

The insights gained at each level of analysis will be carried forward to the understanding of

the next section. For as Horsley notes, "The particular parts and episodes make sense only
\

as components of and in the context of the overall narrative" (2001: 14).

4.3.1 The Gospel of Mark

Most, if not all, scholars identify Jesus, the Jewish leaders and the disciples as the main

characters in the story. Some scholars have begun to identify the "little people" within the

text as a significant comparison for not only the "Jewish leaders" but also the "disciples". I

will discuss each one of these groupings in turn while at the same time explaining the plot

of Mark. Rohrbaugh in his article, "The Social Location of the Markan Audience", goes to

great lengths to do a thorough analysis of the social stratification within the text by

analysing the number of times the particular levels from elite to peasants are mentioned

(1997: 108-117). Rohrbaugh concludes that, "In looking over the five lists of characters in

Mark cited above, we can safely say that the narrative world of Mark accurately recreates

the sharply stratified peasant society of his day (1997: 117). Harrington, in discussing the

plot of Mark states that" ... indeed, conflict (not necessarily violent conflict) is the heart of

most stories" (1996: 12). For Rhoads and Michie the plot of Mark is primarily conflict and

" ... the establishment of God's rule provides the larger background for the story" (1982:

73). If the story of Mark is primarily one of conflict, what is the reason for this conflict and

how is it played out in the text? Further, how do we define the above conflict in conjunction

with another of the main themes in Mark, "the establishment of God's rule" and what part

does it have to play in the discourse. Rohrbaugh discussing Ched Meyers' thesis notes that

Meyers is correct when he suggests that the cornm.unity of Mark is caught in a struggle on
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two fronts. "On the one hand, the reconciliation of Jew with Gentile was opposed by

Pharisees for reasons of purity; on the other hand, it was encouraged by Romans on

imperialistic grounds" (Rohrbaugh 1997: 118). This may be true, but how does this

understanding change when we take into account that the Pharisees were in essence the

"retainers" of the very imperial rule. And further, that peasants living in Judea and more so

those in Galilee had more in common with other peasants whether Jew or Gentile than with

the Great Tradition, which in a sense was being imposed upon them.

"Right from the outset, Jesus challenges the authority of the authority figures by speaking

and acting with an authority immediately evident to the people" (Horsley 2001: 2). This can

be seen in Mark 1: 22, "They were astounded at his teaching, for he taught them as one

having authority and not as the scribes" (NRSV). So right from the start the story is one
\

which will develop along the lines of authentic and inauthentic authority. If we use Scott's

concept of hidden and pUbliv Transcripts, and if Jesus is seen as another or the real

authority, this could surely challenge the public transcript of those who are trying to

exercise authority over the majority. In essence, "Because God's rule challenges all other

claims to authority a conflict ensues between those who choose to proclaim the good news

and those who oppose it" (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 75). For Malbon, "Jesus and the

Jewish authorities are in continuing conflict over issues of authority and interpretation of

the law (Torah)" (2000: 15).

For Horsley, not only does the plot and setting of Mark indicate that the Gospel" ... is

about a subjected people in a strange, distant 'Oriental' country" (2001: 25). But the story

is also, "... full of references and allusions to Israel's origin, historical experiences and

current imperial subjection" (Horsley 2001: 31). The irony throughout the story is not only

that, " ... the authorities viewed themselves as defenders of God's law" (Harrington 1996:

13), but also that, "The readers know that Jesus will be established in power and the

authorities condemned (8:28-9: 1; 13 :24-27; 30-32; 14:62)" (Harrington 1996: 14).

If we peel away our misconceptions of a defined Jewish religion, that State and religion

were separate, and accept that we are dealing with a little and great tradition which have a

shared history, the controversies that Jesus enters into with the "Jewish leaders" take on a

different light. If we take one step further and add the peasants, who in most c~ses would

have made up the crowd, we can see how they sided with Jesus. He was the radical they
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were looking for to take up their cause. The conflict in the plot of Mark's story world does

not ease off at any point but becomes more and more tense as the Jewish leaders try to test

Jesus. Kingsbury notes that as the story nears its end, not only does the setting of Jerusalem

and the temple increase the intensity of the conflict, but also the number and nature of the

challenges intensify (referring to 11:18; 12:12; 11:27; 12:13; 12:18 and 12:34) (1989:

76,77).

For Malbon, " ... Mark's portrayal of Jewish leaders is that all the characters must be seen

in relation to all the other characters in order to understand their functioning in Mark's

story" (2000: 149). So, although the "Conflict with scribes and with Pharisees is

concentrated chiefly with the controversy stories of chapters 2-3 and in the discussion of

the tradition of elders in chapter 7" (Malbon 2000: 139), it is my contention that the same
!

battle continues not only in chapter 10 but also through to Jerusalem. So while the

opponents may change their guise the battle is inherently the same. The essence of this

battle is seen clearly in chapter 7: "At sta.1(e is the 'commandment of God' versus 'the

tradition of men' (7:8), the 'word of God' versus 'your tradition which you hand on'

(7:13)" (Malbon 2000: 151). Time and time again Jesus silences his opponents, in essence

publicly breaking down their public transcripts to expose the truth about their existence.

"For [ifas I have discussed in previous sections] the Gospel's addressees [were] of peasants

and crafts people, therefore Jesus in view of his own class membership, would serve as a

model of how the dispossessed and the oppressed can enter into a re-ordering of power in

order to recover what God willed to call human beings at creation (Ps 8:4-6)" (Waetjen

1989: 16). This would explain why Jesus does extensive ministry in the remote areas and

does not enter any cities in Galilee. Jesus may be gathering support against those who seek

to oppress the majority of the people.

As Horsley proposes, Mark's Jesus caricatures the Pharisees as obsessed with purity and

ritual but focuses his criticism on their economic exploitation and oppression of the poor

("encouraging Korban" and "devouring widows' houses")" (2001: viv). We can only

imagine the response from the crowd, when they identified Jesus as saying the very things

that they as the "little tradition" would say "off-stage". Further, Rohrbaugh notes, " ... that

the very rules that the Markan Jesus breaks concerning dietary laws, washing, Sabbath

observance and temple sacrifice are precisely those that peasants had the most difficulty

keeping" (1997: 119). "Thus, (Jesus'] opponents use laws and traditions as weapons to
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accuse, to exclude, to destroy others and to protect themselves" (Rhoads and Michie 1982:

120). This can clearly be seen in the way the narrator paints them in a bad light throughout

the text. At this point it must be noted that the narrator in Mark cannot only be linked or

identified with the implied author, but also he/she is clearly an omniscient narrator.

"Perhaps the foremost value of the use of an omniscient narrator lies in its capacity to

convey scenes and episodes that are not available to any of the characters in the story but

are intended specifically for the benefit of the addressees" (Waetjen 1989: 18). This

unlimited omniscience also allows the narrator to speak to the readerlhearer through

"asides", making comments or giving the reader/hearer the very thoughts of other

characters (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 35-38). Rhoads and Michie conclude that, "When the

narrator is omniscient and invisible, readers tend to be unaware of the narrator's biases and

conceptual view of the world" (1982: 39).

To get back to our characters within the story - Jesus is clearly the protagonist who is up

against the injustices of the elite, through challenging their retainers, public transcript and

through assisting the poor. Rohrbaugh notes that the degraded, unclean and expendables

only made up, "... about 10 percent of the population [and yet] the striking thing about

them in Mark's story is their number and the frequency with which Jesus interacts with

them (1:28, 32-34, 45, 3:7-10, 6:31-34, 54-56, 7:36-37)" (1997: 113). "In fact [Rohrbaugh

states], Mark wants us to know early on that Jesus' healing activity among these people is a

major reason for the reputation he develops (1 :28)" (1997: 113). Enter the "little people" in

the text, those who believe in Jesus, ultimately because they have no other earthly thing or

person to believe in.

"The first campaign in Galilee begins with Jesus announcing that the kingdom of God is at

hand (1: 14-15), which also announces the theme of the whole story" (Horsley 2001: 71).

Whatever this kingdom is to represent you are sure that not only will it contradict the

present ruling powers but also contradict their very essence, their means of existence.

"Jesus uses his great authority to serve people - liberating them from demons, illness, sin,

uncleanness and oppressive laws and traditions" (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 109). The very

opposite of what those in authority were doing. If Horsley, Waetjen and others are correct,

"Mark presents Jesus as spear-heading this popular movement not as politically innocuous

religious revival, but in direct opposition to the rulers and ruling institutions", (Horsley

2001: 41). The main plot is therefore conflict between Jesus and the rulers and their
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retainers. Due to the fact that, to a large extent, the religious authorities had become a part

of the political and economic suppression of the majority, Jesus has to challenge their so

called religious conventions. "The dilemma for Jesus is this: how can he inaugurate God's

rule yet evade the efforts of the authorities to trap him?" (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 84).

As mentioned above the conflict grows as the story comes to an end as Jesus re-orders the

very institutions that represent the rule of God - Jerusalem and the temple. Long, in his

article, "Marriage and divorce in South Africa today: A reading of Mark 10: 1-12," (2002),

focuses on the temple as a key theme throughout Mark, which for him points to what he

calls a "re-figuration motif in Mark" (2002: 3). This re-figuration is in a sense a re-ordering

of the world to God's original intention. Long also uses the term re-imagining and states,

"It is for the purpose of this re-imagining that Jesus often chooses the Sabbath for his work
\

because he wants to bring alive the reality of its real purpose (e.g. 2: 23-28; 3: 1-6). In other

words the action of Jesus overturning tables in Mark 11: 15 is an illustration of how

throughout the story, Jesus is trying to turn so-called religious convention back to their

original God-ordained purpose. This illustration highlights a number of rhetorical devices

which are used throughout Mark, such as "... the repetition of words, the two-step

progression, the use of questions in the dialogue, the framing of one episode by another, the

arrangement of episodes in a concentric pattern and similar episodes in series of three"

(Rhoads and Michie 1982: 43). Most, if not all, of these techniques involve the reader or

hearer's imagination; they are kept actively involved with the story. They become part of

the story world. "The text provokes certain expectations which in turn we project onto the

text in such a way that we reduce the polysemantic possibilities to a single interpretation in

keeping with the expectations aroused, thus extracting an individual, configurative

meaning" (lser 1974: 285). Iser goes on to explain that this is achieved " ... by two main

structural components within the text: first, a repertoire of familiar literary patterns and

recurrent literary themes, together with allusions to familiar social and historical contexts

and second techniques or strategies used to set the familiar against the unfamiliar" (1974:

288).,

Juel notes that, "The remarkable lack of interest in surface details, as is well known,

characterises much of Mark's gospel and it forces some reflection even at this point on the

character of his composition as narrative" (1994: 33). Jue1 is referring to the opening of

Mark's gospel and continues by explaining the framing, which is present between the end
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of Mark and the beginning. Juel explains that in Mark 1: 10, the word schizo is used to

explain the opening of the sky while in Mark 15:38 eschisthe is used in relation to the

tearing of the curtain in the temple. For Juel, the use of schizo in Greek denotes an active

action, in a sense the heavens cannot be closed again. Juel also notes if you add to this the

receiving of the spirit and the breathing out of the spirit at the beginning and the end of

Mark with the declaration that Jesus is the Son of God at the beginning by God and the end

by a centurion, "The images form an inclusio: A pattern that begins here at Jesus' baptism

and ends with his death" (1994: 34,35). Juel goes on to explain that with the knowledge of

the beginning" ...we are to understand the Spirit as inhabiting Jesus is apparent from the

dispute in Mark 3: 22-30..." (1994: 36). This not only shows the literary techniques of

repetition but also shows the implied author. preparing the implied reader for subsequent

episodes. The wording of Mark 1: 11 also seems to indicate that only the hearer/reader has,
the knowledge that Jesus is the Son of God. Thus the crowd and the leaders are not aware

of this fact. This gives the hearer/reader insight which he carries with him/her into

subsequent episodes ~d helps him/her to see or hear things that they would not have

without this prior knowledge.

Rhoads referring to an earlier work of his notes that narrative critics although usually

focussing on the whole gospel, " ... are now also appearing [to do] detailed and careful

treatments of particular episodes as they can be understood in their context in the whole

gospel" (1999: 272). It is my intention, to look at Mark 10 through the same themes,

characters and rhetorical devices, which are used throughout Mark. As discussed above, the

main plot and characters involved throughout Mark are Jesus and the rulers of Israel and

their retainers.

It is impossible to deal with all the chapters in Mark in detail but I will now look more

closely at Mark 7 as I believe it not only highlights the common plot but also has insights

which can be used later in my analysis of Mark 10. Juel notes that, "There are places,

[within Mark], however, where the scriptural allusions play an important role in the

narrative. They make a difference in how the reality being described is to be understood"

(1994: 133). Horsley goes to great lengths to describe that there are two sets of parallels,

five miracle stories and other episodes in between.
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"The first set consists of a sea crossing" an exorcism, two healing stories and a

feeding in the wilderness. The episodes of Jesus in his hometown, the mission of the

twelve and Herod's execution of John the Baptist are inserted before the feeding

(4:35-6:44). The second set consists again.of a sea crossing, an exorcism, a healing,

a feeding so that it forms a transition to the next step of the story. The dispute with

the Pharisees over Korban is inserted right after the (second) sea crossing (6:45-

8:26)" (2001: 104).

This clearly shows repetition and foreshadowing of events to come and the explanation of

events past. Horsley continues his analysis by linking these episodes to the history of Israel,

the crossing of the sea, the feeding in the desert, all linking Jesus to Moses and the renewal

of Israel from the bondage of slavery. Further, the healing of the twelve year old and the

twelve baskets of left overs are not merely co-incidental but point to the renewing of the
1

twelve tribes of Israel (Horsley 2001: 104-106). If we add this to our knowledge that

Galilee had a shared history with the other tribes, as well as the notions that those living in

agrarian society were in a sense becoming slaves to the notions of the retainers who sought

self preservation. It could be that the Markan Jesus is seeking support for His renewal

amongst the oppressed. Horsley explains that, "Throughout Mark's story prior to the

confrontation in Jerusalem, therefore, Jesus is expanding a systematic campaign of renewal

of Israel patterned after and evoking memories of the events of Israel's founding led by

Moses and the renewal of Israel in resistance of oppressive rulers led by Elijah" (2001:

108).

How can I fit Mark 7 into this portrayal of Jesus campaigning as described by Mark and

what rhetorical devices can we see at play in linking these concepts. "The scribes who came

down from Jerusalem" appeared earlier as ones accusing Jesus of being possessed by

Beelzebul, the prince of demons (3 :22-30) (Malbon 2000: 31). Thus right from the onset

the implied readers are expecting more confrontation, and confrontation they get. Joel

Marcus describes Jesus' response to the Pharisee's questioning by referring to Mark

7:8,9,13 as, "A sharper attack on the Pharisaic and rabbinic conception of the relationship

between the divine word and tradition could not surely be imagined" (1997: 177). Marcus

goes on to argue at length that although the references to washing of hands were initially a

"Pentateuchal requirement that priests wash their hands before offering a sacrifice (cf.

Exodus 30:18-21; 40:31)", " ... based on this symbolism [referring to Deut. 21:6-7; Ps 18,

20, 24, 26:6, 73: 113] Ps 24:4 says that only a person with clean hands and a pure heart can
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ascend to the hill of the Lord and stand in his holy place (the temple)" (1997:182). Marcus

in his general analysis of Mark's theological discussion in Mark 7 is arguing that there are

fundamental flaws to the author's arguments in terms of "God's words" and "man's

traditions". For Marcus, "Although Moses himself, therefore, does not explicitly mandate

hand washing for lay people before regular meals, it might be argued that to do so is in

keeping with the spirit in which the Mosaic purity laws are already being interpreted within

the Old Testament" (1997: 183). This argument is clearly not taken from a narrative

perspective and neither does it take into consideration the use of the so-called "tradition of

elders" to separate and keep others under subjection. Marcus does however go on to explain

that if Mark [the author] had to redeem himself theologically he would most probably argue

that, "In this hostile atmosphere, tradition ceases to be a lifeline for revelation and becomes

instead a bludgeon to be used against transgressors, indeed, for Mark and his,

community..." (1997: 192).

Harrington, in his analysis of this controversy places the question by the Pharisees in the

context of " ... whether Gentile Christians had to conform to Jewish tradition (see Gal. 2

and Acts 15)" (1996: 60). In light of the above discussion regarding ·Christians and Jews, it

would not be wise to take this stance. Further, it shows that our understanding of "Jews" as

a homogenous entity has many problems. Later, however, Harrington notes without

contextual explanation that, "Casuists are regularly in positions of authority and make life

miserable for others - especially the vulnerab}e" (1996: 60). I will not get into detail of the

oral tradition of Pharisees and scribes, but must note that, "The 'tradition of the elders' that

may momentarily sound honourable on the lips of the Pharisees and scribes is clearly

condemned when it is reclassified by Jesus as 'human tradition' in opposition to 'divine

commandment'" (Malbon 2000:32). Further, from a narrative point of view it must be

noted as do Malbon and Waetjen that spatial changes occur similar to 4: 10 when the

disciples enquire about the meaning of the parable in the privacy of a house (Waetjen 1989:

133 and Malbon 2000: 35). This questioning of disciples in chapter 7 also echoes chapter 4

in the. introduction of Jesus' explanation of the parable by questioning the disciple's lack of

understanding (7: 18; 4: 13)" (Malbon 2000: 35). This will be discussed in the next section

as we deal more directly with the characterisation of the disciples. For Waetjen "The divine

objective [of Jesus in Mark 7]is to expunge the impurities of the heart in order to restore

individual's wholeness and social integration and transform the world of binary oppositions
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- constituted by pollution systems - into a new creation of the one and the many" (1989:

133).

4.3.2 Mark 8:22 -10:52

Most, if not all scholars in the field of Mark, have noted the framing of the only two stories

in Mark of the blind being healed around Jesus' three predictions of his death and the

disciples' subsequent reactions (Malbon 2000: 19 and Myers 1988: 236). I will deal with

this section not only because it has clear rhetorical devices of framing but also, "The

characters, actions and dialogue in each episode illuminated the other episodes by

comparison and association" (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 53). This is especially critical if we

view these texts as being heard and not read individually. The repetition and interaction

between stories would not only illuminate the nex~ episode, but also improve meaning and

retrospection of previous understandings. Fowler notes that, "Bundy has been able to

observe that the three. crystal-clear predictions of Jesus' death (8:31, 9:31,10:32-34) secure

no uptake within the story, if they have any function at all in the narrative, they function to

alert the reader to what lies ahead" (1991: 21). The word "uptake" simply means

acknowledgement and understanding. This section of the text gives us insights into the

characterisation of the disciples and their role in the narrative as a whole. Further themes

such as "the things of God" versus "the things of man" are expounded which clearly link to

the previous section and the main plot of the story, being conflict.

For Malbon, the "Blindness and sight are symbolic of misunderstanding and insight" (2000:

20). Malbon goes on to explain that the two stage healing of the man at Bethsaida

represents the two stages which Jesus has to teach to his disciples about his Messiahship.

Chapters 1 to 8 represent his power and authority and chapters 8 to 10 the suffering and

service (Malbon 2000: 20). The ultimate goal is that both the " ... disciples and implied

readers [are] to 'see' as Bartimeaus does to follow 'on the way'" (Malbon 2000: 20).

Waetjen concurs with Malbon that, "They [the disciples] are like the blind human being

who requires a second touch of Jesus' restoring hand in order to see clearly and be capable

of true perception (8:22-26)"(Waetjen 1989:24). The disciples throughout this section are

seen to be misunderstanding Jesus' teachings regarding, himself and discipleship. This

section of the text has therefore often been used to paint the disciples in a bad light, as those

that should not be copied. Malbon, however, notes that the disciples he pictures in Mark are
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not flat characters but rather "round" characters who need to be identified with in order that

we may have the same commitment and hope that they depicted (2001: 118). "The Markan

gospel discredits not the disciples, but the view of discipleship as either exclusive or easy"

(Malbon 2001: 119).

Myers also notes that although this part of the discourse is further leading to the portrayal

of the disciples as "outsiders", he notes that there are distinct elements throughout this

section which not only indicate hope for the disciples but also for the hearers/readers (1988:

239). For Myers, these indications include the three healings including the deaf as well as,

" ... the promise of resurrection (8:31b; 9:9, 31b; 1O:34c)" (1988: 239). This tension created

between the disciples and Jesus interspersed with signs of hope for Myers is, " ... Mark's

literary strategy in the second half of the gospel and prepares us for its surprising and
\

baffling conclusion" (1988: 239). Another element of hope is "The appearance of Moses

and Elijah to converse with Jesus [and] places him in the company of Israel's primal law

giver and Israel's paradigmatic prophet (Mark 9: 2-10)" (Broadhead 2001: 81). This

episode, linked to Horsley's understanding of Jesus not challenging Israel's

history/traditions but restoring it, highlights the link to the prediction of Jesus' death at the

hands of his adversaries. Broadhead notes that this is explained in the next section Mark 9:

11-13, "Elijah has come in the form of John the Baptist, suffering and preparing for the day.
of Yahweh" (2001: 82). Although the tension in the main plot of conflict between Jesus and

retainer and Roman elite seems to take second place, in each of Jesus' predictions, we are

reminded that that is still the main plot.

For Kingsbury, "In the crucial section 8:27-10:45, Mark traces the failure of the disciples to

comprehend that the essence of discipleship is servant-hood to their failure to comprehend

that servant-hood is also the essence of Jesus' ministry" (1989: 114). The question that

needs to be asked is, what criteria are we using to define discipleship and are these criteria

part of our Christian doctrine or are they part of the first century experience? The disciples

after each prediction show their misunderstanding by Peter rebuking Jesus (8:33), by

arguing who was greater (9:34) and by James and John requesting positions of glory and

status (10:37). Jesus, in turn, teaches not only the disciples, but also the crowds the

following lessons. Firstly, Peter is rebuked, "For you are setting your mind not on divine

things but on human things" (8:35) and Jesus explains that those who would; follow him

must pick up their cross and follow, further, the one who wants to save his life will lose it.
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Secondly, he teaches the disciple that those who would want to be first would be last and he

uses children as the way in which Christ must be received (9:35 and 9:37). Lastly, He refers

to the baptism and the drinking of the cup as well as repenting, the notion that whoever

wishes to be first must be servant to all (10:38 and 10:44). In the context of Mark as a

whole narrative, these illustrations seem to turn the very principles of Roman rule upside

down. For John and Kathleen Court, "There could be no more suitable context [as Rome] in

which to preach a message about a reversal of the world's values, a creed which expects

suffering, a power which demonstrates itself in weakness and an order in which the first

shall be last and the last first" (Court and Court 1990: 80). This they put forward in respect

of the writing of Mark. However, it must be noted that if Jesus was, as I have argued,

gathering support for his cause, this would have been done primarily in those remote areas

where the "little people" could identify on a practical level with Jesus' program of
\

reconstruction. It would also be necessary to make sure that his followers did not have the

wrong intentions regarding power and status. Further they relate directly to Mark 7 where

Jesus speaks of the "~ommandment of God" versus "the tradition of men" (Malbon

2000: 151).

Jesus' rebuke of Peter reminds one of not only the debate in Mark 7 but also the theme of

the "kingdom of God" expressed throughout Mark. This kingdom as I have argued is a

return to God's intention for his people, so that there can be equality and no longer any

suffering. As Rhoads and Michie note, the disciples' response to Jesus' predictions, " ... are

also exclusive and domineering, trying to stop an exorcist 'who isn't following us' and

rebuking people who bring children to Jesus for a blessing" (1982: 125). "Their [the

disciples'] request therefore emerges as an attempt to manipulate the things of God in order

to acquire the things of men" (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 126). I will not discuss the

children as a metaphor in this section but leave it for my discussion of Mark 10: 2-12.

Near the end of this section, a man approaches Jesus wanting to know, " ... what must I do

to inherit eternal life?" (10: 17). Myers explains the man's strange address of Jesus as a

"good teacher' as the man wanting to be complimented, as he had just given a compliment

(Myers 1988: 272). With this in mind, Myers explains that Jesus' self-effacement in 10:18

can be understood (1988: 272). Both Myers and Waetjen note that the addition of one

command "do not defraud" to those which came from the Decalogue goes a 10l}g way in

explaining this story (Myers 1988: 272 and Waetjen 1989 :169). Waetjen goes on to
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explain that, "The possessions he has accumulated in the agrarian society of the first

century can have been gained only through the injustice of economic exploitation and

perhaps social and political oppression" (1989: 170). It must be noted that it is only at the

end of this story that we are notified that the man had many possessions (Mark 10:22). This

is after Jesus' request of the man to sell his possessions. Myers links this outcome to the

sower's parable (4: 18) and notes that, "In contrast to the love of wealth, a tragic illustration

of the danger of possession of ones possessions, is Jesus' love for the man" (1988: 273). It

must be kept in mind that this story of the man who wants eternal life, is linked directly

with 10:23, "Then Jesus looked around and said to his disciples, 'how hard it will be for

those who have wealth to enter the kingdom of God! '" (NRSV) Again we get the concept

of the kingdom of God and, "As far as Mark is concerned, the man's wealth has been

gained by 'defrauding' the poor - he was not 'blameless' at all - for which he must make
\

restitution" (Myers 1988: 274). It is clear again, that Jesus is indirectly attacking the very

institutions, which are causing poverty and subjection. For Horsley this entire section could

be an attempt,"to console the communities it addresses and call the larger movement back

to what it considers the original base and ideal of the movement of Jesus launched as a

program of village community renewal over against any 'leadership' (let alone oppressive

rule) exercised from Jerusalem" (2001: 96).

4.3.3. Narrative Reading of Mark 10: 2-12

The text must be read in the light of the narrative as a whole and, as I have illustrated, Mark

is primarily about Jesus' re-ordering Israel back to God's original plan which indicates

equality and the removing of unjust practices. The framing of 1: 10 and 15:38 which

showed that this was God's son and the framing of the healing of the blind man (8:22-25)

and healing of Bartimaeus (10: 46-52) showed that even those close to Jesus found it hard

to accept the reversal of the previous standards. This part of the text is situated as Jesus

begins his journey towards Jerusalem. The Pharisees are trying to test Jesus. To be sure of

what the Pharisees' intentions are, we must put this in context of:

1. Debate between the Hillel school, which had a liberal approach, and the Shammai

school, which h~d a more conservative approach to what were acceptable reasons

for divorce (Keener 1991: 39).
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2. Further, we must realise that the territory in which Jesus is now in could very well

be that of Herod Antipas who had John executed (van Ierse11998: 316-317).

3. Lastly, the Pharisees could have wanted to drive a wedge between Jesus and his

growing support in form of the crowd - little people and little tradition - before
,-

Jesus reached Jerusalem. This could have been achieved if Jesus had contradicted

Moses as at that time divorce was accepted by the developing Jewish religion

(Nineham 1963: 260).

It is clear that their interest is sinister from their previous interactions. It is also clear that

possibility of divorce was not amongst the debates of that day as it was freely practised.

However, I question from previous sections who was practising divorce and did the "writ of

divorce" not in some way jeopardise the poor in more than one way? Further if, as I have

illustrated, the household was not only a source of social existence but was in essence the
\

very life of an individual, to cause harm to the family structure was to put into jeopardy the

very inheritance (th~ land). In other words, as discussed above in the section on Jewish

marriage, divorce was more readily practised amongst the elite than the poor.

The play on words between the Pharisees' questions and Jesus' counter question

("command" versus "permission") has been noted by scholars with various explanations

(Horsley 2001: 173,174 and Schweizer 1970: 203). Horsley notes that due to the separate

development of Galilee from Judea, " ... there is no reason to imagine that Jesus and his

movement viewed Deuteronomy as authoritative law" (2001: 174). In other words, it is

more likely from historical studies that Galilee had a more conservative approach to divorce

(Horsley 2001: 174). The key element here is that the difference between "command" and

"allow" would have been picked-up (uptake) by those who in some way are being

disadvantaged by the marital exploits of the rich/elite. And the "little tradition" for which

marriage was integral to their very existence would have been encouraged to support Jesus

as they identify with his program of renewal. On the other hand, Schweizer notes that the

language used by the opponents of Jesus expresses their true concerns; that of their own

rights as compared to what God intended (1970: 203). Due to the above I do not think it is

possible that the Pharisees had it in their mind to drive a wedge between the crowd and

Jesus and if they did things went horribly wrong.

It is possible that the Ph~isees were trying to cause Jesus trouble with Herod An~ipas, as he

was ruler of that area and, as seen in Mark 12: 13-17 the Pharisees once again try to trap
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Jesus into speaking against the ruling authorities, this time Caesar. Jesus' response on that

occasion must be seen through light of his answer in Mark 10 and vice versa. Jesus'

response to paying taxes is "Give to the emperor the things that are the emperor's and to

God the things that are God's" (Mark 12: 17 NRSV). Both Myers and Malbon note that

Jesus in these words was challenging the crowd in a way to remain true to their God as all

comes from him in terms of their covenantal relationship (Myers 1988: 311-312 and

Malbon 2000: 147). "In other words, no Jew could have allowed for a valid analogy

between the debt Israel owed to Yahweh and any other human claim" (Myers 1988: 312).

In this reply Jesus is not only challenging the root of the great tradition (exploitation) but he

also does it in a way in which he can escape direct accusation. In other words, Mark has

Jesus using literary techniques to be able to explore "hidden transcripts" in public without

being defenceless.

The problem that I hav~, however, is that a careful reading of Mark 6: 17-28 will highlight

the fact that it was never Herod's intention to kill John the Baptist and in fact Herod held

John in high regard. But again this story illustrates the nature of corrupt power and status

when individuals are forced to act to please others and not themselves.

Jesus' response to the Pharisees has been identified as that of rabbinical style where a

question would be responded to with a further question (Harrington 2001: 61). Further,

both Harrington and Van Iersel note that the reference of Deut. 24: 1-4 does not allow or

command divorce but instead it assumes it (Harrington 2001: 62; Van Iersel 1998: 317).

This would be a direct challenge against the Pharisees on the basis of their oral tradition,

similar to that discussed in Mark 7. Nineham in his commentary on Mark notes that Jesus'

argument, "... is thus in essence an appeal to God's original intention in instituting

marriage; in form - reasoning from one scripture to another - it is almost an exact duplicate

of 7:6-13, and though in a very general way it might be called rabinnic..." (1963: 261). In

view of the crowd who would have already noted throughout Mark the allusions to Israel's

past, and in particular the role that Moses played, this text could be seen as a clear

indication to the "little tradition" of how the "great tradition"(Jerusalem), has interpreted

aspects in scripture in order to promote their own existence. At this point I must remind the

reader that approximately only three percent of the population were literate. This would

mean that the writing of a document to divorce could in all likelihood have been,a function

of the Scribes or priests and no doubt this came at a price. Juel notes that, "The narrative
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[around 10: 1-12] takes pains to shape that world in which the faithful will live", referring

to (10:31; 9:33-36; 10:41-45) (1994: 140). The question we need to ask at this point is how

does Jesus' response in Mark to the Pharisees' answer in verse 5 and 6 add to this re

shaping of the world? And if we put this in context of the narrative which started by stating,

"The beginning of the good news of Jesus Christ, the Son of God" (Mark I: I NRSV), then

how do we view this text? Most, if not all, commentaries note that Jesus could be stating

that Moses merely made a concession because ofthe hardness ofhuman hearts.

Banks notes that the Markan Jesus does not explicitly reject the Deuteronomic provision,

but stresses that the provision was given for a special reason (1975: 149). Banks goes on to

state, "In fact, the Deuteronomic provision is. thus neither abrogated nor expounded but set

in a context in which it now no longer applies except as a condemnation of those who
\

refuse to accept the new state of affairs which has now come into existence" (1975: 149).

This new state of affairs is one where Jesus has authority and is re-ordering Israel back to

that which God intended. Jesus is the new Moses, leading the tribes via the twelve disciples

to the "kingdom of God". Although Jesus refers back to Genesis I :27 and 2:24 for his

argument, this does not negate all scripture that follows but expressly points out that these

scriptures must be read in the light of the fall. Marcus referring to this text Mark 10: 5-6

states, " ... the 'hardne&s of heart' which made the law necessary, that is the inclination

itself, had finally been dealt a death-blow by God's eschatological action which restores the

paradisiacal conditions that prevailed 'in the beginning'" (1997: 194). As Long states,

"Jesus thus sets himself apart from the two most popular views on this question, those of

Sharnmai (the strict view) and Hillel (the permissive view) and presents himself as the

bearer of the true and unique word of God" (2002: 7). Much has been written regarding the

Markan Jesus referring back to Genesis and creation, but scholars have neglected to note

that it is possible that the "little tradition" of the peasants in Galilee may have still been

holding onto this formulation for their survival.

Those under the subjection of the "great tradition" may have identified with the words of

equality and creation, in contrast to "separation and divorce [which] are realities that

originate from a pollution that promotes inequality, oppression and exploitation" (Waetjen

1989: 166). In verse 5 when Jesus responds to the Pharisees, "because of the hardness of

heart he wrote this commandment to you" (NRSV), Jesus is directly addre~sing the

Pharisees ("to you"). In other words, the Markan Jesus is not only creating a distinction
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between the crowd and the Pharisees but he is also challenging the very ideology behind

their questions. If we push this analogy, Jesus could be implicitly linking himself to the

crowd who could be part of the once conservative "little tradition". Mark 10:7-8 will not be

discussed at this point, but will be dealt with in the next section on ritual analysis. It must
"

be noted that most commentaries on Mark indicate that Mark clearly changes the discussion

from one of divorce to one of marriage.

"The last saying [v 9] i~ the actual answer to the question of v2: because it is God who has

united them, the union of man and woman is indissoluble" (Van Iersel 1998: 318). This

begs the question; does God unite every marriage? And in what way is God part of the

marriage? Nineham notes that, " ... neither in Jewish nor in Roman law were the parties

divorced by an extraneous authority; in Jewish law the man divorced his wife, in Roman
\

law either party could divorce the other" (1970: 265). However, what about the

understanding of the initial union? Van Iersel notes that although v9 is not clarified by the

proceeding verses that, "Perhaps that was less necessary for ancient readers than it is for the

readers today" (1998: 319). The notion that God or the gods joined the husband and wife

were far from unusual at that time (Van Iersel 1988: 319). The notion that man must not

separate in this context could again be Jesus siding with the "little tradition" and insisting

that those in power do not inte~fere with creation by creating their own ways of union as

well as divorce. For Myers, b~cause 10:9 drops the term " ... (apoluse) in favour of a

different term (to 'separate', chot:izeto)" (1988: 265), Jesus is not stating any prohibition on -../

divorce but rather he is which drive a wedge into the

unity and equality originally articulated in the marriage covenant (Myers 1988: 265). I

question if Myers has considered. what the potential of divorce had done to the concept of
, .

marriage in the time of Jesus. This needs to be read in the light of the Jewish laws which

were developing at that time which required an agreement prior to marriage (see section on

Jewish marriage). It must also be considered, as does Witherington, referring to an earlier

work that, " ... separation of a married couple without divorce was not a legal possibility in

early Judaism" (2001: 275). Later quoting Painter, Witherington notes that in v9

(chorizeto), " ... is used in the Greek papyri to mean divorce" (2001: 277). The question

now becomes a debate regarding linguistics.
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Most if not all commentaries on Mark 10: 11-12 note that this section of the text reverses

the Jewish notions of adultery. As Brooten states, Jewish men could not commit adultery

against their wives, but only against a married male Jew (2001: 428). On the other hand, a

Jewish woman committed adultery whenever she had sex, which was not with her husband

(Nineham 1963: 266). Further, this re-imagining by Jesus is seen as once again creating

more equality between men and women. Some scholars have argued that these verses were

intended to make the scriptures compatible with the audience - referring to the Greco

Roman law which allowed women to divorce (Waetjen 1989: 166). However, if we put

these verses not only in the context of verses 2-9, but also in context of the re-ordering

which Jesus is trying to communicate in the previous section (8:22 - 9:50), it seems likely
\

that the intention of the Markan Jesus is to reinforce his view established in verses 2-9. This

theory is reinforced by the fact that the Markan Jesus had been questioned by his disciples

in private ("in the house"). For Waetjen, "Here as elsewhere in the narrative world of Mark,

it serves as the symbol of the household of the new humanity that Jesus is constituting and

stands in contrast to the hierarchical institution of the synagogue and its ideology of

separation" (1989: 166).

"The private int~raction in the 'house' (cf 2:1) is a typical Markan addition. The

whole matter has been explained, but man cannot understand God's revelation.

Although the principle should have been adequate for them, it is still necessary to

spell out the ethical implications" (Schweizer 1970: 204).

The above, lengthy quotation, though not strictly a narrative approach, highlights the fact

that the subsequent teaching in private was not new teaching but merely an emphasis or

further explanation. In narrative terms, the "in the house" introduction would by this stage

in the story have alerted the listeners/reader to take particular note. Not only because Jesus

was talking to the disoiples but also because in a sense the hearers/readers get inside

information. "The disciples [throughout Mark] ask Jesus about parables (4: 10; 7: 17),

reading (9:11; 10:10), healing (9:28), feedings (6:37; 8:4), salvation (10:26); the signs of

the end (13:4)" (Malbon 2000: 93).

Throughout the analysis of Mark, my intention has been to read Mark as a whole and to

discuss this specific section in context of the whole of Mark. Children frame this
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controversy regarding divorce. In 9:36 Jesus takes a little child and puts it in the midst of

them and goes on to explain verse 37 that whoever welcomes the child welcomes me and

the one who sent me. Directly after 10: 12, again we have the appearance of children. At this

point the disciples try to prevent the children from coming to Jesus. Mark's record of Jesus'

response in v14, "But when Jesus saw this, he was indignant and said to them, 'Let the little

children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to such as these that the kingdom of God

belongs'. V 15 'Truly I tell you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God as a little

child will never enter it" (NRSV).

Jesus is indignant with his disciples for they have not only neglected to hear his previous

teaching regarding the kingdom of God, but they have also not accepted the importance of

the care of children. Myers notes that v14 and vIS have often been misinterpreted as a
\

metaphor of the qualities, which Christ requires for us (1988: 267). The real issue at hand

for Myers is that, " ... the child represent[s] an actual class of exploited persons, as does

every other subject of Jesus' advocacy in Mark" (1988: 268). Myers goes on to explain

that not only has Jesus throughout Mark been talking against subjection and domination,

but also throughout Mark referring to (5:27; 7:24; 9:14) we get the picture " ... that all is not

well for the child in first century Palestinian society" (1988: 268). The framing of the

divorce controversy with Jesus reference to the need to take care of children must not only

have been an indictment upon those who had neglected their children, but also reinforces

the notion that marriage is tied up with creation. Parents will care for the offspring from a

marriage or external forces will cause the break-down of the marriage, which could result in

the loss of any inheritance by the child. In view of the agrarian social structure it is clear

that if the adults were in a precarious position, these children were in a worse position.

Within this text Mark 10:2-12, Jesus is re-ordering the social aspect of Israelite society

which has been corrupted by the traditions of many. This re-ordering not only involves the

equality between men ~d women but also the need to preserve at all costs the union of

marriage.
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4.4 Ritual Analysis of Mark 10:2-12

"It is time for biblical studies to take ritual seriously as a central element of the

communities that composed and passed on the biblical texts" (Gorman 1995: 29). This will

be the aim of this section to analyse Mark 10: 2..12 from a ritual stand-point, specifically

using Turner and Douglas' concepts and models, to identify within the text ritual elements

which may improve our interpretative process. Although this section will focus on the

ritualising elements as aspects of the text, Mark 10: 2-12, this will be done not only by

reflecting on the extra-textual historical element already discussed but also the themes/plot

which were analysed in the previous section (narrative analysis). Marcus, referring to

Hengel notes that, "The whole issue of ritual purity probably had a very sharp relevance for

Mark and some members of his community since it seems to have been a consuming

concern ofthe Jewish revolutionaries whose war a~ainst Rome provides the background for

our Gospel's composition" (1997: 185). This statement of Marcus is made specifically in

reference to the controversy of Mark 7; however, McVann has done an extensive ritual

analysis of the baptism of Jesus at the beginning of Mark (1995). For McVann, not only is

baptism the overarching theme in the gospel of Mark but it could also be the root-metaphor

for Mark (1995: 183).

McVann, in his article, "Reading Mark ritually: Honour-Shame and the Ritual of Baptism",

divides Mark into three key points: the beginning, Mark 1: 9-20; the middle, Mark 8: 27

9:1 and the end, Mark 16: 1-8, all of which he describes have not only baptismal themes

and imagery, but also clear links with "honour-shame, eschatology, and the status

transforming ritual of baptism" (1995: 186-190). Further, "Cohn (7-23) has argued that

Turner's work on liminality and rites of transition provides a useful interpretative

framework for understanding the structure and meaning of the wilderness narratives in the

Pentateuch" (Gorman 1995: 26)~ Gorman goes on to explain how Turner's three stages of

separation, liminality and aggregation can be used to analyse the crossing of the Red Sea,

the forty years in the desert and the entering of the Promised Land respectively. If, as I have

argued in previous sections, Mark represents Jesus as renewing Israel back to Mosaic

covenant, and that Mark uses allusions or representation of Israel's past such as the

renewing of Israel through Moses and Elijah, then it is clear that from the above discussions

not only is Mark rich with ritual elements, but also that these ritual connotations reach right

back to the covenantal formation of Israel.
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The analysis of a text for ritual elements is a comprehensive activity and it must go beyond

the notion that "ritual is simply a way of expressing the story" (Gorman 1995: 22). In other

words, the" ... ritual enactment refers to itself and not to a message that exists apart from,

outside of, or above the ritual enactment proper" (Gorman 1995: 24). It is necessary to

move beyond the notion that the ritual is a means of conveying some symbolic message and

that behind the ritual lies a prior conscious ideology. During a Master's course, Ritual in

Early Christianity, the students were required to perform a cult initiation in the Mythran

Cult. This they dutifully did, however, the profound experience which all encountered, even

physiologically, including myself, could not be explained by an ideological understanding

or acceptance of the belief that lies behind the Mythran Cult, but rather this experience was

due solely to the ritual enactment. In saying this, inherently the dichotomy between body
\

and mind are at work. And in the period after so-called enlightenment, "Because rituals and

their texts were not universally valid expressions of religion, they could not provide access

to Truth, at least as it was recognised by German idealism" (Gorman 1995: 20). Luckily,

some scholars have moved beyond false notions of objectivity and neutrality to make the

path available for this study. Some scholars may not agree with my approach of selecting

my framework of analysis, namely Turner and Douglas, prior to the analysis. But my

justification for this is that not only have Turner and Douglas been used in the analysis of

other Markan texts, but I believe Turner's concept of liminality is integral in analysing

social-structural change which, as mentioned above, is one of the main themes in Mark.

Alexander, referring to Turner notes, "Ritual is a principal means by which society 'grows'

and moves into the future (Turner 1974: 298)" (1991: 3). I hope in my interpretation and

analysis that my decisions will be vindicated.

Driver in his book, The Magic ofRitual- Our Needfor Liberating Rites that Transform our

Lives and our Communities, goes to great lengths to explain how ritual has three major gifts

to offer, namely: order, community and transformation (1991: 131). However, Driver also

notes that, "Ritual can be manipulated by those who hold power in society, used to protect

their privileged positions by surrounding them with an aura of sacredness or inevitability"

(1991: 162). In light of my prior discussions regarding the conflict between Jesus and the

Pharisees, particularly with reference to Mark 7, it is clear that the Pharisees could very

well have been manipulating ritual to maintain their privileged positions. Driver proposes

that the present day liturgical practices have become morbid because, of " ... a certain
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unholy alliance between liturgical order and social order that has set its face against the

significant change that justice and peace require" (1991: 9). Further, for Driver, " ... we

cannot well appreciate the power of ritual unless we see its usefulness to those in need,

especially those who, having little social power and, being the victims of injustice, have a

need for social structure to be transformed" (1991: 166). It would be hard to ignore the

parallels between this description by Driver and the Agrarian peasantry under Roman rule

in first century Palestine. So it is with this in mind that we turn to the text.

As discussed, this episode starts with the Pharisees testing Jesus. If we read this in the light

of honour-shame society in which this story is told, the element of boundaries are

introduced (McVann 1995: 180). Further, this could imply that the Pharisees are testing

Jesus' standing within the group. Was Jesus' reaction to the challenge by the Pharisees

going to maintain the publicly recognised boundary or challenge it? Draper notes that the

northern regions held on to the prophetic figures of Elijah/Elisha and Moses (1994: 35).

This would imply that a negative response from Jesus could cause him to lose his Galilean

following. Draper goes on to 7xplain that Jesus' response to the Pharisees' divorce

question was indicative of their understanding of the above mentioned prophetic traditions

(1994: 35). It must be noted at this point that Jesus, in this section of Mark is beginning his

journey to Jerusalem and this too may indicate that the Pharisees are concerned about Jesus

crossing over into "their" territory as such - their world.

"Contests of honour then are expressions of what is already known, that is, what

having honour and being shamed are all about. But they are also simultaneously

about what cannot be known in advance - whether or how a particular contest will

affirm or undermine the structure of honour-shame itself" (McVann 1995: 181).

Throughout Mark these contests have been raging between Jesus and the Pharisees, and as

Jesus heads towards Jerusalem something which he has avoided up until now (in the story)

it is clear that the challenge against Jesus will intensify. At stake is the "world-view" which

the Pharisees seek to preserve. McVann notes that, "What is at stake, especially in serious

challenges to honour, is the value of the primary constituents of the world inhabited by the

one being challenged" (1995: 181). It must be noted that in context of this challenge that

Jesus had previously in Mark 7 referred to Moses' commandments/laws to challenge the
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Pharisees. This may be the reason why they ask this question in 10:2, to question Jesus'

alliance to Moses' laws, and in this way maybe shame Jesus in the eyes of the crowd.

For McVann, challenges to honour bear a resemblance to the liminal period in ritual as, " ...

in both situations statuses and boundaries are denied or challenged before the new ones

emerge or the old ones are re-affirmed" (1995: 181). For Alexander, " ... ritual creates

social conflict by relaxing or suspending some of the requirements of everyday social

structure, making possible alternative social arrangements... " (1991: 1). In light of both

McVann's and Alexander's comments regarding. ritual, one could identify with the text not

only the challenge of Jesus on the status of the Pharisees and vice versa, but also the

possible alternative social arrangement, which Jesus is proposing regarding marriage.

Driver states, "When a spirit of rebellion against unjust social structures is rising, an

understanding of ritual as an alternative order fostering freedom, creativity and deliverance

will take precedence over the idea that rituals enforce rigid notions of order" (1991: 165).

In the context of Mark 10:2-12, this would imply that the Markan Jesus is not trying to

maintain the Pharisees' traditions but rather challenge them and their rituals. There are

elements of ritual in this text, due to the shame/honour nature of the conflict between Jesus

and the Pharisees. So from the outset boundaries are being challenged, Jesus standing with

the crowd and against the Pharisees' world-view built on the oral tradition and

interpretation. The outcome of the challenge is not expressly noted in the text but the

silence of the Pharisees and the later challenge in Mark 12, indicates that they were the ones

who were shamed and Jesus retains his status with the crowd.

Douglas, in discussing the Indian caste system in conjunction with the body being a social

map, suggests that, "... when rituals express anxiety about the body's orifices the

sociological counterpart of this anxiety is a care to protect the political and cultural unity of

a minority group" (1966: 124). Douglas then relates this to the Israelites who were

concerned with similar bodily issues to those of the Indians and were a hard-pressed

minority (1966: 124). In context of Mark however, the peasants are the majority while the

elite and their retainers are the minority who are fighting for political and economic

survival. Further, Douglas notes that, "Since place in hierarchy of purity is biologically

transmitted, sexual behaviour is important for preserving the purity of caste" (1966: 125).

Although it would be difficult to argue that Mark 10 is primarily a sexual debate sex is
, '
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inherently linked to the debate regarding marriage and divorce. What control are the

Pharisees trying to maintain or enforce?

In discussing Jesus' violation in Mark of ritual purity rules, Rohrbaugh proposes that the

Markan Jesus, "promulgates new purity rules which imply that holiness is an internal

matter of the heart rather than an external matter of protecting body surfaces and orifices

(7: 18-23)" (1997: 118). Rohrbaugh also notes that the Pharisees were concerned about

genealogy because it was through this that status was granted while Jesus in Mark was

concerned about the acceptance of himself and his teachings (2:7; 3:35; 6:3-6; 7: 1-4; 8:27

30) (1997: 118). The question that needs to be asked: "Is Jesus in Mark drawing alternative

boundaries around his movement or primarily challenging those boundaries resurrected by

his opponents or both?" In respect of my narrative analysis of Mark and the fact that, not
I

only were women more disadvantaged by clean and unclean dimension because of

menstruation defilement (Waetjen 1989: 165), but also, in context of Mark 10: 2, the

question of the Pharisees highlights the patriarchal nature of society. Further, Jesus

specifically attacks this inequality in Mark 10:10-12. It would on the surface seem like a

challenge, but in reality any challenge of status and their structures would imply

alternatives.

Douglas in discussing her concepts of grid and groups notes that, "The relation of self to

society varies with the constraints of grid and group: the stronger these are, the more

developed the ideas of formal transgression and its dangerous consequences and the less

regard is felt for the right of the inner self to be freely expressed" (1970: 102). This

statement could relate directly to Jesus' continued use of the theme "hard hearts". The

Pharisees see Jesus as a danger because their social world is controlled by strict codes while

Jesus is concerned about equality and freedom from legalities. It has also been argued that

when groups are challenged they tend to make the boundaries for entry or exit more

extreme. So, while the conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees does not portray a ritual as

such,. it introduces elements of ritual through the honour/shame challenge.

The next section will deal with what I believe are elements, which indicate that Mark 10: 2

- 12 is part of the disciples' status of transformation, which will only be completed after the

resurrection of Christ. This initiation of the disciples will also involve 'ritual co~flict', but

the two notions are distinctly different. The Pharisees are challenging boundaries and
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status, and Jesus returns the favour - this is conflict from without the boundaries between

one group and another group. On the other hand the disciples are the initiands who must be

trained and tested by the Ritual Elder again through 'ritual conflict' these two forms of

'ritual conflict' are found within this one text and seem to play-off each other but it is

important to note the essential differences. The disciples are in the in-group/Jesus'

initiands while the Pharisees are the out-group/the opponents. I hope to clarify this as we

discuss the text as part of a bigger narrative portraying the ritual initiation of the disciples

by Jesus. The disciples are in essence from the beginning to the end of this text in a liminal

stage of their status transformation ritual. I will then deal with the subject of this text,

namely marriage, and describe what I believe is a ritual, proposed by Jesus. Finally,

parallels will be drawn between the ritual of marriage and the ritual of status transformation

of the disciples, in the light of the theme 'The kingd?m of God'.

4.4.1. Ritual Status Transformation of the Disciples

The disciples, are present within the crowd, as indicated by Mark 10: 10, and yet they are

only mentioned after the teaching has been given. These same disciples are depicted by

scholars as both loyal and yet uncomprehending with regards to the things of God

(Kingsbury 19899: 95 and 96). Rhoads and Michie note that the " ...conflict between Jesus

and the disciples on the way to Jerusalem exemplifies the clash between the values of the

disciples and those of Jesus"(1982: 91). Further, this conflict creates frustration not only

for Jesus and the disciples, but also for the readers (Rhoads and Michie 1982: 95). Rhoads

and Michie, state that "The disciples are foils for Jesus in their failure to respond

appropriately to the rule of God" (1982: 123), in this way revealing the standard of Jesus'

discipleship (1982: 123). This clearly paints the disciples in a bad light and does not give

them much hope of redemption. As discussed in the narrative section, I prefer to read the

disciples as 'round' characters and therefore there must be something more within the text

than merely a negative example of discipleship, followed by Jesus' teaching of the correct

response.

Especially, if we take into consideration these same disciples have already, in a sense,

completed a successful mission in Mark 6: 7 - 30. For Draper, "The mission of the twelve

was intended to be a call to a new Passover, lss':!mg in a new withdrawal, into the
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wilderness, a new desert feeding and a new crossing of the Red sea, a new Sinai, a new

entry into the promised land via Jericho, a removal of the oppressive temple system and the

introduction of a new social order" (1995: 199). If Draper is right in this analysis of the

Passover as a 'hidden transcript' and the disciples as having a purposeful mission, this

mission must go beyond Jesus' death (at least on the narrative level), which he predicts

three times surrounding Mark 10: 2 - 12. It must go beyond to his resurrection, which he

also predicts (8: 31b; 9: 9; 31b; 10: 34), the hope as discussed by Myers (1988: 239).

Further, if the analogy is used between the Israelites' escape from Egypt (separation), desert

experience (liminal) and entering the Promised Land (aggregation), then on their journeys

the disciples would still be in the desert. This would mean, in essence, they are still in the

liminal stage. Draper notes in referring to 6: 30 - 32, that "If the mission of the twelve was

intended as a call to a new Passover and a new Exodus, then a withdrawal to the desert
\

would be the logical next step" (1995: 194). Jesus intended to take the disciples into a

liminal space. This however was not possible due to the crowds. Although the disciples

were obedient to leave their homes, loved ones and occupations to follow Jesus

(separation)(IO: 28), they are still in a ritual process of status transformation. It is

important to note as does Kingsbury, that; "when the twelve return to Jesus and recount all

they have done and taught, Mark refers to them neither as the twelve nor as disciples, but as

"the apostles" (6: 30)" (1989: 95). I will not analyse this designation, but it must be noted

that in a sense they could have achieved a new status. However, this is not their final status

and just as all of the Israelites, which left Egypt including Moses, had to die before Israel

could enter the promised land. So, too not only did Jesus have to die, but the disciples had

to die to themselves and accept the full realisation of following Jesus.

Kingsbury notes that soon after returning from their mission in chapter 6, their hearts were

once again hardened because they did not understand Jesus' miracle of the loaves (6: 51 

52) (1989: 99). Maybe, the disciples had regressed or maybe this' was the next stage in

their transformation. Kingsbury, referring to the section of Mark between 6: 30 and 8: 21,

states, "Despite auspicious beginnings, the disciples, by the end of this series of scenes and

miracles show themselves to be like outsiders". Like "outsiders", they "think the things not

of God, but of humans"... " (1989: 10 I). The notion that, the disciples 'think the things of

this world', is discussed in the narrative section in relation to 8: 22 to 10: 52. However, I

do not agree with Kingsbury, that the disciples can ever be alluded to as "outsid~rs" since

they continue to remain loyal to Jesus, right up to his arrest 14:50. The disciples had
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followed Jesus to Jerusalem and Jesus had continued to teach and rebuke them. I will

elaborate on the notion of the disciples being insiders later.

Via states, referring to chapter ten, that one cannot find a more concentrated fusion of

dominant and subdominant Markan motifs elsewhere in Mark (Via 1985: 79). Further Via

notes that most if not all motifs and themes, which are presents in Mark, are present in

Mark 10. Mark 10 thus illuminates the past and paves the way for the future in the

narrative. So, although the story is not complete, it is whole. Mark 10 " ...narrates an in

between time... " (Via 1985: 78), a liminal time. Best, in his analysis of the disciples,

depicts 8: 27 to 10: 45 as the central area in which the will of God is laid down for those

who wish to be part of God's community (1983: 84). Again this section was discussed in

the narrative section; it must be stressed again, however, that most if not all the teaching in
\

this section requires some sacrifice from those being taught. They need to give up their old

world-view and take up a new one defined as the 'things of God'. Best, describes the

ending of Mark 10 as a redemption of the disciples, as not only does 10: 45 indicate that the

disciples will not be required to serve as Jesus, but also the healing of Bartimaeus, indicates

the redemptive power of Jesus (1983: 89). And, as mentioned in the narrative section, the

two-stage healing of the blind man in 8: 22 - 25 has been described as indicating a two-step

acceptance/development of the disciples. Best, referring to the above healing, notes that the

"Disciples are in danger of following Jesus but not perceiving that in following him they

also must go the way of the cross" (1983: 86). Best, goes on to note that the denying of self

is not a possibility by human power alone (1983: 87), again indicating the redemptive work

of God (Jesus).

Best's statements link well with Mc Vann's notion of the ritual of baptism being

represented in a sense by the symbol of the cross (1995: 187). Mc Vann discusses these

notions of baptism, the cross and honour/shame principals in conjunction with what he sees

as the middle section 8: 27 - 9: 1 of the baptism theme which runs throughout Mark.

Specifically Mc Vann notes that immediately after Peter acknowledges that Jesus is the

Christ (8: 28), Jesus challenges all present, disciples and the crowd, by his first passion

prediction and stating: "Whoever is ashamed of me and my words, of him will the Son of

man be ashamed when he comes in the glory of his Father with the holy angels"(8: 38)

(1995: 187). Mc Vann, states that "He [refelTing to ~esus] invites the disciples [)n section

8: 27 - 9: 1], who have just recognised his identity as messiah, into the next stage of
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discipleship - facing death" (1995: 192). This links directly to my proposal that the

disciples are in a process of status transformation with Jesus as their ritual elder. Jesus has

called them and proceeds to initiate them in the 'things of God'. The disciples need to

" ...abandon their previous habits, ideas, and understandings about their personal identities

and relations with others in their society" (Mc Vann 1991: 339). And this is the task of the

ritual elders, in this case Jesus. Mc Vann notes that "They [referring to ritual elders] see to

it that the pre conceived ideas about society; status and relationships, in short, about life

itself, are wiped out" (1991: 337). This is not only achieved through story telling, but also

through, symbols and the acting out of the ideal. Mc Vann notes that certain initiands are

" ...tested to see whether the skills of the new role have been learned or to apprise whether

the initiand is faithful to the charge" (1999: 340). This is known as ritual confrontation and

generally forms part of the liminal phase of a transformation ritual. I propose that the so-
I

called conflict between Jesus and the disciples in this section of the text (8: 27 - 10: 52), is

more than a resistance by the disciples' to Jesus teaching, it is in essence part of the

disciples ritual of status transformation filled with symbols and challenges. Just as Mc

Vann refers to Jesus' way to the cross and crucifixion as, "the nadir of the liminal

phase, ..." (1995: 194). So too, the harsh challenges and teachirigs of the disciples in 8: 22

- 10: 52, " ... form part of the "passivity of neophytes to their instructions... [and]

submission to ordeal ... [which] are signs of the process whereby they are ground down to

be fashioned anew and endowed with additional powers to cope with their new station in

life (Turner 1967: 101)" (Mc Vann 1995: 194). I will now turn to 10: 2 - 12, but it must be

kept in mind that this section is within a larger section, narrating an initiation of the

disciples, to the 'things of God' as opposed to the 'things of man'. Further this ritual of

status transformation is initiated by Jesus so that his followers may continue his mission,

the renewal of " ... the Galilean peasantry in response to the economic and social

disintegration and threatened landlessness" (Draper 1994: 40).

Jesus' response in 10:3, "What did Moses command you?" as mentioned earlier, creates

separation between Jesus and the Pharisees (NRSV). Further, in context of 10:1, it could be

that Jesus is creating, in addition, separation between the Pharisees and the crowd. For Best

in Mark, the disciples represent believers/Christians while the crowd, represents the great

mass ofunevangelised humanity outside the church..." (1983: 83). Although, Best tends to

use Christian doctrinal schemes, the distinction is still made between the in-group and out-
" .

group. The crowd, in essence, is neutral and therefore not part of the in-group while the
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Pharisees are clearly hostile toward Jesus, they are the out-group. Draper in discussing the

sermon on the mount in Matthew as a ritual of status transformation of the four disciples,

notes that, " ... the presence of the waiting crowds as witnesses of the status transformation

of the four chosen disciples is significant in that they are the ritual subjects of a second

implied status transformation" (1999: 30). For Draper the crowd consists of those seeking

to be part of Matthew's community. In the context of Mark then the crowd which Jesus

teaches could also reflect those who had come because they had heard about Jesus' prior

healings and teachings. They are not, in a sense, followers as the disciples are. Draper,

referring to the initiation of the four disciples as depicted in Matthew, states that "Their

initiation into leadership is marked by the conferral of a body of teaching as both a ritual

symbol and the content of authoritative catechesis for those they will lead" (1999: 47). In

respect of Mark 10 and other texts which follow Mark 6, the attempt by Jesus to "remove the
\

disciples for what I believe would be their second stage or level of initiation, I propose that

the disciples are in a liminal phase in the midst of the crowds. They receive the same

teachings as the crowd, but on another level, they are being initiated. The disciples are the

ones who were present at the narrative level, in the past, when Jesus had accused them of

having hard hearts.

This separation is carried through to 10:5 when Jesus answers the Pharisees agam,

"Because of your hardness of heart he wrote this commandment for you" (NRSY). At this

point the disciples must be part of the crowd, but at the same time questioning their status,

as they too had been, described by Jesus as having hard hearts. Thus at one and the same

time the Markan Jesus creates and sustains separation between the Pharisees and the crowd,

which included the disciples, and challenges the disciples reg~ding their position. This

language used by the Markan Jesus not only creates separation, but also draws a boundary

between the Pharisees and the crowd, once again including the disciples. It must be noted

that the Pharisees did not ask Jesus if it is lawful "for us" to divorce and later Jesus in 10:9

uses generalised language / or inclusive language, " ... let no one separate" (NRSY). If we

add to this the "separation of space" experienced by all present. The Pharisees had come to

test Jesus. The disciples were on a journey out of their usual territory, and as discussed

above already in the liminal stage, after their successful mission. Even the crowd was out of

their normal environments and most probably in a harsher environment. Further, as we

have all experienced in the heat of conflict, verbal or physical, our concept of tim~ tends to

be altered, even if we are merely observers of the conflict. One may find oneself arguing
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with someone for hours when in fact you feel as though only a short time has passed. These

three elements of separation, namely: "separation of people", "separation of place" and

"separation of time" coincide with those explained by McVann in his article, "Rituals of

Status Transformation in Luke - Acts: The Case ofJesus the Prophet" (1991: 338, 339).

Much like a ritual elder instructing his initiands. Jesus creates the separation, the liminal

space, for the teaching and initiation of His disciples. Jesus ·has clearly shown that the

Pharisees are the outsiders while the disciples are the insiders, the initiands. They are the

ones who have left all behind. They are the ones who are "betwixt and between." This is

clearly indicated by their misunderstanding of Jesus' predictions of death. They have not

yet been transformed. Although Mc Vann .notes that rituals of transformation may occur

voluntarily or involuntarily (1991: 336), in most cases it would seem that initiands to some
\

extent are volunteers. Mc Vann notes that, "The ritual symbols may include stories or

narratives which shape the way initiands learn to perceive the cosmos" (1991: 338). The

disciples are subjected to this "teaching", which would have impact not just because of the

referring back to creation, but also because of the mentioning of the "hardness of hearts"

and the reference to Moses who they (not all, but some) had seen in the transfiguration

(9: 2 - 13).

Further, as mentioned in the narrative criticism section, this section of narrative is in fact

framed by two episodes of children, in which Jesus affirms the need to "be like children".

This too could point to the status of the initiands who are often called children in respect to

the ritual elder. Draper in his article, "The Role of Ritual in the alternative of social

universe: Jewish-Christian initiation of Gentiles in the Didache", notes that the novices in

Didache 3:1,3,4,5,6 are referred to as "my child" (1997: 59). Draper goes on to explain that,

" ... God is the new fictive father, but the ritual elder stands as it were in loco parentis ..."

(1997: 59). There is a need for the new initiands to submit. Waetjen is dealing with the

framing of children which surround this section and which link it to one of the main

metaphor of God's rule (the Kingdom of God) states, "In their innocence and openness

children manifest the qualities of authentic humanness that are characteristic of God's rule"

(1989: 167). Waetjen goes on to explain that, "To enter into it [God's rule], therefore,

means to be released from any and every force in society that faces human existence"

(1989: 167). Although Waetjen is not intending to discuss Turner's ~oncept of

'communitas', it is clear that he could be talking in a language which invites us to make
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comparisons to Turner's concept of 'communitas'. The child represents the qualities of

humanness not only required by God, but also required by Turner to be able to create

transformation through ritual. This is what is experienced in the liminal state.

The next stage in Turner's process is liminality. Alexander notes that, "The primary

motivation behind ritual is the desire to break free of social structure temporarily in order to

transcend its social and existential limitations and reconfigure it (ibid 266 and 1982, 52)"

(1991: 17). If we put this statement in the context of the role of Jesus to reconfigure the

oppressive social order of the Roman Empire, this text can begin to be taken seriously as a

ritual text. Further if the disciples are those that have been chosen by Jesus to carry

forward this mission/movement, it is clear that they too need to be reconflgured. "Ritual

then is a response to the need to create community: it is put into play in response to
\

breakdown in, or it is enacted to rejuvenate community" (Alexander 1995: 213). Further, if

we add the fact that marriage/family was a primary structure within the covenantal program

due to the importance of the inheritance of land, this text must be seen as having not only

ritual process but also ritual elements.

"Weddings are occasions of great importance. During them a woman and a man

publicly enter into a new social relationship; they have crossed a line that cannot be

crossed again. With that crossing, they assume a new identity with new rights and

obligations. No matter what the future holds, neither of them can ever be 'single' in

the sense the word had before they were married. A fundamental life boundary has

been crossed, and its mark on personal and communal experience is virtually

indelible. The wedding, which is a ritual of status transformation of 'boundary

crossing' signals to the members of the group that this man and woman have validly

assumed the new role of married man and woman" (McVann 1991: 333).

I use this lengthy quotation, not only as it speaks volumes regarding the link between the

ritual and MarklO: 2-12 in which Jesus explicitly changes the question from one of divorce

to one of marriage, but also because McVann uses these sentences to start an article which

is not about marriage at all but rather ritual in the context of Mark. McVann does not in his

whole analysis of Mark deal with this section of the text. I propose that just as the man and

woman assume new identities through a process of boundary crossing through rit,ual, so too

the disciples are engaged in a process oftransformation, which will change their identities,
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through a process of boundary crossing. Further, the above quotation also stresses the

social and communal aspect of marriage, which is brought out in the text as Jesus is

teaching a crowd. The disciples are being re-configured in the midst of a crowd. "What

needs stressing however is not just that the greatest quantity of rituals are social but that

ritual activity is interactive and social by nature" (Driver 1991: 154).

It is not possible at this juncture to repeat the lengthy discussion regarding liminality as set

out in section 3, but it must be stressed that it is at this stage that transformation takes place.

Further, it is only if the conditions are conducive to spontaneous 'communitas' that "true

transformation" can be achieved through ritual. During liminality, " ...neophytes tend to

develop intense comradeship and egalitarianism" (Turner 1969: 95). The introduction of

the disciples in 10: 10, could indicate that the disciples are one in their questioning of Jesus.
\

They alone seem to have comradeship and further they alone seem to be mentioned,

although again one cannot be sure if the crowd is part of this interaction. The disciples are

the ones who are in the liminal stage of transformation being taught the detailed implication

of the broader teaching given in 10: 6 - 9.

I hope the above discussion, has illustrated my proposal clearly that in Mark 10: 2 - 12 the

disciples are in a liminal stage. Not only because of the separation caused by the

honour/shame challenge between Jesus and the Pharisees, but also because by referring

back to Mark 6 we note that it was Jesus' intention to take the disciples into a desolate

place, a liminal space. I will now conclude this section by discussing the aggregation of the

disciple's status transformation. It must be noted at this stage however, that in this ritual of

transformation of the disciples, the marriage motif, is a profound ritual symbol for the

reconfiguring of the disciples' world-view. This idea of marriage being a ritual symbol,

will be discussed in more detail later.

The mentioning of the house in 10: 10, could mark the aggregation phase of the disciples

but, as I will discuss later, I propose the mentioning of the house indicates the aggregation

phase of the Marriage ritual. It must be noted that this is the last time within Mark that one

finds Jesus teaching the disciples in a house. Further, Best notes that after 10: 52 the

disciples slip into the background (19: 90). This as mentioned earlier could imply that the

disciples are. redeemed, but in reality in the story world it must soon be acknowl~dged that

the redemption indicated by Bartimaeus' healing, must be a prediction symbolically of the
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final aggregation of the disciples. Mc Vann notes in his baptismal analysis, "Their

aggregation as full and genuine disciples, who understand and accept the teaching of Jesus

in 8: 34 - 38, is projected into the future, after the resurrection" (1995: 193). As Kingsbury

states, "After the resurrection, they [referring to the disciples] will comprehend aright both

who Jesus is and what he was about" (1989: 107). For Mc Vann, Jesus' death and

resurrection mark his second baptism, the aggregation phase represented by the

resurrection, and Jesus' new status being that of Lord, no longer prophet (1995: 194 and

195). I propose that only at this point, the disciples will truly be aggregated into their new

roles. It must be stressed that "Those, however, who have been initiated into particular

roles such as shamans, prophets, or priests, undergo only a partial aggregation" (Mc Vann

1991: 341). True disciples will in essence to some extent remain liminal in this life. Thus,

the aggregation of the disciples is not lived-out in Mark 10, but its potential is proposed.
\

In section 3.1.1, I described Turner's concept of "Normative communitas", and explained

Turner's understanding of the development and final division of the Franciscan order. In

short to maintain a form of 'communitas', permanent liminality needs to be achieved, and

since the liminal stage is marked by a void of social structure, all contact with social

structure needs to be avoided to achieve normative 'communitas'. As with Francis, and his

poverty requirements, it would seem that Jesus' teachings to the disciples in Mark 8: 22 to

10: 52, would require, a humbling and giving up of earthly materials as well as earthly

aspirations. The disciples are in essence being prepared for a life lived in the "margins".

They would be a continual threat to structure, namely the elite and those who represented

them, the Pharisees. But in reality, structure too, would be a threat to their continued

existence and successful mission of the disciples. So even when the disciples are [mally re

aggregated into the community they will remain marginalized. In essence, Jesus teaching

in Mark 8: 22 to 10: 52, could provide the key to the maintenance of a form of normative

'communitas', a community set apart from social structure.

4.4.2. Marriage Re-configured - A Ritual of Status Transformation

Let us now move on to the second ritual beginning at 10:6. It must be stressed that the

second ritual is not being conducted within the narrative, but rather is merely described by

the Markan Jesus. And as I 'have proposed and will .continue to explain further,. Jesus not
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only uses marriage as a ritual symbol, for the initiation of his disciples, but He also

proposes a ritual for the process of marriage. The Markan Jesus refers back to creation,

"But from the beginning of creation, God made them male and female" (NRSV). From a

ritual point of view, these words would remind. those who are listening that their world

(Israelites) was defined by a creator God in convenant with his people whom God had

promised redemption (Driver 1991: 141). Driver, through an extensive analysis of human

existence in the world, including the development of language concludes that, " ... rituals

spring from something essential to our humanity" (1991: 24), to the extent that, "The

processes through which ritual regulates the life of a society, perhaps especially when these

have significance for the maintenance of the biological life-system, are mostly hidden from

consciousness" (1991: 47). Either our worIdview sustains the existence of a creator God or

it does not. If it does, this in turn has a profound effect on our ritualisations. Had God been
\

replaced by some other ritualisation, which did not reflect the creator God?

Juel states, "As I reflect on what allows for lively engagement with passages such as the

account of Jesus' baptism, I am continually reminded about the indispensability of

imagination" (1994: 42). At this stage in the thesis I would ask the reader to kindle their

imagination as we read Mark, ritually. For, "With a few carefully chosen words, the

narrator suggests things and encourages readers to use [their] imagination" (Rhoads and

Michie 1982: 44). Throughout Mark, ritual imagery has been present particularly in (1 :21

28 - unclean spirit; 1:40-45 - touches leper; 2: 12-15 - eat with unwashed hands; 3: 1-6 

heals on Sabbath). In all cases Jesus seems to transgress, " ... tradition for the sake of a

higher good" (Juel 1994: 41). For Rhoads and Michie, " ... through the style of the narrative

the reader experiences the urgency which the protagonist conveys by his central message:

the right time is fulfilled and the rule of God has come now" (1982: 45). This higher good

and rule of God is surely linked to the covanental renewal of the twelve tribes of Israel and

if this were the case it would have to involve marriage. As discussed in section 4.3, the

prophets seem to use monogamy as an analogy for the relationship between Israel (only

wife),and God.

I propose Mark 10: 7-10 has Turner's three phases of ritual process, namely: separation,

liminality and aggregation. The man leaves the father and mother. This clearly implies

separation from that which has been his lived experieryce. The Disciples too had to separate

from their previous lived experience. Schweizer notes that at that time forsaking "... the
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house of one's father was far more meaningfuL." as it meant the forsaking of " ... the

solidarity and protection of his own clan" (1970: 203). The problem with this notion is that

if we read it in conjunction with section 4.3 which states that the marriage process involves

the woman coming to the man's father's house we tend to have a contradiction. This

however could be explained by the fact that even within the father's house a new space

would be created for this new family unit. This does not however change the picture of

separation, which is enhanced if we accept that the woman was dressed in jewels and wore

a veil hiding her usual identity. Further, the procession from the bride's house was one

most, if not all, of Jesus' audiences had either been part of or had witnessed. This means

that the mention of leaving mother and father's house, not only implies separation but also

conjures up images within the minds of those first century hearers of this text. I could even

envisage Jesus motioning the movement with his h,ands and the crowd responding.

The framing of the children stories has already alluded to liminality, but now it is part of

the another status transformation (rite de passage). " ... (v7) and be joined to his wife, (v8)

and the two shall become one flesh. So they are no longer two but one flesh" (NRSV). The

status transformation involves the joining of two into one. This is a profound statement and

the Markan Jesus emphasises the point by repeating the concept in (1O:8b) " ... so they are

no longer two but one flesh" (NRSV). In view of the disciples' ritual of status

transformation they too in time need to be one with Jesus in his death and resurrection.

Waetjen states that Jesus omits " ... the phrase, 'and will cleave to his wife'" (1989: 165)

from the original Genesis 2:24, because the Markan Jesus wishes to stress equality in the

fact that both parties need to make a movement. Both parties, in other words, need to

separate. This does seem to strengthen our ritual analysis. However, the phrase in question

has been included in the Greek New Testament in brackets because the committee felt that

it could be an omission, " ... the scribes eye passing from kai to kai" (Metzger 1971: 104).

How does this effect my ritual analysis? If, as some have indicated, the "one flesh" could

have, sexual connotations it could mean that the transformation happens before the sexual

act. Unfortunately, as discussed in section 4.2.1, it is not clear whether consummation of

the marriage happened on the first night or the last. It must be stressed however that the

liminal phase is that which denotes danger and playfulness and thus the sexual act is part of

the liminal phase prior to the re-incorporation into the ordinary social situation. The sexual

act could be the beginning of the ritualliminality. What is clear however is that the two lose
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their prior individual status and are now seen as "one". Something profound has happened

during the transformation period. The disciples clearly too need a profound transformation.

It must be kept in mind that the process mentioned in Section 4.2.1 involved betrothal and

only later marriage. Further, the betrothal aspect of the process was in all, intense and

purpose a legal negotiation and contract. The Markan Jesus seems to neglect the former

aspect namely the betrothal and seems to be implying only a marriage process. This would

in reality put marriage back into the hands of the "little tradition". One may question the

removal of the protection of the rights of women by the marriage contract but if we read

Mark as proclaiming the changes in status of "two to one" through a ~rocess of liminality,
l'

there should be no need for legalities. The very essence of liminality is expressed in verses

seven and eight, "Secular distinctions of rank and status disappear or are homogenized"
\

(Turner 1969: 95). Further, these verses also express 'communitas', " ... community or even

communion of equal individuals who submit together to the general authority of the ritual

elders" (Turner 1969: 96). This is emphasised by verse 9, "Therefore what God has joined

together, let no one separate" (NRSV). Mc Vann discussing baptism in ritual notes that for

Turner the process, "... brings neophytes into close connection with deity or with super

human powers, with what is, in fact, often regarded as the unbounded, the infinite, the

limitless" (Turner 1967: 98)" (1995: 189).

If God is not the ritual elder, in person or through others, God is still present. As mentioned

earlier, God could and maybe should be recognised as the ritual elder in the process of

marriage. The disciples, too, need to come to the realisation, as indicated in 10: 26,27, that

it is only God that can facilitate the transformation of the human being so that he/she may

enter the experience of the 'Kingdom of God'. This would eliminate the need for those in

power to control the process of marriage. In other words, the conflict, which is the theme

throughout Mark, is continued even as the Markan Jesus describes marriage. "Ritual

liminality's suspension of social-structural norms places it in opposition to social

struc,tures" (Alexander 1991: 32). Alexander also notes that,

"It [referring to ritual] is not essentially activity that reinforces existing social

structure. Instead, it redirects present social structural arrangements when they

squeeze out community and no longer serve communitarian ends" (1991: 3).
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Again this statement seems to have clear links to the conflict as I have portrayed it in the

narrative analysis section. It could be that the Markan Jesus is re-instituting a ritual in the

light of the injustices being promulgated in the marriage process by the Scribes and

Pharisees. As mentioned earlier, ritual is inherently performance. "Ritual takes the form of

a performance in order to reflect on the ideal and to act it out" (Alexander 1991: 24). In the

renewal of Israel, the Markan Jesus is re-ordering society to the ideal which God intended.

This ideal needs to be re-inforcedlinstituted through ritual. As I have tried to convey

throughout the narrative analysis section and this section, the Markan Jesus is concerned

about unjust structures, which cause oppression, and the need for equality. Alexander notes

that, "Ritual 'communitas' makes the arbitrariness of social-structural distinctions even

clearer as it calls attention to the underlying equality among human beings" (1995: 217).

True ritual which encompasses liminality and 'communitas' not only challenges the
I

structural society but it also infuses, "... it with alternative anti-structural values which

emerge in the experience of immediacy and egalitarianism" (Alexander 1991: 42).

As discussed earlier, Driver proposes that true ritual has three main benefits, namely: order,

community and transformation (1991: 131). McVann also notes that, "Rituals help create

and maintain an ordered cosmos" (1995: 180). If the Markan Jesus is referring back to

creation as the way God willed things to be, it could be that this is the ritual Mark 10: 7-9

which could provide much needed order in the world in which Jesus found himself. And

once again we can assume that the crowd would have identified with this notion of ritual

which set aside (in a sense) the need for monetary exchange and legal documents, all of

which clearly form part of an oppressive structure. I hope that this, in some ways, illustrates

the possibility that the Markan Jesus was proposing a marriage ritual, which involved both

'communitas' and liminality as described by Turner.

McVann in discussing baptism notes that, "Rituals are concerned primarily with the

boundary lines drawn within a society, and conditions which permit crossing of those lines"

(1991: 334). Further, McVann notes, "Ritual makes order; that is it draws boundaries

through and around both natural and social space" (1995: 180). Throughout Mark, it can be

witnessed how the Pharisees have tried to create boundaries between those that are

acceptable (pure) and those that are not. This theme is also clearly illustrated through the

discussion of marriage in se~tion 4.3, the sanctification of women as they pass' from one
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man (father) to another (husband). Although the Markan Jesus seems to be creating his

own ritual and therefore boundaries and order, this does not involve hierarchy and status

but rather equality and unity. These are qualities represented or present in liminality and, as

I have argued, represented by Mark 10:6-9. Draper has also noted regarding the renewal of

the Local Galilean community by Jesus that, "The family structure, traditionally patriarchal

and authoritarian, now in danger of disintegration, is affirmed, but in a new egalitarian

way" (1994: 41).

The final stage in Turner's ritual process is aggregation. McVann defines this stage as the

time when, " ... the initiands return to society with new roles and statuses and new rights

and obligations" (1991: 340). This stage, I propose, is implied by (10:9), "Therefore what

God has joined together, let no one separate" (NRSV). This implies a process. God has
\

joined the two into one, but now they must venture as "one" into society again where there

will be threats from others. It must be noted that the two (husband and wife) are now one.

They have been transformed and therefore enter society with a new status; a status which

must be acknowledged by society. McVann quoting Turner, notes that the liminality

communitas stage of ritual does not just encompass knowledge acquisition but "[it reveals]

"an absorption of powers which will become active after his social status has been

redefined in the aggregation rites (Turner 1967: 101, 102)"" (1995: 191). This implies that

the aggregation stage is just as important.

Mark 10: 10, "Then in the house the disciples asked him again about this matter" (NRSV)

mentions the word "house". The house was central to the crowds' marriage process (see

section 4: 3), and so the hearers ofthis story would symbolically identify with the house not

only in respect of the marriage, but also the hive of activity which occurred within the

house encompassing, as discussed earlier, in agrarian societies, life itself. The moving into

the house is part of the aggregation section; it represents a new life, a new family, and a

new existence. I will not discuss (10: 11,12) at this stage as they have been dealt with

prev~ously at length, but it must be noted that the actions described in (10: 11,12) would in

essence destroy this new household.

Many scholarly debates have occurred around the extensive use of the word "house" in

Mark. As Malbon notes both the "messianic secret" theme and anti-temple them~ in Mark

have been equated to the "in a house" teachings of the disciples (7: 17; 9:28,33; 10: 10)
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(1991: 107). After a lengthy discussion regarding the use of "house" throughout Mark,

Malbon concludes, "The house as the setting for such teaching signals not a 'secret'

teaching (as opposed to an 'open' teaching) but rather the replacement of the synagogue as

a center of teaching" (1991: 116). The synagogue however, was also the meeting place for

the community and as such could clearly be linked to the aggregation phase of the ritual

process.

It is possible that the Markan Jesus expresses a process of marriage, which involves far less

legal or ritual purity requirements on the one hand while on the other hand, allows for

liminalityand 'communitas', a ritual process which is not controlled by man, but by God as

the ritual elder. This ultimately challenges the Pharisees' very essence, their social world

built on rules, regulations and purity rituals, while also adding to the understanding of the
\•

status transformation of the disciples. Thus the children, the house, and the proposed

marriage process, are all ritual symbols in the transformation of the disciples, while at the

same time fulfilling a different role at the story level. The symbol of marriage is a

particularly profound one, if we take into consideration, that the Markan Jesus is on a

mission to reconfigure Israel back to God's original plan. Throughout my narrative

analysis I alluded to the fact that many symbols within the text would have drawn the

audience to reflect on Israel's history. This history included the prophets using the

symbolism of marriage to represent Israel's relationship with God. Further, this

relationship was on all accounts a troubled one, mainly due to the hardness of hearts on the

side of Israel. If the Markan Jesus is reconfiguring Israel, it is primarily regarding their

relationship with God. The reconfiguring of Israel's relationship with God would,

therefore, inherently require the reconfiguring of the marriage symbol. This makes the

reconfiguring of marriage profound because as Jesus reconfigures God's covenant with his

people he also in a sense reconfigures the archetypal representation of that covenant,

marriage. This would make the use of marriage as a ritual symbol for the initiation of the

disciples essential.
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4.4.3. The Kingdom of God

Roads and Michie, note that the two major conflicts, the one between Jesus and the

Pharisees and the one between Jesus and the disciples, " ...overlap and interweave, each one

anticipating and paralleling the other at key points, and each illuminating the other by

comparison and contrast" (1982: 100). I, in essence, agree with Rhoads and Michie, but as

described earlier, I view these conflicts between Jesus and the disciples as part of their

liminal phase of status transformation. The conflicts are in essence about the same thing,

"the things of God" versus the "things of man", but the processes involved are vastly

different. Jesus is challenging the Pharisees' essence, their world-view; this is an

honour/shame conflict, while Jesus is harshly initiating the disciples who will continue his

radical mission of renewing Israel. Via with reference to the 'Kingdom of God' and

chronological time states that:

"Time with its human possibilities is both the expression and matrix for the divine

intention, and it is fallen as, for example, in Mark 10: 2 - 9. Marriage is intended

by God, and it is supposed to continue in time - it takes time. At the same time

human beings in time have contracted hardness of heart, and that is the condition in

which marriage has to be lived out. Eternity or the kingdom is also viewed

dialectically" (Via 1985: 60).

I do not wish to go into debate regarding chronological time, and redemption but it must be

noted that Via uses Marriage as an illustration for future redemption. Marriage and

wedding illustrations are extensive in the New Testament but also in the Old, referring to

the ushering in, of God's Rule, and the redemption of his people. Via goes on to note that,

"The Kingdom of God, which is the presiding Theological motif of the Gospel (1: 14 - 15;

9: 1; 12: 34), appears in this chapter [10] in both its realised and futuristic expressions (10:

14 - 15,23 - 24,29 - 30)" (1985: 77). The conflict over marriage, can therefore be seen as

integral to not only the ushering of the "Kingdom of God", but the marriage description by

Jesus could be taken as a profound symbol for the disciples in their status transformation.

The disciples need to separate from their old lives and world-views, just as the married

couple needs to first leave behind their old lives. Secondly, the transformation is a process,

where "the two become one", the disciples too need to identify with Christ to this extent.

Finally, God's intention of continued unity is not curtailed by the hardness of hearts. As
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Via, notes, "... time has positive moments, not only because the eschaton is anticipated

but, because the creative intention continues (Mark 10: 6 - 9) despite hardness of heart (10:

5)" (1985: 61). God's will, his purpose not only in marriage but also in the disciples'

transformation, will be fulfilled. The subject of-marriage in Mark 10: 2 - 12, thus has its

own elements of ritual process of transformation, while at the same time is not only part of

the teaching for the disciples, but represents a ritual symbol in their initiation process.

If, as I have proposed and argued, marriage is a ritual symbol of covenant discipleship, it

could be argued that Christian marriage is a very deep expression of the life of a disciple.

Kasper states that "Marriage belongs to the order of creation and to the order of

redemption" (1980: 1). For Kasper, the connection in marriage of both creation and

redemption speaks volumes about the sacramental nature of marriage (1980: 32). The
\

concept of sacrament, has not been dealt with yet, but will be covered in the

contextualisation section. I propose that my ritual analysis expounds and gives credence to

Kasper's notion that marriage incorporates both creation and redemption. Creation and

redemption are brought together in one symbol, a symbol which in its true form, expresses,

all the teaching regarding sacrifice, humility and equality which are evident in Mark 8: 22

to 10: 52.

4.4.4. Summary of Ritual Analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12.

I hope that I have clearly illustrated and argued the following:

1 That the disciples are at a liminal stage in the initiation in Mark 10: 2 - 12, and that

the conflict between Jesus and the disciples is that of the 'ritual conflict' between

that of ritual elder and initiands. The disciples are the in-group.

2 The conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees is also 'ritual conflict' but one of

honour/shame. The Pharisees are the out-group.

3 In the context of (1) and (2), marriage, as described by Jesus, is a primary ritual

symbol for the disciples' initiation, while at the same time challenging the very

rules and structure of the Pharisees' existence.

4 Marriage, is a symbol of creation and redemption, a re-configuring of Israel, back to

a covenantal existence, where God is creator and sustainer of all.
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I have now covered Turner's process of ritual and dealt with some insights gained from

Douglas' model, although I have not been able to deal with all the ritual elements in detail

or discuss the difference between the ideological nature and sensory nature of symbols.

This was not my intention, my intention was simply to illustrate that Mark 10:2

12, like other texts within Mark can be taken to represent ritual. I hope this analysis will

give insights for the last section of this thesis, namely appropriation.
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5. CONTEXTUALISATION

The emphasis or inclusion of "context" within the process of exegesis " ... rests upon the

fundamental understanding that there is no neutral or absolute meaning of a text or, for that

matter of any human communication" (Draper 2001: 149). In Draper's Tri-polar model the

stage of contextualisation, is crucial, as "our context prompts us in the questions we bring

to the text and decides what counts as answers" (2001: 153). In my motivation section 2

and methodology section 3, I have briefly highlighted my concerns, but I decided to do the

Distantiation section prior to this section on context, so if at all possible they may remain

independent in my thought processes, prior to the Appropriation stage. Contexts are by

nature subjective and changing. One may find, therefore, that some readers may not relate

to my description of context, or they may only relate partially. This will effect their

acceptance or understanding of the appropriation section but should not effect their use of

my Distantiantion Stage. Any reader could in essence apply my Distantiantion efforts to

their own context.

"Contextualisation involves spending time analysing who we are and what our location in

society and history is" (Draper 2002: 17). Draper also notes that, any exegesis " ... stands in

continuity with the whole "reservoir of meaning" (Ricoeur; Croatto) which is filled up by

the whole long process of interpreting the Bible over two thousand years in general..."

(2002: 16). Draper, as well as Genholm and Patte, stress that any interpretation needs to

take into consideration, not only "the believer's religious perception of life" but also that

the interpretation needs to be responsible in treating the Bible as the "sacred text" it is, in a

community of believers (Draper 2002: 15) (2000: 14 & 15). Thus, not only does one need

to be true to one's context, but in all exegesis one needs to not only take into account the

historical reservoir of interpretations, but also the impact your interpretation will have on

the community of believers.

Each and every context involves a myriad of variables. Further the word "marriage"

conjures up varied and complex notions including economic, social, legal and religious

aspects. My task therefore to explain my context will be extremely difficult and as

indicated above will need to take into consideration not only my personal understandings,

but also those of history. I am in this section seeking the questions I am faced ~ith in my
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particular context as understood by my socialisation within not only the church but also

society at large. I will therefore not be able to go into vast detail but merely highlight the

problems, as I see them, within my context.

I will do this by looking at three broad areas:

Firstly, I will explain my understanding, that the family is the social hub of society due to

the need for the socialisation of children. This section will involve aspects of my previous

psychological studies.

Secondly, I will explain my situation of preparing for ministry and the dilemma I have with

the current stance, by the churches at large and in particular the denomination I am

affiliated with, namely the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa. I will deal with

the historical development of marriage and the historical interface between church and
\

State through the ages.

Thirdly, I will include a brief understanding of the experiences I had of the marriage

process in the U.P.C.S.A.

Once I have disscussed the above, I will, in a summary of this section, higWight some of

the debates and questions gleaned from the discussion, which will be used to dialogue with

the Distantiation Section.

5.1. Family - essential for Children

The following section is based largely on my previous training in psychology, and statistics

gleaned from different forms of media. In my psychological studies, I learnt that at the

heart of most counselling is an assessment of the client. This would involve a full history

to understand the probl~m, by looking for predisposing and precipitating factors. These

factors would include not only stressful experiences, but also the stability of the client's

social environment, especially during their developmental years. . Both Psycho-dynamic

developmental theorists such as Freud and Erikson, as well as Object-Relations theorists

such· as Melanie Klein, agreed that children develop through stages either successfully or

unsuccessfully; either rapidly or slowly. Although theorists do not agree on the nature of

the process or the stages, most agree that the early years are important. Clark states

regarding Erikson's theory; "Each one [referring to stages of development] represents a

social crisis. in the individual's development whicp can be more or less successfully
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resolved, resulting in a positive or negative outcome..." (1987: 147). For example, Erikson

would hold that 'Trust versus Mistrust' would develop at the age of one to eighteen months,

while 'Identity versus Role Confusion' would develop during adolescence (Clark 1987:

147). I am aware that we need to take into consideration differences in culture, but the

heart of my argument is that developmental theorists note that the environment is crucial to

the development of individuals. Children need to develop not only the possibility to trust,

but also a sense of identity and belongingness.

I am aware that some may argue that "the environment" needed for this development need

not be a family, but I argue that the family is the most natural station for socialisation. One

should not fall into the same mistake as our predecessors by redefining the child and the

child's needs according to society (The Adults). As Thatcher notes, "If the marriage

covenant embraces children it gives protection to the vulnerable which, in the reign of God,

is an absolute priority" (1999: 156). Further, Thatcher refers to research in Britain, which

shows that "The connections between family breakdown and the huge increase in crime in

the last 30 years are horrendous" (1999: 146). The behaviour of adults within society has

either a positive or negative influence on their children's development.

Before looking at statistics, I must note, as does Forster, that I am aware that statistics can

be used and manipulated to further the ends of those who are interpreting and publishing

them (1994: 10). My intention is to in some way promote stable families for the benefit of

the weak and vulnerable, the children. In an article in the Time Magazine (28 August

1995) the author Robert Wright, explains his theory that the increase in technology and

decrease in human interaction is resulting in an increase in anxiety and depression in our

societies (Wright 1995). Wright notes that "Hunter-gather societies, for all their diversity,

typically feature intimacy and stability: people live in close contact..." (1995: 47). Wright

links this to nuclear f~ilies and states "To be sure, keeping nuclear families intact has

virtues that are understood by evolutionary psychology..." (1995:48). Finally, Wright cites

research and notes:

As of 1993,37% of Americans felt they could trust most people, down from 58% in

1960. This hurts. According to evolutionary psychology, we are designed to seek

trusting relation:;hips and to feel uncomfortable in their absence" (1995: 49).
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I agree in essence with Wright's argument about the increase in separation of people due to

the increase in technology, but if we take into consideration Erikson's stages of

development - trust would be developed within the confines of the family. The breakdown

in family structure, I propose, is causing problems with the natural development of

children. Forster notes, referring to British statistics, that "In 1989 the proportion of births

outside marriage rose to 26,6 per cent. By 1991, it was about 30 per cent (Source: Social

Trends 23)..." (1994: 15). Swart notes in the context of South Africa that not only do

children have to deal with conflict between parents during divorce, but also have to deal

with separation/loss (1997: 120). Swart goes on to explain that the child during divorce not

only experiences emotional and psychological trauma but in reality also experiences

economic loss (1997: 121). Most interesting for my debate is that Swart deals with the

effects of divorce on the child at different developmental stages of the child (1997: 125 -
\

127). It is not possible to go into detail but it must be stressed that divorce has a

tremendous effect on children physically and psychologically.

Codrington, referring to South African Youth, notes that "65% of young people have

experienced divorce", and that "26% of young people live with a single mother" (1999: 2).

Further Codrington notes that in spite of this 96% of young people see family as important

and 72% say they enjoy their parents and home life (1999: 2,3). It seems that even when

times are difficult and the reality faced by children does not meet their needs, children still

acknowledge the need and the importance of family life. Is it not time that parents/adults

begin to take children seriously? Thatcher proposes that "Divorce law is the means by

which a society signals [or fails to signal] its support for the special importance of adults

devoting themselves to the upkeep and nurture of their own children" (1999: 274).

FAMSA - Family and Marriage Society of South Africa, on their website note that

approximately 30% of households are run by single-parents (www.famsa.org.zaJsingle.html

- 18/01/2003). The Daily Dispatch, an East London based newspaper, noted referring to

figures produced from a Statistics South Africa Survey, that not only in 1996 was the

divorce rate 81 per 100000, but also that KwaZulu-Natal had the highest divorce rate of2

074 divorces per 100 000 population (Daily Dispatch 18 December 1998). Further, in a

statement by the South African Law commission, it states, "The number of people living in

non-marriage relationships has, however, increased world-wide and also in South Africa"

(www.doj.gov.za/docs/soct2001.html).
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In my research I discovered a website that was promoting the concept of living together

without being married (www.unrnarried.org/fun:html).This website even lists well-known

personalities, who live as such. 1997 Statistics in America indicate that new marriages

have a 43% likelihood of ending in divorce (www.divorcemag.com!statistics/statsus.shtml).

In the latest report released by statistics South Africa on the 17 December 2002 regarding

figures for 1999, the following information is listed:

1) The number of divorces registered has increased from 1998 to 1999 by 3.6% (Page 2).

2) The number of marriages has increased from 1998 to 1999 by 6.2% and of the

marriages registered in 1999 45, 3% were solemnised under civil (Page 2).

3) The 35 711 divorces during 1999 involved 45 360 minor children (Page 4)
I

(www.statssa.gov.za/release/marriageanddivorce).

These figures clearl~ show that in the context of Sough Africa divorce rates are on the

increase and that children are being affected. It is unfortunate that the statistics for 1999 are

only available from the 17 December 2002.

It has not been my intention to prove through statistics, that the trend for divorce or

cohabitation is on the increase. I only wished to highlight that there is an indication that

this is so. Further, I wished to propose that any loss is traumatic and for children who are

vulnerable, and at different stages of development, this loss is compounded. Children are

in need of stable and permanent environments in order to develop not only trust, but also a

good sense of self-esteem and identity. Thatcher notes, " ...that rising rates of divorce, out

of-wedlock childbearing and absent parents are not just manifestations of alternative

lifestyles, they are patterns of adult behaviour that increase childrens' risk of negative

consequences" (1999: 143). Further Dominian, referring to Freud's theory notes that "The

pattern of behaviour shown in marriage will correspond closely to the experience in

childhood, and once again statistically there is good evidence to associate marital

breakdown with an unhappy childhood" (1971: 145). Not only are children unable to

develop the resources needed to sustain a relationship but, they often model their behaviour

from that of their parents. This in essence leads any society into a spiral of divorce, a

vicious circle ofmistrust and neglect.
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In my personal experience from running youth groups within the Presbyterian Church for

the past twelve years, I have not only been able to identify children who come from a

divorced situation. Further, I have also noticed that these very same children are the ones

that seek love and a role model on which to build their characters. No one can deny the

effect our environments have on our socialisation, how much more so on those who are

developing their identities and perceptions of normal behaviour. If the role models our

children have in South Africa are ones of divorce and cohabitation, is this not what will

manifest in their lives in the years to come? Further, how will children develop trust and

self-esteem in relationships, which do not reflect permanency or from single-parents. How

will the children of today be able to sustain relationships without the capacity to trust and

love? It is my view that society is built on the future generation and the future generations

need to be nurtured in a loving and secure environment.
\

5.2 Preparation for Ministry - The Reformation, Marriage Sacrament,

Covenant vs. Contract and Church vs. State

I am presently a student for the ministry of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern

Africa (in future I will use U.P.C.S.A.). In my preparation for ministry, I wished to gain

insights into the understanding and procedure of marriage, and the churches' understanding

of divorce, as I believe it is an integral part of pastoral work. Ministers either find

themselves ministering to couples prior to marriage, during the course of the marriage

relationship or dealing with those that have been divorced or are preparing for divorce.

Further, ministers who have interest in the youth of churches, as I do, may find themselves

having to deal with the hurts and trauma, experienced by the children of unstable and

divorced marriages.

On studying the "Order of Marriage Service" of the U.P.C.S.A. see APPENDIX 1, I noted

that it states not only that "Marriage is an honourable estate, instituted by God..." but also

" ...as signifying to us the mystical union between Christ and his Church". Further, I noted

that it was for the purpose of I) a life long relationship 2) for the nurturing of children and

3) the welfare of society. All aspects I have discussed in the previous section. It was also

stressed in the vows that the marriage is " ... until God shall separate you by death?"
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How do these sentiments relate to the reality, which surrounds us in society, where divorce

is rampant and cohabitation is on the increase. It has been my belief for as long as I can

remember, that not only does one's sexual morality effect one's witness as a Christian, but

ministers need to guard their marriages as examples for the rest of the congregation. In a

recent document on "Marriage" produced by the South African Anglican Theological

Commission, the following statement is made: "What we do with our bodies effects who

we are as Spiritual beings" (February 2001). This clearly reflects my view of sexual

morality. How can a rqinister counsel those preparing for marriage or those struggling in

marriage if he/she, himself or herself, is divorced or has a disastrous marriage. I am not

suggesting that ministers are infallible, but I am suggesting that I believe that marriage is

sacred, and, as indicated in the Marriage Order of Service (APPENDIX 1), should reflect

the relationship betweeI1 Christ and the church.

Most of the literature I qave studied relates the notion of marriage as a symbol of Christ and

the church, not only to Ephesians 5: 21 - 32, but also to St Augustine (Harvey 1994: 35;

Mackin 1989: 17). Reynolds notes that "By Augustine's time, the term "sacrament" had

acquired a range of powerful senses and connotations, although its meaning was still far

from determined"(1994: xxv). Both Reynolds and Harvey state that the translation, or

should I say interpretation, of Ephesians 5:32 to mean that marriage is a sacrament, stems

from a shaky translation from Latin, the word mysterion translated into sacramentum

(Harvey 1994: 35). From the notion that" ...marriage automatically images the Christ

Church relationship, and because the latter relationship is indestructible, [came the notion

that] the marriage too is indestructible - is indissoluble" (Mackin 1989: 17). I do not wish

to go into the theological debates and doctrine of the Catholic Church, but it must be noted

that "Since the sixteenth century Catholic teaching has linked the indissolubility of

marriage inextricably with its sacramentality" (Mackin 1989: 16). Reynolds goes into

detail, analysing Augustine's concept of sacrament and notes that "It is perhaps better to

say that he [referring to Augustine] posited a sacrament in marriage than to say that he

posited a sacrament of marriage" (1994: 280). This distinction will become more relevant

when I move on to the appropriation stage. Reynolds also notes that, when discussing

Ephesians 3: 8 - 11, Augustine proposed that in Genesis, "Adam became privy to this

mystery [referring to Ephesians 3: 10] and gave utterance to it. In one and the same

moment, he understood the meaning of his marriage to Eve, he instituted marriage and he

prophesied the Incarnation"(Reynolds 1994:287). This not only strengthens the notion of
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God joining together as extracted by the Latin Fathers from the synoptics, but also

strengthened the link between the image, the symbol, between\Christ and the church and

men and women. To add to Augustine's already elaborate argument regarding sacrament

and indissolubility was his notion that baptism- had parallels to marriage"... for just as the

sacrament of regeneration conferred in baptism remains even after excommunication, so the

sacrament constituted by the marriage bond survives even valid divorce..." (Reynolds

1994: 296). Mackin notes "Thus the synoptic tradition joins with the Pauline to set out the

ingredients of the later theology of the sacrament in marriage" (1989: 65).

The Reformers, however, objected to sacramentality of marriage because, " ... it converts a

human arrangement into a divine institution; that it ignores the empirical reality of actual

marriage; and that it wrongly confuses and conflates the two orders of creation and,
redemption" (Thatcher 1999: 233). The questions that need to be asked are:

I) Does the blessi~g in Genesis through creation and the re-enforcement of the marriage

institution by Jesus in Matthew and Mark not place marriage in the divine order?

2) As stated in the "Church of England" document produced on the (1999). Has it not" ...

always been the Churches' mission to proclaim the unchanging gospel to the changing

world?" (Church of England 1999: 1).

3) Does not Christ through his life and work on earth and through the cross (Redemption),

point not only back to creation? and the "will of God", but also forward to a new

creation. Is not th~ order of creation inextricably linked to the order of redemption and

visa versa?

"Paradoxically, as marriage lost its sacramental status in Protestantism it was invested with

sacral, but non-sacramental dignity as a divine "ordinance", essential for stable families and

societies" (Thatcher 1999: 235). I have outlined the concepts of marriage as a sacrament

and will outline the History of the Reformation, because I believe they reflect a turning

point in the theology of marriage. And because the reforms from both church and State

alike were proposed to deal with a moral problem much like the one South Africa faces,

with the rest of the W~stern World. It is interesting to note that "Though protestants [at the

time of the ReforqIation] appeared to reject both the sacramental and remedial

characterisations of rparriage, their reforms - like those of Catholic contemporaries _

actually represented ~he final reception of a hol~ indissoluble, and consensual idea of

marriage" (HarringtoI} 1998: 49). And since that time the theological debate regarding
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divorce and remarria~e has raged. Today, most churches accept the reality of divorce,

while at the same tim~ are postulating that pennanence in marriage is the "will of God".

Harrington, states that "Protestant difficulties in establishing marnage as the new

"spiritual" ideal hav~ even lead some historians to suggest that the "elevation" of marriage

by refonners was merely the only alternative left them after celibate ideal had been

thoroughly discredited" (1995: 64). Harrington goes on to argue that "Although both

[referring to Calvin cwl Luther] vehemently rejected the overtly misogynist strains of most

scholastic theology, Q.either refonner was willing or able to part with its vision of "natural

social order" (1995: 7-1).

"Catholic refonner~ <;:ould match Lutheran and Calvinist recruitment training, and

disciplining of their respective clerics, but not the living spiritual authority that married

ministers lent to th~ il).~titution of marriage itself' (Harrington 1995: 83). This brings me

back to my question, is marriage a sign or symbol of the union between Christ and the

church? And if it is so how does the increase in divorce and cohabitation impact upon the

witness of the chur<{h? Further as illustrated in the Manual of the U.P.C.S.A (APPENDIX

1) should minister~ umtergo extreme investigations when they divorce or should, as being

proposed infonnally at this stage in the U.P.C.S.A., the regulation governing the treatment

of ministers who are undergoing divorce be relaxed? It must be stressed at this point, as I

have indicated in the contents page, that both Appendix 3 and Appendix 4 are taken from

and interim manual, which was instituted in 1999, to facilitate the union of the fonner

P.C.S.A and R.P.C.S.A. Further, a committee was instituted in March 2001, to consider not

only the doctrinal understanding of marriage and divorce in general, but also particularly in

the context of ministry (ministers). This commission was specifically tasked to consider

the provisions of the dpcuments I have referred to in Appendix 3 and Appendix 4. This

committee's final proposals were submitted to the U.P.C.S.A.'s General Assembly in 2001

and 2002. Although tpeir proposals have in general been provisionally approved, these

proposals have at this stage, in the process, been sent to all Presbyteries for final comment.

I will, therefore, cOQ.tinre to use the present interim manual for my discussions, as the new

proposals may only fQnnally be adopted by the U.P.C.S.A. at a General Assembly in

August 2003. The abQve infonnation is taken from the report that was submitted to the

General Assembly in 2002. I must at this point commend this committee, for their

dedication and commitment, not only to the Church, but also to marriage.
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It is interesting to note that in the first section mentioning marriage in the U.P.C.S.A.

manual under "Articles of the Faith" (APPENDIX 4) more words are given to the church's

understanding of divorce than marriage. Further in APPENDIX C of the manual

"Marriage, Divorce and Re-Marriage" (APPENDIX 3), one page is dedicated to the

minister's and session's responsibility towards those who wish to get married, be they

previously divorced or not, while four and a half pages are committed to the responsibilities

and provisions, if a minister is in the position of applying for a divorce. The emphasis

definitely is skewed. Does this perhaps reflect the roots of the Presbyterian Church, namely

the Reformation?

On the legal side, the minister questions both ~he witnesses present and those getting

married if there are any lawful reasons why they cannot get married. Further the vows

taken state "I call upon those persons here present to witness that I (Christian name) take

you (Christian name) to be my lawful wedded wife" (APPENDIX 1). Further "Do you

(woman's Christian name) take (man's Christian name) whose right hand you hold, to be

your lawful wedded husband, and do you promise and covenant, in the presence of God..."

(APPENDIX 1). ~fter the vows the minister states "As a seal of the covenant into which

you have entered, the marriage ring (rings) is (are) given and received" (APPENDIX 1).

Throughout the marriage service there is this dual language which seems to indicate that

two processes are taking place, one contractual and one covenantal. Having attended many

weddings over the past ten years, one aspect that is not reflected in the V.P.C.S.A. order of

service, is that of the signing of the legal Marriage Contract and register. This has become,

within the marriage services that I have attended, a focal point at the end of the service

where families gather around and photographs are taken. The questions that I pose are:

"What does the Church believe is happening in this process: and do not the dual elements

of contract and covenant within one process negate the covenantal aspect?" It must be

noted that the V.P.C.S.A. also has a "Order for the Blessing of an Existing Marriage"

(APPENDIX 2), which does not involve legal elements but only covenantal. Although I

have not experienc~d this service in practice, the wording and elements seem to express

more simply the aSl)ct ofmarriage as covenant.
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Thatcher notes that "An almost forgotten feature of marriage in the Western Church is that

the state of marriage is not conferred upon a marrying couple by anyone except

themselves" (1999: 239). This statement may be challenged by some churches, but does

seem to reflect the contractual nature of the marriage service experienced in most main-line

churches. Further, this reflects, "The normative position in the West, [in past and present],

. .. that Christians who married by the customary secular means would, if there were no

impediments, be reco~nised as validly married by the Church" (Reynolds 1994: XIX).

Thus the common understanding today is that the blessing of God rests on the civil

marriages as well. "Marriage is a gift of God in Creation and the marriage of unbelievers is

as real, and often as enduring, as the marriage of believers" (Church of England document

1999: 4). This seems to contradict the following statement in the South African Anglican

Theological Commission document; "Christian marriage is not primarily a contract but a
I

covenant, even though both represent forms of commitment" (South African Anglican

Theological Comm~ssion 200 I: 4). This, I believe, not only highlights an inherent flaw in

the development of the theology of marriage, but also negates the possibility of the church

being the church. Civil marriages cannot in essence be covenants and Church marriages

should not involve contractual aspects.

"In his sayings about divorce Jesus affirmed the natural state of relationship from which

marriage derives ~d to which marriages can lead. But it is an understanding of

relationship which includes relationship with God" (Bowker 1971: 105).

The question that ne~ds to be asked is "where does God take part in the marriage process?"

"Does God do the joining in all marriages according to Protestant theology?" Ware,

discussing the Eastern Orthodox Church, notes that, for the first nine centuries, marriage in

the Church was incoUJorated into the Eucharist (1991: 81). Further, Ware stresses that "In

every sacrament, [and marriage is seen as a sacrament by the Orthodox Church], it is God

himself, invisibly present, who is the true agent" (1991: 81). Marriage is not in any way

seen as a contract in the Eastern Orthodox Church (Allchin 1971: 119). Thatcher notes that

the two main biblical themes regarding marriage are "covenant" and "One-Flesh Union"

(1999: 67 - 82). I propose that since the Reformation the Protestant Church has

emphasised the "On~-Flesh Union", in conjunction with indissolubility at the expense of

covenant. Reynoldsstates that "the doctrine of ind~ssolubility,and not the liturgy, was the

chief means by which Western church 'Christianised marriage, and set it apart from other
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forms of societies" (1994: 384). I believe that the focus needs to return, not only to the

theology of sacrament and covenant, but that all churches need to revisit their liturgies and

their beliefs regarding the process of marriage.

Further to add to my concern regarding the marriage process within the main-line churches,

those which I have attended, I can not recall one which has lasted longer than an hour. And

if we take into consideration that some of this time is spent by singing of "appropriate

songs', then this seems an awfully short time for one of the most profound "rites of

passage" in anyone's life. Particularly, if the church does hold that marriage not only forms

the building blocks of society, but also reflects the union between Christ and the church.

Most churches in South Africa find themselves in a dilemma regarding marriage and
\

sexuality, not only due to the country's new secular and liberal constitution, but also due to

the realities that they face around them as discussed above. Again, the document

mentioned above produced by the South African Anglican Theological Commission

reflects my concerns. It states "... the rights of the individual [in South Africa] take

precedence over the religious and cultural norms of particular communities such as the

Church" (South African Anglican Theological Commission 2001: 2). Both Reynolds'

book, Marriage in th~ Western Church (1994), and Harrington's book, Recording marriage

and society in Reformation Germany (1995), paint a vast struggle between culture, church

and state over the domain of marriage. Reynolds states that, "During the fourth century,

Western bishops and theologians began to insist that the church had her own marriage

law..." (1994: 121). This was based on divine laws versus human law. It must be noted, as

does Reynolds, that "Constantine greatly enhanced the tendency of the Church to become

like an empire and of her bishops to act like judges" (1994: 145). By the ninth century

Emperor Charlemage had set in place that which the council of Carthage in AD 407 had

proposed, namely that both divorce and remarriage be prohibited by imperial law

(Reynolds 1994: 151 - 154). In reality the language and structures, in which and through

which the church operated at this point in time, were legalistic. Rules were laid down and

consequences (punishment) for non-compliance, were meted out. This begs the question of

how God's grace fitted into the notions of church governance and how Jesus was

interpreted. Did Jesus lay down legalistic parameters or was Jesus teaching rather the

proclamation of the moral ideal - "the will of God"? Today in the South Africap. context,

there is again the distinction between secular (civil) and religious marriages.
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The picture that Harrington paints in Germany in the sixteenth century is one of a three

way struggle between the Reformers, the Catholic Church and the state all interlinked by

competing for control of the populace. Harrington expresses his view that the

desacramentalising of marriage by the reformers in a sense made a foothold for the state to

regain control of this element of governance (1994: 84). "By the sixteenth century, though,

many town councils had taken much of this familial responsibility on themselves, requiring

State approval of all marriage contracts before the church ceremony" (Harrington 1994:

189). It is impossible to do a thorough historical analysis of the path of marriage and the

development of the situation which we have in South Africa today, but one thing is clear:

most, if not all, of the debates over marriage in the past have to some degree been
!

influenced by the need for control. Mackin notes regarding the Catholics' position

regarding the sacramentality of marriage, that " ... the conflict was not theological. It was

juridical. It was a contest of competing authorities" (1989: 626).

Long notes, that Thatcher, also argues that the wedding as event and not a process, as

experienced in countries previously colonised by England are not the result of religious

expression or religious moral victory, but rather a victory for socio-economic class

distinction (2002: 13). "Especially, it was part of an agenda to separate the propertied

classes from others and to ensure suitable marriages - i.e.; those that protected the interests

of property from one generation to another" (Long 2002: 13). Thatcher argues for a return

to a process of marriage, which involves sexual activity after a betrothal sanctioned by the

church (1999: 130). This, he argues, not only reflects the processes of the past norms prior

to the nineteenth century, but also allows the church to be proactive in its praxis. Thatcher

notes that marriage has evolved throughout the ages and that the church has in the past

accepted behaviour and process which it does not today (1999: 119 -'- 130). Thatcher states,

"a new context generates new questions, which in turn make new discoveries possible"

(1999: 289).

The church in South Africa is faced with a "new context" not only due to the liberal notions

of sexuality which have streamed into the country from the West since 1994, but also

because the vast majority of the population do not relate to the marriage service/process as

it stands in the mainline churches. Further, the pandemic of HIV/Aids which is stated as
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being responsible for 40% of adult deaths in 2000 and 200 I (Natal Witness: 20/01/2003: 2),

I propose, is a moral issue and not a medical one. Marriage discussions are directly related

to sexual morals and ethics. One cannot separate the two responses and yet, in the media,

and in the churches, there is a deafening silence regarding the moral degeneration of South

Africa. One of Thatcher's concluding themes is that "if Christian marriage offers

sacramental experience, people will continue to want it" (1999: 279). One of the

challenges I believe facing the Protestant Churches in South Africa is: "how can they

redefine their theology to include the notion of marriage as a sacrament?" And how can the

theologies of marriage and the marriage process be redefined to the benefit, not only the

vast majority of South Africans but also of the witness of the Church?

Lincoln, writing from the Austin Presbyterian Theology Seminary, notes that he believes,
\

"that Protestant thinking has undervalued the sacramental and ecclesial nature of the

Christian marriage": I hope to delve into this issue in the appropriation section. The

Theology of marriage and its process need to be re-figured, the gap between theory and

practice needs to be examined and, dare I say, radical changes need to be made. This can

only happen, I believe, if churches start to work together. It is astounding to find

committees throughout Sough Africa, with a vast array of intellectuals discussing the root

problems separately. Each denomination producing its own document regarding the

essence of marriage, but none bold enough to make radical changes to the process of

marriage due to theological reflection. How much time is being wasted, is not the witness

of the Church being eroded day by day? I must stress, as does Thatcher throughout his

book, Marriage after Modernity (1999), that any analysis or investigation must take into

consideration the lived experiences of marriage and not only theological and theoretical

discussion. As Mackin notes that in the past, "Rarely was married Christians' experience

of marriage consulted" (1989: 627), by Catholic Theologians.

The effects on children have already been discussed but the other major issue, which needs

to be addressed by the churches is the discrimination towards women, which has been part

of the theology of marriage throughout the ages, either explicitly or implicitly. Thatcher

notes that, "Once subjection is disengaged from gender politics and reintegrated into the

cosmic vision of the ultimate reign of Christ, marriage can prefigure the victory of Love

over violence that is the hope of Christians everyw~ere" (1999: 91). There are.in a sense,

interpretations and experiences of the past, which theologians need to learn from and in a
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sense re-define the previous interpretations and not build on what already exists. Thatcher

notes that, not only do women find "the experience of the institution, [referring to

marriage], as currently practised, unjust and oppressive" (1999: 42), but there seems to be,

a " ...mismatch between doctrine and experience; .." (1999: 44). Thatcher concludes that,

"The history of marriage is one of patriarchy and inequality" (1999: 45). If one adds to

this, the paternalistic and patriarchal descriptions of the institutions which Harrington

describes as the core of the churches' and state's attentions during the Reformation period

(1995: 38 - 43), then the church not only needs to tread carefully regarding women but we

need to look seriously at what the Protestant Churches hold as dear, with regards to the

marriage institution. Is marriage purely for the procreation and nurturing of children or

does marriage encompass something far more profound, the ushering in of the Kingdom of

God?

It is interesting to note that the Eastern Orthodox Church has always placed the emphasis

on the union of the couple by the Church and not by a contractual process of vows between

the two individuals (Ware 1991: 83). Further, the Eastern Orthodox Church expresses that

"The divine image is in this way a 'relational' image [referring to the Trinity and the

creation of male and female in the image of God] manifested, not in isolation, but in

community - and, above all, in the primordial bond between husband and wife that is the

foundation of all other forms of social life" (Ware 1991: 79). The focus is therefore on the

couple and their unity and development. Lastly it must be stressed that marriage is

acknowledged by the Eastern Orthodox Church as a sacrament, but at the same time it is

dissoluble in certain circumstances (Ware 1991: 79). It could be that through reflecting on

the development of marriage as an institution through the ages and reflecting on other

theologies in conjunction with my distantiation section, one could glean some integral

insight into God's true purpose for marriage in the twenty-first century. Our context must

not be seen as static, but we need to take into consideration not only the past struggles and

conclusions but also other contexts, which have in a sense up to this point not been part of

the West's theological debate.

I will now return to the legal element of the process. Ministers of all denominations have to

register with the department of home affairs as a "marriage officer" in order to be

authorised to carry out the solemnisation and regis!ration of marriages (statutes of the

Republic of South Africa - Husband and Wife Marriage Act, No 25 of 1961). In clause 3
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of the above mentioned act it is clear that the state has authority over the capacity granted to

the minister, to the extent that limitations of place and period can be placed upon the

minister, regarding his status as marriage officer. Further in clause 29(2) the marriage

officer is obligated to forward marriage registers and records to the regional or district

representatives. It is clear from the above discussion regarding the "Act" that the State in a

sense is using ministers of religion to carry out a function of the state. Further, ministers of

religion in this aspect of their ministry can be seen as being governed not solely by God's

leading but rather by decisions and proclamations of the state. Thus not only does the

marriage process in the church have legal elements, but the state has a degree of control

over the process of marriage. Does this not in reality water down the covenantal element of

marriage? Does it not also fly in the face of any symbolism or analogy between Christ and

the church and marriage? As mentioned above, the U.P.C.S.A. has a service, (APPENDIX

2) which in essence blesses the marriage that has occurred in the civil courts. Further if I

analyse Appendix C: Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage of the U.P.C.S.A. manual,

(APPENDIX 3) clauses 5 - 8, it would seem that although the minister may decide to

marry or not marry someone who has been divorced, in good conscience and after

consideration, he may not decline if the person has already been married under civil

proceeding clause 7(a). This seems to strengthen my argument that the church in its

processes of marriage is subordinate to the legal system of the country and further that the

marriage in the civil courts is recognised by the church. This leads me back to my critical

question, surely marriages in the church are distinct from legal proceedings and the two

processes should not and cannot be equated to be representing the same union.

5.3. My Experience of the Marriage process in the U.P.C.S.A

Charsley notes that "The movement of the ritual sequence here [referring to the marriage

ceremony], first out of the secular world, then held together around the altar for a procedure

conducted in a special language, and finally back into everyday life again, is such as to

delight every admirer of Van Gennep's theory of rites of passage" (1909) (1991: 22).

Although, I admire the extensive research and work put into Charsley's portrayal of the

wedding day and the culture and rituals that surround it in Scotland, Charsley's analysis of

the rituals involved are not very extensive or profound. In the methodology section I did an

extensive analysis of Turners ritual theory particularly focusing on the liminal stage.
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Charsley mentions the white wedding dress and veil and even acknowledges that "Any

radical diverging from white destroys peoples' sense that what they are looking at is really

a wedding dress" (1991: 68), but he does not link this directly to notions of separation and

preparation for the liminal stage. Charsley also makes what I believe is a significant

observation when he observes that "Even for such couples [those living together], however

to spend apart the time immediately before the wedding was to be required to make an

unmissable statement of separateness" (1991: 139). The idea of separation is clearly

evident in Charsley's documentation of the process, and I too experienced this separation,

waiting alone in front of the Church, dressed in clothes I would never usually wear. The

separation for my wife, Carol, I can only assume was far more profound, walking down the

aisle veiled and dressed in white, a colour representing death, or nothingness to some

cultures. All the proceedings involved my wife and I and the minister standing in a space

apart from the rest of the congregation, except of course for the Bestman and the

Bridesmaid, who could in essence be seen as ritual attendants, helping the initiands through

the process as instructed by the Minister.

Charsley compares both the Scottish Church process and liturgy with that of the Catholic

Church and notes that the rituals in the Catholic ceremony are complex and usually end in

the" ... performance of the central rite of the Church" (1991: 25). Charsley notes that the

Reformation swept away almost entirely" ... all the movement and initial elaboration of the

old order" (1991 :23). Further, it must be noted that Knox really simplified the process but

his liturgy only lasted 80 years. Later in Charsley's book he compares two weddings, done

by different ministers but within the same denomination, namely the Scottish Church.

Charsley notes that "Besides being briefer and tending to be expressed in an older style of

liturgical language, the second altogether lacked personal and pastoral orientation of the

first" (1991 :23). The ritual or sequences of the events were explained to both me and my

wife-to-be, so there would be no surprises. The question is, "was the liminal space created

through the process and symbols?" In a sense yes, as the minister lead us through the

process and we followed his lead and although I had seen the process time and again this

was all new, there was a magical element to it. On the other hand, at the root level I do not

believe I experienced spontaneous 'communitas'. The liturgy as it stands in the U.P.C.S.A.

,although, flexible in a way, does not provide space for spontaneous interaction between the

bride and groom; these notions will be dealt with in more detail under appropriation.

Charsley notes that some ministers have been innovative in using the extinguishing of
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candles and the relighting thereof of a single candle, as they link marriage and baptism

(1991: 136). Although Charsley does not state this explicitly, through his work you get the

notion that he finds the unofficial ritual activity such as the bull party far more creative and

open to change than the official ceremony in the Church (1991: 110). Later Charsley notes

that the balance between words and actions are different between what he calls the religious

and the popular rituals (1991: 181). " In the popular rites words are usually incidental, it is

not what people say but what they do which usually counts" (Charsley 1991: 181). This

could indicate an area for investigation, which could improve the church's liturgy,

performance, however, cannot always be transposed onto paper. This leaves interpretation,

as in the case of the U.P.C.S.A. manual, to the minister, without many ritual symbols or

acts. What is left?

The process of leaving the church is once again, in a sense, an aggregation, as one gathers

with family and friends to share on most accounts, as my wife and I did, a meal with the

guests. The problem is, the bride and groom are still separate, dressed differently, seated at

a separate table. What followed was the Honeymoon, a dangerous time, a liminal time; this

begs the question regarding aggregation. I have been only brief in my analysis and have

not dealt with the legal aspect, as this was covered earlier. My intentions have been merely

to highlight the process as I experienced it, so that it can be juxtaposed against my initial

analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12.

5.4 Summary of Contextualisation

It is impossible to cover all my questions and queries regarding marriage in my context in

South Africa in the twenty-first century. But I hope, that through the bringing together of

this brief outlining of some of the history and question surrounding marriage in my context

with my previous in depth analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12, some insights can be gleaned. I will

now briefly recap questions and challenges, which I will use to dialogue with the Text:

Mark 10: 2 - 12, in its context.
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My main question and concern is:

How can my narrative and ritual analysis of Mark and Mark 10: 2 - 12 respectively,

improve the church's understanding of the essence, importance and process of marriage in

the context of South Africa in 2003.

My specific points of concern are as follows:

1) Can the Church gain theological insights, which could enhance the treatment of both

women and children, in marriage? Is marriage inherently patriarchal and how does

Jesus view the children, in context of marriage?

2) The church has used marriage as a vehicle to 'control' a part of society. How does the

Distantiation section speak into the role the church has played and needs to play in

society?

3) The history of marriage, through the ages, is one of legal wrangle and theoretical

debate. Can or should marriage continue to be ruled by State and Church? Did

Christian marriage go far enough in Christianizing a social institution that already

existed before? Contract vs. Covenant. Who does the marrying?

4) What can we learn about the subject of sacramentalism and the grace of God, and does

sacramentality necessarily mean insolubility? Is the link between Christ and the church

and husband and wife, an accurate assessment of Jesus' understanding?

5) Can the church continue to recognise marriage in the courts, or should the church be

separate in its requirements and obligations? This leads to the second question of

dealing with minister differently to laity?

All these questions are in a sense intertwined, dealing with the social, the legal, theological,

and practical process of marriage.
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6. APPROPRIATION

As noted in the Methodology (Section 3), this final stage of interpretation must at the same

time acknowledge the context of the community of believers while being true to the

message or insights gleaned from the distantiation (Section 4) (Draper 2001: 57). In

essence this is "The climax of the interpretive process [, it] is the moment of appropriation

of the text in the light of the context of the reader/s" (Draper 2001: 157). In the context of

this Thesis, this process will be an extremely complex process as both the distantiation

(Section 4) and the contextualisation (Section 5) involved a myriad of complex and

interrelated concepts and principals. No interpretations of "sacred texts" are done within a

vacuum and as theological students/scholars it is important to bear in mind the

consequences of our conclusion. As Draper notes "... the Bible is a particular kind of

book" (2002: 78) and, therefore, we need to face up to the fact that one's interpretation will

have consequences (2002: 78). As stated in the methodology (Section 3) my aim will be to

try and allow both the "text", as I have analysed it by the use of narrative criticism and

ritual theory, and my "context" as understood by my analysis, equal credence. The aim is

to allow the "text" to be able to relate to the "context" and vice versa, not allowing either to

dominate the process and further, at all times, bearing in mind that any interpretations are

made cautiously as they could or should affect the behaviour of the community of

believers. The interpreter needs to be true to the "text" and true to his/her "context".

I will endeavour to divide this section into appropriate divisions or topics, but in reality all

the discussions are interdependent and interrelated. I will firstly deal with the position of

women and children in society in the context of marriage. Secondly, I will deal with both

the concept of sacrament and covenant, and then draw out principles, which can speak into

the context of the church's understanding of the essence of marriage. Thirdly, I will deal

with the process of marriage and try and glean some suggestions regarding the liturgy with

particular reference to the U.P.C.S.A. marriage service. All this will be done through

reflection on the conclusions I gleaned from both my narrative and ritual analysis of both

Mark and in particular Mark 10.

All these topics are vastly complex and it is not my intention to write the last word on any

of the above concepts, but it is my intention to jog the minds and hearts of those that are in
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charge of Church doctrine and the formulation of liturgy. Theory and Praxis need to be

linked intrinsically.

6.1 Women and Children

It is clear from my contextualisation (Section 5. 1) that more children are suffering from

trauma, psychological and physically, due to the increase in divorce and the subsequent

increase in the number of single-parents having to raise children. As stated m my

introduction (Section I), it is not my aim to discuss same-sex relationships or the

applicability of same-sex couples raising children. My aim has been to study the essence

and process of heterosexual marriage. It is interesting to note that St Augustine held that

one of the reasons that the marriage bond is indissoluble was for the sake of the children

(Thatcher 1999: 139). Thatcher explains that "The plight of unwanted and neglected

children throughout the world is the starting point of a theology of liberation for them and

presupposes an absolute commitment to them" (1999: 150). As I have argued in my

contextualisation (Section 5. 1), the context or situation of children today is not only

disturbing due to the hurt and pain suffered by these little ones, the weak and the poor, but

the extent of the problem is far greater as the children are the future generations. What the

children of today experience and model, in essence formulates the future society. This is a

social-structural concern and, as I believe I have shown in the distantiation section, the

Markan Jesus is also concerned about unjust social-structural institutions. As noted in

(Section 5. 2) both the church and the state took a hard line through their Reformation

policies, to improve the moral situation in society. As Harrington states, the programme of

reform was based on patriarchal and paternalistic structures involving the Hausvater,

Landersvater and Gottesvater (1995: 42). In other words, the husband as head of the home,

with each subsequent part of society, church and state, also having a hierarchical structure,

which was justified as God's will and plan. This hierarchical structure clearly not only

meant inequality, but often also lead to injustice, not only for women and children, but also

for the majority, the weak and poor. Harrington notes that " ... perversion and inversion of

the authority relations between husband and wife in fact represented the most recurrent

theme of all late sixteenth-century protestant publications on marriage" (1995: 79). This

clearly shows the intention and means used by the reformers to create and maintain order

through social-structures of hierarchy.
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In most Western societies today, women do not find themselves in the subordinate position,

which their predecessors did. To a large extent women have been liberated and are still in

the process of liberation. In essence, "Liberation is the experience of deliverance form all

kinds of sin, whether individual and personal, or social and structural, through the victory

over sin secured for all of us by Jesus Christ" (Thatcher 1999: 132). If this statement is

correct, and I believe it is, then the liberation of women has in the past and will continue to

incorporate a rejection of the patriarchal notions of marriage. And to some extent it could

be proposed that the rejection of these elements in marriage has resulted in the rejection of

marriage in totality. Women do not want to be subordinate to men and therefore, if the

church continues to portray marriage as a structure of inequality, then, dare I say women

will continue to be abused physically and psychologically. Further, women will continue to
\

make other choices such as divorce, remaining single (having children out of wedlock), or

cohabitation. The natural or consequential result is a negative effect and affect on children,

the next generation. The question that needs to be asked is, "How can my analysis of Mark

10: 2 - 12 speak into this situation?" "How can the Markan Jesus' interaction with the

Pharisees and disciples point to structural, social and personal liberation for both women

and children in the context of marriage?"

I have argued in the distantiation section that the Markan Jesus is re-configuring Israel back

to God's original covenantal plan (Horsley 2001: 104 - 108). Further, this reconfiguring

naturally brings him into conflict with structures, which work against equality and

communitarianism. I have also argued that in the text the disciples are the focus of this

reconfiguring, in order to carry Jesus' mission forward after his departure. This

reconfiguring of the disciples, I have argued at length, involved ritual status transformation.

The disciples had to be in a liminal state in order to be infused with anti-structural

sentiment. All the teaching the disciples received fall in line with anti-structural values of

equality and "communitas". In section 3.1.1, I emphasised that Turners "Ritual

"communitas" makes it possible to transform structure by infusing it with alternative, anti

structural values which emerge in the experience of immediacy and egalitarianism"

(Alexander 1991: 42). Further, I expressed the view as do both Alexander and Driver, that

Turner's ritual process is misunderstood if it is seen merely as a form of sublimation,

(Alexander 1991: 45; Driver 1991: 30) a release of energy due to frustration gynerated from

social structures. Ritual has in essence, the mechanism to transform society. It is fitting
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then that the disciples, and at a second level the crowd, are at a narrative level, being

transformed through ritual. Jesus as the ritual elder is re-configuring not only economic

structures but also social structures, to include values of equality and community.

The Markan Jesus speaks into the little tradition through the "hidden transcript". This

tradition as I have noted is not only one that belongs to what I have identified as Agrarian

Society, but also it would seem possible that they would represent a more conservative

approach to divorce. In reality, I have argued that it was only the elite, such as Herod, who

could divorce and remarry, as this was not economically viable for the majority. Further,

the elite often used the liberal notions of divorce as interpreted by the Scribes and Rabbis as

a means to acquire wealth, unjustly. I cannot repeat all the discussions in the distantiation

section, but it must be noted that the elite used various taxes and subsequent loans in order
\

to take advantage of the majority by acquiring their land (Horsley 1995: 206, 207, 278).

The land was the essence of the peasants' existence, and was passed down from one

generation to the next. Further, I noted that for Horsley, "Israelite covenantal mechanisms

[were] designed to maintain the people on their family inheritance of land..." (1995: 208).

Clearly divorce and other means of expropriating the land from their rightful owners was

against the will of God. As Horsley notes, the Markan Jesus focuses his criticism of the

Pharisees on their economic exploitation and oppression of the poor (2001: viv). In reality,

however, as I have argued in Section 4.1 politics, economics and religion were inseparable

at the time of Jesus. Jesus' criticisms of economic exploitation not only spoke against

economic structures per se, but also against the social ramification thereof. I noted in the

narrative section with respect to the Pharisees' question in Mark 10: 2, that the question

was ultimately not to require about God's will, but really to bolster their own rights.

If I have argued correctly, "The family was the basic social unit of production and

consumption, of reproduction and socialisation, of personal identity and membership in a

wider society" (Horsley 1995: 195), so that there seem to be parallels between the need for

the stability of the family unit now, as it was then. It is in this context that I argue that the

Markan Jesus in Mark 10 reconfigures marriage back to that which with the "little

tradition" could relate. Jesus was not just questioning the Pharisees understanding he was

also gathering support for his movement. For the "little tradition" which I have discussed as

being the original hearer or readers/participants of the story, the "Basis in Israelite

traditions was the independence of the village communities living under the direct
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kingship/rule of God, as Moses had taught" (Horsley 1995: 281). Even though modern

technology has changed and separated the sphere of family from that of work and

professional life (Kasper 1980: 9), I still believe that in reality, the family is an integral unit

faced with the same challenges as during the first century. These challenges are the

squeezing out of community and the ability to serve communitarian ends, by increasing

pressures from social-structural arrangements (Alexander 1991: 3). The family is still the

main unit on which a sound moral society can be built with well-adjusted adults, but it is

still being challenged by social-structural changes.

I have argued that Mark 10: 2 - 12 is framed by children for two related but yet separate

reasons. Firstly, in the Narrative section, 1 noted that Myers states that one must not

spiritualise the meaning of the children, but rather take Jesus to be referring to them as the
\

weak and the poor (1988: 268). It is not Jesus' intention for one to become like children,

but it is all adults' responsibility to receive children and care for them. They are the weak

and the vulnerable, and even today the actions of adults affect children more profoundly

than they wish to accept. The mentioning of children just before and just after Jesus'

teaching on marriage could, in essence, be reinforcing the importance of a permanent

relationship between husband and wife, for the nurturing of the weak and vulnerable.

The state of South Africa has increasingly made divorce more expedient, without any real

reason being necessary. And with each new divorce, children are hurt, and may be in

jeopardy of not receiving the necessary material, spiritual and emotional support necessary

for their development and socialisation. As mentioned in the contextualisation (Section 5:

2) most Protestant Churches reflect in their liturgy and doctrine of marriage, that marriage

is for the nurturing of children and the benefit of society. On the other hand, though, the

church has all but accepted divorce. The church, in doing so, seems to accept that the State

has the right and authority to dissolve a marriage which occurred in the church? The State

dictates the mechanisms of divorce and the church accepts it even though they are aware

that this is to the detriment of the weak and the poor, the children. One of my motivations

for doing this thesis was, "can the church make the marriage process so profound that it has

a lasting effect even on those who do not subscribe to any beliefs system?" My emphasis

has thus, from the start been the improvement of the marriage process in order to improve

the quality and success of marriage and its lived experience. At times, ther~fore, my

discussion may seem to indicate that I do not believe that divorce is possible, but as I have
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stated in my introduction, I believe that divorce may be necessary when the marriage

experience is one of physical and emotional abuse. On the other hand, however, if as I

have argued, marriage was reconfigured by Jesus in Mark 10: 2 - 12, from structure (law)

to 'communitas', divorce within the church should not be controlled by the State, but rather

the church. I am not against divorce, but I am against free and easy divorce, which has

developed over time due to the secular understanding of marriage. The church needs to put

some balance back into the process and not allow the legal (structural elements) to

dominate all decisions. The notion of the church having its own divorce process will be

discussed further in section 6. 3 with reference to the Greek Orthodox Church. It must be

noted at this point that, although children are one of the reasons for marriage, as mentioned

in the liturgy, no emphasis is made of the actual benefits or no symbol or ritual movement

is involved, this will be discussed later when I deal with liturgy.

Jesus in Mark 10: 2 - 12, is challenging the Pharisees as regards their authority as he has

done throughout the Gospel of Mark. Jesus is challenging the social-structural mechanisms

governed by the elite and their retainers, the Pharisees. As I noted, in essence the struggle

in Mark is between authentic authority and inauthentic authority. Jesus is the one who has

been given authority, which is evident to the hearer/reader of Mark, not only because of the

baptismal episode (Mark 1: 10), but also because, as discussed, the inclusio is fonned

between the baptismal episode and the ending, where the soldier proclaims Jesus as the

"Son of God" (Mark 15: 39). This emphasises Jesus as the protagonist who has the

authentic authority. Jesus, in Mark 10: 14, was indignant with his disciples, one of his

harshest rebukes of them, and this was in relation to the disciples rejecting children. The

question today is "How is the church, globally through marriage doctrine, liturgy and

practice, not following the disciples and rejecting or neglecting children in marriage?" In

Jesus' time, the land was the inheritance, in our time maybe it is more an emotional than

physical inheritance that is at stake, but in reality the children are still the weak and

vulnerable. Further, Jesus links the children in 10: 14, 15 to the "Kingdom of God", the

theme of prime importance throughout Mark but particularly in Mark 8: 22 - 10: 52. If, as

I have argued, Mark 8 - 10 represents the central area in which the will of God is laid down

for those who wish to be part of God's community (Best 1983: 84), then surely, more

credence needs to be given to Jesus' mentioning of children within the context of the

Kingdom of God. The church also needs to be aware that disciples were rebuked after their

requests on hearing Jesus' prediction of His death. As I have argued, these rebukes, in
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essence, were due to the fact that the disciples had time and time again attempted to

"manipulate the things of God in order to acquire the things of men" (Rhoads and Michie

1982: 126). The church needs to be careful that its "loyalty to Christ [in the area of

marriage and divorce] must not, as in much liberal theology collapse into altruistic

humanism" (Thatcher 1999: 30).

As mentioned already, the church used patriarchal notions to instil reform in the sixteenth

century. Further, it must be noted that the church in the eighteenth century was party to

another change in the notions of marriage which revolved around the acquisition of status

and material possessions (Thatcher 1999: 116, 117). This change was from an accepted

practice of the sexual activity after betrothal, to one, which presumed the marriage

ceremony as the defining step, and all sexual activity before this being condemned. I am
\

not agreeing with either process at this stage but merely highlighting the fact that through

the ages the churc~ has both actively and passively been involved with unjust structures

that promote inequality. Thatcher notes that the changes in the mid-eighteenth century

" ...had more to do with handing down of property than with the gospel, and we need to be

wary of them" (1999: 29). In other words, theologians need to revisit the history of

marriage in modem times before they make rash statements or refuse to make changes in

doctrine or practise. Both women and children have often been disadvantaged either

actively by the church's understanding and doctrine or passively by not standing up for the

weak and the poor. It must be stressed that even the Jewish notions as presented in section

4. 2, tend to view women as being sanctified only when under the care of either their father

or husband. This notion will be discussed later, but it must be noted at this time that if the

church is going to take up its role within the modem society, it will have to address the

priority, or lack thereof given to children. It will also have to address any and every

theology or doctrine which implies that women are subordinate and unequal in any way to

men. Jesus challenged the very structure that allowed divorce. In the twenty-first century

should the church allow the state to control such a vital element of life, or should not the

church stand up as Jesus did against immoral and unethical laws? Should the church not be

continually aiming to re-configure social life to that which represents equality and

community.

After describing the marriage process in Mark 10: 6 - 9, Jesus continues to explain to his

disciples the consequences, if His words are not taken seriously. As I have discussed in
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Section 4.3.3, Jesus reverses the status of women at that particular time in Mark 10: 11, 12,

making them equal to men. If the church has a role to play in the reversing of the current

divorce and cohabitation trends, it will have to take its cue from the Markan Jesus and re

configure all theology that promotes inequality; Waetjen, referring to the use of the word

house in the context of Mark 10: 10, states "here as elsewhere in the narrative world of

Mark it serves as the symbol of the household of the new humanity that Jesus is

constituting and stands in contrast to the hierarchical institution of the synagogue and its

ideology of separation" (1989: 166). If, one de-spiritualises, the concept of a new

humanity, this statement by Waetjen seems to strengthen the use of marriage as a eartWy

symbol of God's love. Further, this statement by Waetjen emphasises Jesus' concern that

marriage be considered as permanent and that it should represent equality, void of social

structural forces of hierarchy. I believe my analysis is strengthened further by the fact that
\

although The Markan Jesus seems to refer to both Genesis chapter one and two, it is with

reference to chapte~ one that He states that God made them male and female. This use

seems to negate any inequality that can and has been extracted from the version of creation

in Genesis chapter two.

Jesus, in Mark 10, I believe was re-establishing a vital building block in the development

and re-ordering of society, the family. At that point in time the land and therefore God's

covenant with His people was under threat and the social structures needed to be challenged

and re-established. In the twenty-first century, I believe the future generation, the children

and their development is at stake, induding their spirituality. The church needs to not only

re-examine its doctrine but also needs to take practical steps in challenging the state, or step

out from under the authority of the state. This concept will be discussed further when I

examine the marriage liturgy. It must be noted that I argued that the Markan Jesus

identified with the "little tradition". Further, the "little tradition" had in reality developed

from the same roots as the "great tradition" - Jerusalem and the Temple.

The second interpretation of the framing of the children was discussed in section 4. 4. 1,

when I related the term children to that of initiands who have no status in the liminal state

of the process of a status transformation ritual. This in essence does not weaken the above

argument, but rather strengthens it, as "the two shall become one flesh, so they are no

longer two but one flesh" Mark 10: 8 (NRSV). T!lls oneness as I have discussed, is in

essence the perfection of anti-structure, where there is no status or differentiation, but rather
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equality and communitarianism. If the church can produce doctrine and praxis which

illustrates marriage as a liminal state, in essence, in conflict with structure which seeks to

develop hierarchy, then the church I believe would be in tune with Jesus' teaching in Mark

10: 2 - 12. Particularly if we take into consideration His continual emphasis on sacrifice

and the inversion ofnonnal earthly status mechanism, in Mark 8: 27 to 10: 52.

6.2 Covenant and Sacrament

As I have argued throughout the Narrative analysis (section 4.3), I agree with Horsley's

analysis that the Markan Jesus, and His movement, are uncompromisingly based on

Israelite covenantal traditions (2001: 42).· Further, I have argued that the Markan Jesus

identifies with the "little tradition", which exist€d prior to the establishment of Jerusalem

and the Temple regimes. In essence, Jesus comes to re-order Israel back to the way God

intended it to be. ~'The first campaign in Galilee begins with Jesus announcing that the

Kingdom of God is at hand (l: 14 - 15), which also announces the theme of the whole

story" (Horsley 2001: 71). As noted, this re-ordering involves conflict, which grows

through the plot, this conflict is with the very institutions which should, and claim to,

represent the covenant of God with His people - Jerusalem and the Temple. But rather they

involve hierarchical structures and oppressive laws. "At stake is the 'commandment of

God' versus 'the tradition of men' (7: 8), the 'word of God' versus 'your tradition which

you hand on' (7: 13)" (Malbon 2000: 151). How much time today in theological debate is

given to the 'traditions of men' rather than to the 'word of God'? The re-ordering of any

society will require the re-ordering of the smallest building block of that society, and as I

have argued above in Section 6.1, I believe Jesus affinns that marriage is not only

pennanent, for the benefit of children, but also should be based on equality. The questions

that need to be asked are: "How is this re-ordering of Israel fulfilled?" "And how can this

be appropriated to marriage in the twenty-first century?"

For Waetjen, in Mark 7, "The divine objective is to expunge the impurities of the heart in

order to restore individuals wholeness and social integration and transfonn the world of

binary oppositions - constituted by pollution systems - into a new creation of the one and

the many" (1989: 133). As noted throughout Mark both the Pharisees and the disciples

were at times described by the Markan Jesus as having 'hard hearts'. This condition was
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also used in reference to Mark 10: 5, as Jesus' explanation regarding Moses' permission to

divorce in Deuteronomy. Both Banks and Marcus, however, seem to indicate as discussed

in (Section 4.3.3), that due to the coming of Jesus, the Deuteronomic provision is no longer

necessary as Jesus has come to restore the condition of the heart (Banks 1975: 149; Marcus

1997: 194). This argument or language connects clearly with present time theology of the

new covenant, which believers have in and through the work of the cross. This

understanding is reflected clearly in the following prayer, which I have copied from a

covenant service sheet, from a service I recently attended:

"In the Old Covenant, God chose Israel to be His people and to obey His laws. Our

Lord Jesus Christ, by His death and resurrection, has made a New Covenant with all

who trust in Him. We stand within this Covenant and we hear His name.
\

On the one side, God promises in this Covenant to give us new life in Christ. On

the other side? we are pledged to live no more for ourselves, but for Him.

Today, therefore, we meet expressly, as generations of our fathers have met, to

renew the Covenant that bound them, and binds us, to God." (Methodist Service

Book 1975: d9)

This prayer clearly not only specifies the work of redemption as the death and resurrection

of Christ but also notes that the covenant is based on a relationship, which the believer has

with Christ. It also seems to reflect the struggle that the Markan Jesus had with his

disciples, to give up in a sense themselves and the ways of this world, and accept the things

of God. Covenant involves relationship with Christ, which will restore individual

wholeness and social integration. A right relationship with God will lead to a right

relationship with fellow-mankind. I know that this sounds simplistic, but I believe

throughout my narrative, as well as ritual analysis, Jesus links the things of God as

reflecting justice and equality, with a right relationship with God.. Further, as reflected in

Section 4. 4. 1, the disciples' position or potential status will only be achieved once Jesus

has fulfilled His transformation from prophet to Lord through His death and resurrection.

In terms of marriage, I have noted that many scholars agree that covenant is a better term to

express the marriage process than contract. I have also higWighted the fact that the Eastern

Orthodox marriage liturgy does not reflect in any way the concept of contract be,tween two

persons, which is clearly evident in western liturgies (Ware 1991: 83). Covenant moves
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marriage from being merely a private matter into the public domain as well. "The covenant

of marriage is not simply a personal bond or covenant of love - it is also a public and legal

matter concerning the whole community of believers" (Kasper 1980: 41). "If marriage is a

covenant, is it a covenant with God?" As discussed, Mark 10: 5 - 9, seems to express

God's involvement in the joining of the two into one, this is especially so in verse 9, which

states "Therefore, what God has joined together, let no one separate" (NRSV). Both

Protestant theology and Catholic theology as I have indicated, reflect the notion that it is the

partners (man and women) who minister the sacrament to each other. However, Ware

notes that in Greek Orthodox theology, the understanding is that "Primarily it is an action

perfonned by God himself, operating through the person of the officiating priest" (1991:

81). This not only links directly with my analysis of Jesus' description of the marriage

process in Section 4. 4. 2, but it also explains the absence of any vows between the man and
\

women in the Orthodox Liturgy. God joins, He is present, and works in and through the

priest.

The problem is, as discussed above, that covenant is not a passive activity although, it may

be initiated by one party, as in the case of Salvation by God. It, however, also requires the

other member to reciprocate. One explanation is that the agreement between the two

parties, is in effect, reciprocating with God's initial intention for man and woman.

However, this may not be a solution because, as discussed, the new covenant would require

relationship, and this would mean that God would only be present in marriages between

persons who already accept Christ as the redeemer. As discussed throughout this Thesis, it

was not· my intention to get into deep theological debates, but rather to see how my

reflection and analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12 can improve the marriage process. I, therefore,

at this point, due to the nature of this work, must leave this debate regarding covenant

either to other scholars, or to my own future work. My aim in the above discussion was to

highlight the present belief in the "New Covenant". Further to note that any covenant

would require two parties each having their own specific obligations. Further in tenns of

Mark 8: 22 - 10: 52, these requirements for Jesus' disciples are clearly not the only

rejection of any structure, which promotes inequality and injustice, but also accepting the

poor and the weak.

It is clear that the "New Covenant" we celebrate as believers today is repres~nted and

remembered most profoundly in the sacrament of the Eucharist. Again, I cannot delve into
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the vast array of theological debate regarding the essence and substance of the Eucharist. It

must, however, be noted that the Markan Jesus predicts His death three times, all in close

proximity to the discussion on marriage. Further, these predications also point to the hope

of the resurrection (Mark 8: 31b, 9: 9,10: 34 3Ib). At the discourse level in the narrative of

Mark, as discussed in section 4. 3. 3, and section 4. 4. 1, the readers are aware that Jesus

will fulfil His mission (to re-order Israel) and the disciples will be redeemed. As I have

argued this re-ordering would have to involve not only marriage, but also the changing of

the hard hearts, from the 'things of man' to the 'things of God'. This, I believe, as do many

believers, was accomplished through the death and resurrection of the Son of God.

I have argued that the hearers and listeners of this story two thousand years ago, would

have identified with Jesus' renewal programme not only in general, but also specifically in
!

respect of marriage because their well-being and the well-being of their children were

inherently linked to .the land which God had covenanted to them and their children.' I now

argue that the debate regarding marriage was not only integral to the re-ordering of that

community, but it also represents a fundamental symbol for Christian life for ages to come,

which Jesus came to re-order back to His original plan. This challenges us to re-look at the

concept of a sacrament within marriage, especially if we consider that for the first nine

centuries, the marriage religious rites were merely incorporated into the Eucharistic Liturgy

(Ware 1991: 80). Lincoln, in his article, "Sacramental Marriage: A possibility for

Protestant Theology", argues that "Taking the sacramental and ecclesial dimensions of

Christian marriage seriously will aid Protestant reflection of marriage, pastoral care of

married persons, and aid ecumenical convergence on the meaning of Christian Marriage"

(1995: 216). Lincoln based his discussion largely on work done by James White and notes

that:

"Sacraments are sign-acts. There can be no sacrament without the God who

graciously communicates with us in the Church. Sacraments do not exist

independently of the Church that lives by God's love" (1995: 209).

Lincoln notes that, White argues that the way that Protestant and Catholic understanding of

marriage as a sacrament could converge, is to argue that what is important in the

identification of a sacrament is not that 'divine forgiveness' is present, but rather that 'the

divine' is present (1995: 210). In reality, it is the presence of God's love that administers

the forgiveness. Further, Catholic and Protestant understanding can be bridged if it is
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accepted on both sides that, the sacraments are not equal, marriage is not a lesser state than

celibacy and that marriage does not represent a work (a means to salvation) (Lincoln 1995:

211 ).

Through the distantiantion section, I believe that I have strengthened the notion that

marriage can and should be seen as a sacrament. In the rest of this section, I will continue

to strengthen that argument. Further I believe, as does Kasper, that marriage can only truly

be a sacrament when it is done in the Lord (1980: 82). The presence of God is what

changes the essence of marriage from contract to covenant. This presence cannot merely be

represented by the minister or priest, but must be present between and in both parties in the

process of marriage. It is interesting to note that the Greek Orthodox Church separates the

covenant and contract, to the extent that it is the" ...civil ceremony before the magistrate

that was considered legally binding in the eyes of Church and State" (Ware 1991: 81). The
I

civil ceremony, in the Orthodox Church, happens in a different context before the church

service and represents only one aspect of the marriage. This aspect will be developed later,

but it must be noted that in a sense, the contractual aspect could be seen as the structural

aspect, while the covenantal aspect could be seen as the anti-structural aspect. The

contractual aspect is administered by the civil process, while the covenantly aspect is

administered by the church. Although I have indicated that divorce is a possibility, I still

maintain as indicated in my narrative analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12, that Jesus' position was

that it is the 'will of God' that marriage be permanent. As indicated in my

contextualisation (section 5. 2), the Orthodox Church holds the doctrine that marriage is

both a sacrament and yet dissoluble in certain circumstances. This practically, leads the

Orthodox Church to separate out, not only the marriage process as described above, but

also its own divorce requirements (Ware 1991: 88). The Orthodox Church does not just

accept the legal divorce procedure as sufficient. This separation is emphasised by the fact

that the marriage ceremony used for a second marriage does not emphasise victory, but

rather includes penitential aspects (Allchin 1971: 121; Ware 1991: 88, 89). This

emphasises and reinforces the fact that God's will is still that of peimanence for marriage

and it is men/women's sinful ways that corrupts God's will, and squeezes out community

and equality. I am glad to note at this stage that the proposals regarding amendments to my

Appendix 3 and Appendix 4, includes a prayer, which is headed: "Model Prayer of

Confession and Assurance of Grace for use in the remarriage of any divorcees". This

seems to indicate that the U.P.C.S.A. is taking steps in the right direction to stress as do the
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Greek Orthodox Church, that pennanence in marriage is God's will. I know that I have not

dealt with the Orthodox Church's theology or doctrine in any detail and that there are large

areas of differences in understanding, which would have to be researched further. I hope,

however, by drawing attention to other ways outside of western theology, that the Church's

praxis can be improved in the area of marriage.

In my ritual analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12, (Section 4. 4.1), I proposed that the disciples were

in a process of status transfonnation, and that Jesus, the ritual elder, used marriage as a

ritual symbol for part of their initiation. Marriage not only represented the giving up of

status, but it also pointed not only to the death of self and union with God, but also new life.

This marriage, as reconfigured by Jesus in Mark, at least reflects all that which he was

trying to communicate to his disciples, regarding the 'Kingdom of Heaven', including their
I

need to identify with Jesus through his death. It represents the opposite to the requests for

status by James and John in (10: 37) and the opposite to the disciples discussion in (9: 34)

of who is the greatest. If, as I have argued, Jesus uses marriage as a profound ritual symbol

for re-configuring the disciples to the world-view of the 'Kingdom of God', then it may be,

as I have argued, that Jesus sees marriage in a vastly different light to not only those before

Him, but also to the modem theologians. I propose that Jesus re-ordered marriage through

His discussion with the Pharisees, back from a human institution to a divine one. However,

the realisation of this state of perfection will only be achieved when structure and status are

removed completely when Jesus comes again. We have in marriage a symbol, which

reflects not only creation, but also redemption. Marriage can and should represent God's

love for the world, but this is only possible if man/woman's relationship with God is right,

where there is no inequality and injustice, but 'communitas'. Structure, however often

squeezes out this possibility. The challenge for the church is to be part of the mechanisms,

which promote anti-structure and not structure.

As stated in the contextualisation (Section 5. 2), the Refonners objected to the sacra

mentality of marriage because, " ... it converts a human arrangement into a divine

institution; that it ignores the empirical reality of actual marriages; and that it wrongly

confuses and conflates the two orders of creation and redemption" (Thatcher 1999:233).

Through my narrative analysis (Section 4. 3 to 4. 3. 3), I believe that I have illustrated that

not only was it Jesus' mission to re-order the social structures, but that marriage,was one of

those structures, which He re-ordered. Further, through my in-depth ritual analysis
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(Section 4.4), I believe I have illustrated that the Markan Jesus used marriage as a symbol,

which incorporates the values, which are required by those who wish to follow Him. The

Reformers I propose were wrong in disregarding marriage as a sacrament. Although it may

not have been initially instituted by Christ? I propose that it was re-configured by him to

represent both redemption and a divine institution. I believe my analysis of Mark 10: 2 

12, within the context of Mark, strengthens Lincoln's proposal that Reformed traditions

should re-visit their view on the sacramental nature of marriage. This argument is

strengthened even more when Lincoln notes, as I have, that Reformed liturgies do ascribe

iconic function to christian marriage by referring to the analogy in Ephesians, of Christ and

Bride to earthly marriage, as one of the reasons for marriage (1995: 214).

Further, history has shown, as discussed in (Section 5. 2) that the reformers held on to the
\

notion that marriage was sacral and necessary for stable societies (Thatcher 1999: 235). I

propose that the very status/structure and power struggles for which Jesus rebukes the

disciples and Pharisees in Mark, were at work during the Reformation. State, Catholic and

Protestant influences were either under threat, or wanted to establish themselves in a

position of status/control. This scenario could be juxtaposed with the situation in Mark,

between Jesus, disciples and Pharisees. Although the analogy is not complete, it does relate

to the notions that structure and anti-structure will always be in conflict in a dialectical way.

I am not arguing that the Catholic Church did not require reform. I am arguing, however,

that there is a possibility that theological differences were not the sole reason for the

different stances towards marriage. Further, that any differences could have been

exaggerated through the need to define and create boundaries. As I have noted, the

desacramentalising of marriage opened the door to allow the State to take control once

again. In section 4.4.2, I argued that Jesus proposed a ritual or process of marriage, which

in essence, removed the need for law and legal structures. In that time, marriage, as I

discussed in (Section 4.2), may have required legal documents, which would in essence

have to be drawn up by one of the scribes. This would affect the economic position of the

majority who were already being stretched financially.

Throughout the history of marriage, one can detect a vacillation between times when

marriage is governed formally by structure (legal) and religious institution and times when

it is controlled in a sense informally through cultural or religious rites. This vacillating

reflects the need, I believe, for balance between structure and 'communitas' (anti-structure)
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(Turner 1969: 139). Further, it describes Turner's notion that, "Exaggeration of structure

may well lead to pathological manifestations of 'communitas' outside or against 'the law'"

(1969: 129). This notion connects perfectly with the re-ordering of Jesus against the

structures that produce alienation, inequality and exploitation (Alexander 1991: 35). I have

argued that the Markan Jesus, would want marriage to fall within the informal processes,

void of structure. In today's times, one can see again a rebelling against structure, through

the increase of cohabitation. The question that needs to be asked is "has not the Church

marriage become part of the structure, the legalism which Jesus intended to remove from

the Marriage Symbol?" This has caused individuals in society to seek out alternative

modes or expression of 'comrnunitas'. Although" 'comrnunitas' cannot stand alone if the

material and organizational needs of human beings are to be adequately met" (Turner 1969:

129), on the other hand, human beings require' comrnunitas'. If the church is seen to be in
1

alliance with structure or expressing structural mechanisms through doctrine and liturgy,

then people are going to seek out other means of balancing structure with "comrnunitas".

How can the church in some way come to an agreement regarding the essence and sacra

mentality of marriage? I believe one of the answers lies in the following understanding of

marriage as a sacrament: "It is perhaps better to say that he [Augustine] posited a

sacrament in marriage than to say that he posited a sacrament ofmarriage" (Reynolds: 280).

My analysis, both Narrative and Ritual, which took into context the plot and themes of the

whole text of Mark, I believe, portrays as does Kasper that Jesus in His discussion on

marriage transcends completely the level of law (1980: 28). "The marital bond of

faithfulness creates something that transcends the single person and binds the history of two

people definitely and at the deepest level together" (Kasper 1980: 22). Marriage within the

Christian church today must move beyond law and contract (structure) to represent

something far more profound. I believe my analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12 strengthens

profoundly the call to take seriously not only covenantal aspect of marriage, but also its

sacramental nature. I believe, as expressed by Lincoln, that this will not only improve

ecumenical convergence, but also improve pastoral care (1995: 216). Lincoln, however,

does not take the next step in discussing how sacramental acceptance should alter the

marriage liturgy within Protestant Churches.

If marriage is a sign-act of God's love, then surely the marriage-act itself mu~t represent

these notions not only verbally, but also in and through ritual movement? This leads on to
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the next section, which will draw the conclusions from both Sections 6. 1, and Section 6. 2

together. The next section will deal with my initial concern in endeavouring this thesis, my

belief that Protestant marriage liturgy could and should be improved, especially that which

I have encountered in the U.P.C.S.A.

6.3 Liturgy

In the contextualisation section, I expressed not only my concern that the U.P.C.S.A

Marriage Liturgy incorporated, both legal and covenantal language, but also that there was

a lack of ritual movement and symbolism, although the verbal content expressed the link

between Christ and the church, and human marriage, this was not in anyway acted out.

Further verbally, children and society were said ,to be the reason for marriage, but again

none of these notions were in anyway acted out. Alexander notes that "Ritual takes the

form of a performance in order to reflect on the ideal and to act it out". Clearly the

Marriage Liturgy that I have experienced cannot be described as ritual as they do not

include performance, but merely the verbal statements of the ideal. I am aware that the

marriage process does not begin and end at the church door, but this is the only space in

which the church can have an influential effect on all who wish to be married in the

"Christian way". Especially those who are not affiliated in any way to a particular church,

but none the less wish to be married in the Christian way, in a church. In the ritual analysis

(Section 3. 1. 1), I not only expressly highlighted the transformative power of ritual, but I

also noted that Turner makes a clear distinction between ceremony and ritual. For Turner,

ritual is transformative while ceremony is merely confirmation or ratification (Alexander

1991: 15). The question that needs to be asked is, "In the light of the problems facing the

institution of marriage, both within and outside of the church, does the church want its

Marriage Liturgy to be either transformative or merely confirmation?"

For Turner, as I elaborated in Section 3. 1. 1, the transformative powers of ritual lay in the

ability to achieve a liminal state and spontaneous 'communitas' (1969: 97). Alexander

notes, "It is the liminality stage and 'communitas' that has a playful and indeterminate

energy that generates the potential and possibilities to reconfigure social structures" (1991:

18). In my introduction to Ritual Process (Section 3. 1), I noted that both the Reformation

and modernity have been responsible for under-evaluating and therefore undermining ritual
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as a means of expressing religion. Further, it was noted in Section 5. 2, that for Charsley,

the Catholic Marriage Liturgy was more complex because as he describes it, the

Reformation had swept away almost entirely" ... all the movement and initial elaboration

of the old order" (1991: 23, 25). Charsley does not elaborate, but by this movement and

elaboration one could understand not only ritual movement but also ritual symbols.

Driver notes that "... ritual boredom and ritual misapprehension in post-enlightenment

societies arises from the fact that ritual liminality has been suppressed" (1991: 159). 1

believe, as does Driver, that one of the reasons for this is that there is to some extent, " ... an

unholy alliance between liturgical order and a social order that has set its face against

significant change, that justice and peace require" (1991: 159). This could be used to

explain, not only Jesus' criticism of the Pharis~e's purity codes, which in reality were

ritual, but were also static and oppressive; but it can also explain the way in which the

church ultimately was used in the eighteenth century to, in essence, maintain and facilitate a

system of status and inequality. Further, it could explain, the lengths Jesus goes to from

Mark 6: 30, to move the disciples into a liminal space, away from structural influences.

Jesus, as 1 have argued in Section 4. 4 and Section 4. 4. 1, goes to great lengths to create a

boundary between the Pharisees who are the out-group, who seek to corrupt Holy rituals

and the disciples, who are the in-group, in a liminal phase of status transformation.

McVann states, regarding the increase in ritual interest in the last few years, that "I hazard

the opinion that ritual has enjoyed a renaissance, at least in part, because of the appalling

barrenness of our culture symbolically and a recognition (or better perhaps, a yearning) that

ritual may provide a means of helping to re-establish and sustain community" (1995: 7).

This statement not only expresses the view that ritual appreciation is on the increase, but

also stresses that ritual can be used to sustain or re-establish community. Ritual could be in

a sense, the answer to the decrease in the number of people who are committing to marriage

and the increasing divorce rate experienced, not only in South Africa, but also in most parts

of the world.

Driver notes ritual can be used either for good or for bad and, as 1 have noted in Section 3.

1, what is good for believers should be expressed through fighting for justice and equality.

Jesus throughout Mark challenges the "great tradition" and its retainers. Sometimes his

challenges are misunderstood, because they are taken as challenges against religious ritual.
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I hope I have explained clearly that these challenges were in fact challenging ritual which

was not transformative, as in promoting justice, equality and community within the society,

but were in fact static and oppressive. The Pharisees and the other retainers were very

much part of an oppressive hierarchy, part of an oppressive social structure. The rituals

which they promoted had been manipulated to be used by those in power, not to liberate but

to oppress.

As I have noted in Section 6. 1, social-structural mechanisms will inherently squeeze out

equality, community and rather promote exploitation, but as discussed in Section 3. 1. 1,

Turner notes that structure and anti-structure cannot in reality survive separately. Structure

and anti - structure, are in essence, in a dialectical relationship. This means, as explained

with reference to the disciples and the elite in Section 4. 4. 1, that structure will always be
1

threatened by ritual, and by those that are in positions that require them to remain liminal.

The converse is also true: liminality and 'communitas' are continually in threat of being

squeezed out by structural forces. To get back to marriage, it could be possible that the

incorporation of structure, represented by the contractual aspect of the Marriage Liturgy, is

in fact squeezing out any liminality and 'communitas' and therefore making the Marriage

Liturgy ineffective (not transformative). In other words, the Marriage Liturgy, which

should be in fact infusing the initiands with anti-structural values of equality and

community, is merely reinforcing the social-structural elements that are present within the

broader society.

Jesus, in Mark 10: 2 - 12, I tentatively proposed in Section 4.4.2, removed the legal aspect

of the marriage, which as expressed in Section 4.2 took place during the betrothal section.

Even if I am wrong in this assessment, most scholars agree that Jesus, in Mark 8: 22 to 10:

52, inverts the normal social apparatus of structure and status. And further, I have argued

that the disciples are in their liminal stage of transformation throughout this section of the

narrative, being reconfigured through a ritual of status transformation. The Markan Jesus,

is the ritual elder, who creates the separation and liminal space in order to transform the

disciples. Waetjen states, regarding Jesus' teaching in Mark 8: 22 - 10: 52 that "To enter

into it [God's rule], therefore, means to be released from any and every force in society that

faces human existence" (1989: 167). These forces could indeed refer to social structural

forces if one takes into account the nature of the teaching in Mark 8: 22 - 10: 52. This
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could imply that the disciples need to remain as discussed in Section 5. 2, in a state of

'communitas'. This implies a state in which structure is not present.

As discussed in Section 3. 1. 1, and Section 4. 4. 1, Turner coined the term normative

'communitas', to explain a situation in which, efforts are made to maintain a state of

'communitas'. "Turner's rationale behind the use of the term, "normative communitas", is

to convey the fact that, when legislated, communitas is only an approximation of its

spontaneous form" (Alexander 1991: 60). Alexander notes as I have in Section 3. 1. 1 that,

" ... for Turner [spontaneous] communitas is an ideal that is only approximated in reality,

and then only momentarily" (Alexander 1991: 34). I must stress, however, that it is the

spontaneous form of 'communitas', which not only infuses the person with anti-structural

values, but may also be the spark which effects social-structural change. Further,
\

"spontaneous communitas" may infuse the desire within the initiands to maintain a state of

"normative communitas".

I have argued in Section 4. 4. 2 that Jesus uses marriage as a ritual symbol. I have also

argued that this notion, taken in context, should cause a reviewing of Protestant theology,

regarding marriage as a sacrament. The link that needs to be made now is between the

'Kingdom of God', the main theme in Mark, and 'marriage'. Clearly, as I have portrayed,

the Markan Jesus initiates the disciples in order to usher in the 'Kingdom of God'. Further,

in order to achieve success, I have argued that the disciples need to maintain 'communitas',

in essence, structural forces of inequality and alienation must not corrupt them.

The Markan Jesus, goes to great lengths not only to expose the social-structural oppression

of the elite, but He also forcefully, in what I have called 'ritual conflict', tests the disciples

regarding their ability to maintain values of humility and equality. I have argued in the

narrative section, that "the Markan Gospel discredits, not the disciples, but the view of

discipleship as either exclusive or easy" (Malbon 2001: 119). This view is emphasised as I

have noted in Section 4. 3. 2 by the teaching in Mark 8 - 10, which reflect service and

suffering, but also by Jesus' response to question in Mark 10: 17 " ... what must I do to

inherit eternal life." The disciples need to "... abandon their previous habits, ideas, and

understandings about their personal identities and relations with others in their society"

(McVann 1991: 339).
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Today may be vastly different to two thousand years ago, but in reality social-structural

forces still squeeze out equality and community. The pressures facing both the church and

marriage are I believe social - structural forces. These forces squeeze out the very essence

of church and marriage, equality and community, making both church and marriage

ineffectual as the mediators of anti - structural values/forces. These social - structural

forces, I have indicated, may have been infiltrated as they had two thousand years ago into

the very relationships that should be sustaining equality and community. "Religion for him

[Turner referring to Francis who initiated the order I discussed in Section 3. 1. 1, in relation

to "Normative Cummunitas"] was communitas, between man and God and man and man,

vertically and horizontally, so to speak, and poverty and nakedness were both expressive

symbols of 'communitas' and instmmentsfor attaining it" (Turner 1969: 146). Is the

church today facilitating communitas between man and God? And further, is the church
1

facilitating 'communitas' between husband and wife?

If 'marriage' is a symbol indicating Christ and His bride (the Church) then marriage is a

symbol, which is inherently impregnated, with eschatological and paradisiacal potential of

the coming of the'Kingdom of God'. Christ had come to re-order the world back to God's

original creation. Christ's coming did not create this new-world order, but rather

impregnated the world with the potential for change. If I apply the analogy of the disciples

to marriage, marriage should reflect equality and community, but this potential can only be

achieved if the parties are able to maintain 'normative communitas'. The state of

'normative communitas', must however, be initiated through 'spontaneous communitas'

which can be initiated by a liminal stage of ritual where initiands are passive and humble,

being" ... endowed with additional powers to enable them to cope with their new station in

life" (Turner 1969: 95).

"Spontaneous communitas" must transform the initiands so that in the case of marriage

they are no longer two, but one. This would imply, as I have argued in Section 4. 4. 2, that

God. himself is the ritual elder in marriage. Marriage is not contractual by nature, which in

essence is structure, but it involves 'communitas', through a ritual of status transformation.

This moves marriage from the ratification of what God has created to the transformation of

two into one, through the redeeming of Jesus, in Mark, of marriage. If this analogy is taken

further, rituals of status transformation or rites to passage require the initiands to come

under the control of the ritual elder. The Church Marriages that I have attended, as
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discussed, are not transformative, and lack 'spontaneous communitas'. This could be linked

to the notion that the husband and wife to be are the ones who in essence administer the

sacrament to each other. The minister is seen merely as a witness in a sense ratifying their

actions. Although, the Protestant Church acknowledges God's presence, to what effect is

this presence, present? I believe that the Western Church can learn from the Orthodox

Church in their notions, that God himself is present and officiating at the wedding through

the priest. This clearly links the theology of sacrament directly with marriage. It also

clearly removes the church wedding from any notions of contract. The legal aspect, which

is recognised by the church as binding in a legal way, is an entirely different process. The

Orthodox Church, I believe reflects more closely Jesus' re-ordering of marriage in Mark

10: 2 - 12. On a practical level, couples who wish to get married in a church, I believe

would, under the Orthodox Church method, be more inclined to be sincere about their
\

belief, that marriage is a symbol that can and should reflect God's love for mankind.

Although I have no proof of the above statement, this could be an interesting study for the

future.

For Alexander "Turner's definition [of ritual] requires both conformity to formulaic rules

and reference to belief in the supernatural" (1991: 15). Although, Alexander notes that this

definition is not adequate because it is based on Turner's work within African tribes, and

further Turner does not seem to focus on the spiritual aspect, but rather on liminality (1991 :

15, 16). The notion that ritual involves the supernatural has profound possibilities for

church liturgies. For Driver"... the most distinctive feature [in ritual] is not the repetitive

pattern but the performance of direct address to the powers being confronted or invoked"

(1991: 176). For Driver, "The business of religions and their rituals, then is to effect

transformations, not only of persons individual subjectivity, but also transformations of

society and the natural world" (1991: 172). I have explained that this was the Markan

Jesus' mission and I have also illustrated that the narrative indicates not only that He used

ritual, but also that marriage was itself re-ordered/re-configured. Ritual effectiveness, I

have explained, lies in the ability to achieve 'communitas'. Ritual has transformative

power only when it can remove the person from all structural forces, when the person can

experience for a moment, lowliness and sacredness, homogeneity and comradeship (Turner

1969: 96).
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Ritual must not only reflect in actions the way the world is, or should be ordered, but it

must in essence put that order in place (Driver 1991: 132). Driver, referring to the work of

Segundo, notes that for the church, praxis should involve both ethics and ritual (1991: 204).

The church in other words should be using ritual to transform society. The church should

be continually reflecting on its liturgy to ensure that it is both ethical and transformative.

The church must not be manipulated through social-structural forces, to ratify structures

that promote injustice and alienation. Driver notes that "Segundo rightly saw that a

reforming of the sacraments is required wherever the church acknowledges that the gospel

calls it to become engaged in struggles for justice and freedom" (1991: 203).

As I have noted, the Reformation and modernity have undervalued ritual. Gorman notes

that the main reason for this is that "True Religion [was seen to be] expressed through
I

ethical actions and not through ritual actions" (1995: 17). Ritual, however, as I have argued

in Section 3. 1, is inherent to our humanness. It is the means, by which we live and have

our being. "Ritual is a principal means by which society 'grows' and moves into the future

(Turner 1974: 298)" (Alexander 1991: 3). I believe to a large extent that the Protestant

Church has removed the liminal element in ritual not only because of the incorporation of

structural elements (contract), but also because the symbols and movement have been

removed. One of these 'prime symbols' is that of Christ and the church - One of sacrifice

and suffering, one of giving up of all and becoming nothing, and yet in and through this

gaining all. The Protestant Church firstly, needs to assess if they believe in ritual and in its

transformative power. Secondly, they need to acknowledge that the present Marriage

ceremony can in no way be seen as transformative. Lastly, in the light of the present

situation regarding the increase in divorce and cohabitation, they need to consider changes

to their liturgy, so that it reflects the words that are spoken. There needs to be a balance

between structure and anti-structure. I believe my distantiation section portrays the Markan

Jesus as enforcing the notion that the church and marriage should form part of the anti

structure. The church and marriage should reflect equality and community.

I am proposing that the churches come together and look back historically at the

development ofmarriage, both its doctrine and liturgy. Further, this needs to be done in the

light of the liberation of both women and children, and the acknowledgement that ritual has

the means to promote liberation within and through individuals. I will now brit:fly discuss

how I see the problem having developed, and then briefly explain some suggestions
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regarding the inclusion of Orthodox liturgy and process. I acknowledge that the theological

debates are deep and have an extensive history, but my intention is to generate interest and

thought regarding the way in which our theology/doctrine is acted out in liturgy.

Kasper notes "This situation [referring to civil marriages and church marriages] can only be

understood if it is recognised that one of its roots to be found in the mediaeval doctrine and,

in particular, in the canonistic theory of the sacramentality of marriage, according to which

a marriage is constituted exclusively by the consensus or mutual consent of bride and

bridegroom" (1980: 73). This situation was clearly private and may have had communal

and 'communitas' elements, but marriage is not merely a private matter. The result of the

Catholic mutual consensus doctrine was continual " " dispute, uncertainty, wrangling, and

feud," including the greatest of threats possible to the sanctity and indissolubility of
I

marriage: self - divorce and bigamy" (Harrington 1995:178) As mentioned in Section 5. 2,

during the Reformation, those who are called Protestants today called for marriage to be in

the public domain. The desacramentalising of marriage gave state (structure) a foothold.

This, however, as Kasper notes has over time lead to a secularised understanding of

marriage (1980: 75). I have further argued both in this Section and Section 5. 2, that

marriage as experienced today in the Protestant Churches and particularly the U.P.C.S.A,

reflects a mismatch, in a sense a kind of compromise, to incorporate both private and public

concepts. The church needs to acknowledge that it is separate from the state and, therefore,

the public part of the process should not involve contractual aspects, but merely the

recognition of the church, the members. I am proposing as I have before, that members be

married legally (civil) first, this would remove any obligation on the minister regarding

legal aspects and elements. The minister would no longer be under state authority, but in a

position to facilitate 'communitas'. My thoughts and analysis were confirmed during a

recent wedding I attended on 01/02/2003. I will not mention any of the names, but I will

note that the preamble and the message to the couples was done by one minister, and the

actual vows were done by another minister. The preamble involved all the good things in

the U.P.C.S.A Liturgy that I have mentioned in section 5.2;

1.) "Marriage as an honourable estate, instituted by God..."

2.) "as signifying to us the mystical union between Christ and His Church."

3.) Marriage is for a life-long relationship, nurturing of children and the welfare of

society.
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The vows and the actual signing of the register were then done. The only symbolism in this

process was the exchanging of rings and lighting of one candle, from two - representing the

couple's oneness. After this was all over, the first minister who had done the preamble

proceeded to give his message to the couple. What was profound for me is that his message

was that the couple should bear in mind, firstly: that they in marriage represent Christ's

love for the church to the world. That people would be looking to them to see a prime

example of the expression of God's love on earth. This message linked clearly not only

with my analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12, that Jesus used marriage as a symbol, but also linked

back to the preamble to the vows. What was even more profound, was that the minister

mentioned the Orthodox tradition of the crowning of the bride and the bridegroom,

symbolising the victory that Christ had won for us.

Ware notes that, " The crowning is the central event in the Orthodox service for a first

marriage" (1991: 84). Ware goes on to explain, that the crowns symbolise both the victory

and the sacrifice made for the victory (1991: 85). I must note at this stage that Lincoln

emphasises with regards to marriage being a sacrament, that it is " ... a figurative sign for

the eschatological fulfilment God intends" (1995: 212). This is not represented in the

marriage liturgies I have attended. Marriage will have suffering and sacrifice, but in this is

the victory. Further, Ware notes that the sign of the cross is made over both men and

women with the crowns to signify, not only the death of Christ, but also the presence of

Father, Son and Holy Ghost (1991: 85). Allchin notes, " ... that the Eastern Churches

develop very fully the thought that the union of man and wife in marriage is a union which

reflects, and in some way partakes in, the union of man with God in Christ" (1971: 117).

The minister did not go into all the above detail but, strangely enough, it seemed to

underline what I had already done in my research.

The minister's second point was that Christ/God will not leave you to accomplish this task

alone, but He will be present with you in and through the marriage, helping and

strengthening you as you administer His love to one another and thus show the world

Christ's love. What was most profound for me was how the part in the middle, the vows

and the exchange of rings, did not in any way act-out that which was described, both in the

marriage preamble and in the message. The lack of acknowledgement of sacrament

devalues the service, and the lack of ritual enactment devalues the service further, in

Protestant tradition.
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I was reminded that in Section 4. 2. 1, I noted that marriage at the time of Jesus involved a

similar crowning and the bride and groom being treated like King and Queen, the

procession was one that symbolised victory. Driver notes referring to Neusner that:

"Judaism has a world defined by the sense of God as creator, bound in

covenant to the Jewish people, to whom God has promised redemption.

This world is not ground primarily in theology, nor even scripture,

Neusner is saying, but in ritual" (1991: 141).

Driver goes on to note that "In Judaism, and many other religions, certain rituals

contextualize the text and secure its place within the ordered world" (1991: 142). Those in

charge of Liturgy need to take note, that ritual is vital in one's quest to " ... challenge social

order with communal love, ..." (Driver 1991: 150).

Another comparison can be drawn, in my analysis, between marriage at the time of Jesus

(Section 5. 2. I) and the Orthodox marriage process that involves betrothal. Although

today Orthodox Liturgy does not separate marriage and betrothal as in my discussion in

(Section 4. 2. I). However, it must be noted that rings are exchanged at the betrothal

section of Orthodox Liturgy. Thatcher, in his extensive work, proposes that the church

could incorporate a liturgy of betrothal, which would alter the conception of marriage as a

once-off act and rather a process (1999: 120). Thatcher, acknowledges that there are

practical problems with this suggestion, such as multiple engagements (1999: 125). I

proposed in section 4. 4. 2 that the Markan Jesus reconfigured marriage back to a once-off

act which involved separation, liminality, and aggregation. It must be noted, however, that

different times call for different rituals of liberation, and the development of a two-stage

process of marriage which is administered by the church could prevent a lot of hurt.

Further, it could encourage society at large to consider marriage in the serious light that it

should be considered. Further, this could fall in line with not only the two stage initiation

of the disciples as I described in Section 4. 4. 1, but also the framing of the two blind

healings as described in Section 4. 3. 2, which represented a two-stage understanding of

mesiahship, firstly, power and glory, and secondly, sacrifice and suffering. Jesus, went to

great lengths to initiate his disciples regarding the standards of the 'Kingdom of God'. It

could be that my focus on the once-off act of God joining the couple has blinded me to the

fact, that in reality, my ritual analysis of Mark 10: 2 - 12, indicates that the liminal period
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for the disciples was an extended one. Further, within this liminal stage there were, in

essence, a number of 'ritual conflicts' and teachings before the disciples were able to take

up the challenge of remaining in a state of 'normative communitas'. It may be as those at

the time of Jesus got betrothed, that the church, should research further the possibility, that

the church institutes a betrothal (engagement) service. Again, however, I must emphasise

the principles drawn out from my narrative and ritual analysis of Mark, namely that the

betrothal should seek to create a liminal space and, therefore, must be void of structure

(law). From this point of betrothal, the couple would be in a liminal phase, a time of being

humble, a time of teaching, and having the ideas transformed regarding their future status

(marriage). This could be a time when the couple meet with their minister or priest on a

regular basis to infuse the couple with anti-structural values. If I take this analogy further,

and link it to my experience of marriage as discussed in Section 5. 3, where I noted that

aggregation had been incomplete. Any couple, who leaves for their honeymoon, are still in

that playful and dangerous phase, a liminal time.

The church could research further the possibility that on return from honeymoon, the

couple, may attend what could be called a Nuptial Eucharist. The pronouncement of the

couple as being married could be held over until this point. This would create extra tension

in the liminal space while, the couple are on honeymoon, which would have religious

significance. A Nuptial Eucharist would be the aggregation of the couple back into the

church fellowship, with a new status, that of oneness.

If a couple agrees to this process of marriage, I propose, that the church could be more

effective in infusing the couple with anti-structural force/values. These proposals in

conjunction with the emphasis I have placed on marriage as a sacrament and ritual

enactment will, I believe, improve the possibility of liminality and 'communitas', and thus,

reverse the mechanisms that surpress liminality in the Protestant Liturgies. I am not

proposing that my above proposals are complete, as I have indicated the need for further

research. I am merely highlighting the fact that the church not only needs to be proactive in

its approach to liturgy, but this approach must take into consideration the current situation.

Further, as I have discussed, and Thatcher has noted, the church has in the past changed its

view and practise and, therefore, there is no reason not to do so again (1999: 120).
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To get back to the wedding I recently attended, the minister's second point for me speaks

directly into the argument that I have made regarding sacrament in Section 6.2, that God is

present in and through the marriage, His love is being administered. If one takes this

analogy further, and juxtaposes it with the notion that women are only sanctified, as

discussed in section 4. 2 (Marriage at the time of Jesus), under the man's authority, then it

is clear that two distinctly different concepts are being spoken about. It was interesting in

section 4. 2, to note that both Tenney and Hauptman failed to explain how sanctification is

eXpressed in the marriage process, or lived experience. Yet both acknowledged that the

terms used, such as Kiddashin, illustrate a sense of sanctification (Tenney 1977: 94 and

Hauptman 1998: 69). From my narrative analysis, Ritual Analysis and Ritual Theory of

liminality, I propose that one way that we can approach the marriage process and liturgy are

as follows:

1.) Marriage is seen not as ratification, but as transformation.

2.) Marriage is seen as a sacrament, in the true sense, with Christ being present in

and through the parties and process.

3.) For marriage to be transformative, it needs not only to place the couple in their

new position, but this needs to be done through ritual symbols and process.

4.) God/Jesus is the ritual elder, through the minister, creating the means by which

spontaneous 'communitas' is achieved, this means that liturgy needs to allow

space for the couple to feel the " ... essential and generic human bond without

which there could be no society" (Turner 1969: 97).

5.) The Spiritual element needs to be emphasised, the "spontaneous communitas"

which is created and experienced in the "rite to passage", must be carried

forward by the couple into "normative communitas".

6.) The couple continues to minister to each other the love God has instilled in

them, the anti-structural values, which are instilled· during "spontaneous

communitas".

7.) In this way not only do both man and woman treat each other equally, but they

strive against structures that squeeze out community, through the power that has

been instilled in them through the experience of God.

I am aware that I may not have directly answered all the questions, which I posed in

Section 5. 4 (Summary of Contextualisation), but I hope that indirectly the broad principles

and proposals that I have made, reflect my conclusions. Further, I hope that my
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appropriation will encourage those in positions to create new liturgy for the respective

churches to take my conclusions further.
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7. CONCLUSION

Marriage is a topic that not only touches the hearts and lives of many, but also involves a

myriad of inter-related concepts and variables. From the outset, it was not my intention to

focus as much attention as I have to the theological and doctrinal debates involved. I

believed that I could by using both ritual analysis and narrative analysis of Mark and Mark

10: 2 - 12, in conjunction with Draper's tri-polar exegetical model, step back from the text

and separate out the different concepts and variables. My initial aim was to investigate the

relationship between church and State and to attempt to glean insights from the text that

may improve the process of marriage.

In the exegetical process, however, through insights and unexpected discoveries within my

extensive distantiation section, I was drawn further and further into debates and

discussions, which I never intended. Both the narrative analysis and particularly the ritual

process exegesis, drew me into discussions of covenant and sacrament, both areas, which I

did not intend to pursue. I tried to keep the distantiation and contextualisation sections

separate, prior to the appropriation section, in order to give equal credence to both text and

context. However, by doing the distantiation section first, I believe that my intentions were

seriously effected, this led to me pursuing in my contextualisation section issues such as

equality, patriarchy, political power struggles and the doctrine of sacrament. It may seem

to some that Mark 10, has not determined my conclusions, in the appropriation section, but

in reality the insights acquired from the distantiation section profoundly influenced and,

therefore, determined the outcomes. In reality, this must be the nature of both research in

general and in particular the dialectical three pole exegesis. There must be interaction

between text and context, they must have dialogue, without the one determining the

outcome. It is, however, extremely difficult, as I have discovered during this process, to

prevent your first analysis from effecting the rest of the process. On reflection, it is my

view that more was gained by doing the distantiation section first.

My methodology was one that tried to incorporate all the elements which are involved if

scholars are going to research the marriage process from the scriptural basis. Both present

and past doctrines were discussed, as well as the historical aspects which could assist both

the ritual and narrative analysis of the text. This ultimately led to very complex discussions
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and debates. Although I acknowledge that my proposals in the appropriation (section 6. 3),

are not complete I do believe they reflect, a dialogue between both the insights gained from

the text and the context. This process is, however, not complete, as with any hermanuetical

analysis, the final outcomes themselves bring to the fore new questions. The circle is never

complete.

I believe that my analysis has emphasised that doctrine needs to be followed by praxis.

Further that this praxis must match the doctrine. As I have stressed throughout my

appropriation section, further research is needed, but I believe the principals that I have

proposed through my ritual analysis must be taken seriously, particularly by the Protestant

Church. The Protestant Church needs to acknowledge that, "ritual then is a response to the

need to create community: it is put into play in response to a breakdown in, or it is enacted

to rejuvenate community" (Alexander 1995: 213). Revisions II1ust be made not only at

doctrinal level, but also at a practical level, Service Book level. "A sacrament, must signify

not merely the idea of liberation, but its actuality as a work in which both God and the

people move against all forces of enslavement" (Driver 1991: 204). It must be reiterated

that, there is a resurgence in the interest and need for ritual in post-modernity times. It is

the church's responsibility to ensure that this resurgence in ritual interest is used for good,

and not for evil. Ritual must not serve the needs of the Pharisees, but rather the needs of

the week and the poor.

I believe that the church needs to start drawing from all the traditions, Orthodox, Protestant,

and Catholic in order to play a vital role in reversing the current trends in divorce and co

habitation. The church needs to acknowledge that the boundaries, which are evident

between some church traditions need to be removed or worked around in order to benefit

not only the church at large, but also society in general.

Lastly, I would like to suggest three areas of research, which J believe could go a long way

in adding to the work I have begun:

1.) Similar research to the one I have done needs to be done analysing the

traditional/ethnic processes of marriage in South Africa. As I have indicated

from the outset my focus has been on the Euro-centric marriage ceremony.
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2.) It would be interesting statistically to examine the divorce rates within

populations which hold to Western Theology, against divorce rates within

populations which hold to Eastern Theology (Orthodox)

3.) It would be interesting to do research on a cross-section of congregants

within Protestant and Catholic traditions to invetigate: I) if the congregants

are aware of their specific Church's beliefs regarding marriage

2),if congregants may inherently believe that marriage (human) IS a

profound symbol of the relationship between God and Men/Women.

In conclusion, I must stress that my use of ritual theory both in textual analysis and

contextual analysis seems to emphasise the need for the church to take ritual seriously, not

only for use in academic settings, but also to be appropriated practically into the churches

liturgies.
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APPENDIX ONE:

141.01£

ORDER OF MARRIAGE SERVICE

The SerVice may begin with the singing of a suitable .Psalm or Hymn.

We ~ met here in the sight of God and before this congregation (or
before these' witnesses) to join together this man and woman in
marriage.

Marriage is an honourable estate, instituted by God in the time of
man's innocence;
beautified and adornw by our Lord's presence at the marriage in
Cana ofGalilee;
commended by his apostle as honourable in all;
and consecrated, as signjfying to us the mystical union between
Christ and his Church.

It is therefore not to be entered upon lightly 01' thoughtleuly, but
rcvermtly, discreetly and in the fear of God,
duly considering the en<ls for which it was ordained.

Marriage was ordained for the life-long companior ship, help, and
comfort that husband and wife ought to have of each )ther.
It was ordained for the continuance oC the· holy ordinance of family
liCe, that children, who are the heritage oC the Lord, should be duly
nurtured and trained up in ~odlines5.

It was ordained for the welfare of human society, which can be strong
and happy only where the marriage bond is held in honour.

for this reason a man shall leave his father and mother and be made
one with his wife; and the two shall become one flesh.

Into this holy relationship these two persons (full names) now desire
to enter;
therefore if anyone can show just cause why they may not lawfully
bejoined togeth~r in marriage, let him now declare it;
or else hereafter hold his peace,

The Minister addresses the persons to be married.

I require and charge you both, as in the sight of God, that if either of
you know any impediment why you r:tay not lavlfuUy be joined
together in marriage, (that) you do now confess it.

Since no imped.iment has been alleged or confessed, let us seek the
blessing of God on the union now to be made in his Olme.
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141.02E

Let us pray.

MARRIAGI. SERVICE

Almighty God, the Maker and Giver of all good things, Wc' thank }"'u
for each day'. bleuing.:
for health and happineu,
for the joy in our home. and in the hearts of our friendJ to :iay.
We thank you for giving us your, love, and for appointing marriage to
keep love perfect.
Let your Fatherly bleJsing come upon (Christian Mmes of couple)
who now stand before you.
You brought them together, Lord; now let your Spirit live: in them to
the full, . .
that their love may be holY, their conduct right, their enjo} ment pure,
and their onene.. complete, in ChrisL
Help them to meet the care. and temptation. that marriage brings, .
in hi. strength;
for it is your love, Father, that keeps gCe those who h )nour you,
and brings them to their hearts' desire;
so may it be for these your servants, in Jesus name. AMEN.

The Minister aslcs the cOf1g~gation to stand during the talting of the
marriap vows, and addresses the couple.

In token of the vows you are about to make, give each other the
right hand.

Do you (man's ChristiIJt:l name) take (woman's Christian n.fme) whost
right hand you hold, to be your lawful w~lded wife, 2nd do yOIl
promise and covenant, in the presence oC God and in lace of this
congregation (or before these witneues), to be to her a l(lYing, faith
ful, and dutiful husbapd until God Ihall .(=parate you by death?

The man answers: I do.

Will you J')ow repeat aftef me:

I call upon tho.e persons here present to witneu that, (Christian
name) take you (Christian name) to be my lawful wrdded ·wife.

Do you (woman's Christian name) take (man's Christitln ntlme) whose
right hand you hold, to l1e your lawful wedded husband, and do you
promise and covenant, in the presence of God and In face of this
congregation (or before these witnesses), to be to him a loving, faith·
ful and dutiful wife, until God shall separate you by death!

The womtln answers: I do.
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MARRIAGE SERVICE

Will you now repeat aCter me:

141.03E

J call upon those persons here present to witneu that I (Christian
nam~) take you (Christian name) to be my lawful wedded husband.

Wh~n both hav~ ~p~at~d th~ formula, the Minist~r says:

As a seal of the covenant into which you have ent,:red, the marriage
ring (rings) is (are) given and received.

Th~ ring (or rings) is (are) given to the Minister by placing it (them)
Of! the urvice buuk and the Minister say.r:

By this ancient and accepted symbol (of the ring) you take each
other Cor better, for wane, for richer, for poore:, in sickness and
in health, 10 love and to cherish, until God shal' separate you by
death.

The Minister gives the ring to th~ man, who plac~s it on th~ woman's
finger: and similarly the woman, if rin,fs art! exchl'nged. The coup/~

again talu: hands.

Forasmuch as you have covenanted together in marriage, and have
declared the same before God and in face of this congregation (or
beCore these witnesses), I 1l0W pronounce you te be husband and

. wife; in the name of the Father, and oC the Son. and of the Holy
Spirit. AMEN.

Whom God hu joined together, let not man put aaurlder.

May God the Father, God the Son, Gud the Holy Spirit, bless, pre'
serve, and keep you; may the Lord pour out the liches of his grace
upon you, that you may pleue him, and live together in holy love to
your lives' end.

One of the following passages of Scripeu"e is read:

Ephesians 5:22·33

Wives submit to your husband. as to the Lord. For the husband is the
head of the wife as Christ'is the head of the chu rch, his body, of
which he is the Saviour. N~w as the church submit! to Christ, 10 also
wives should submit to their husbands in everything.
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Hu.banda, love your wive., ju.t III Chrilt loved the church and gave
hintlelf up for her to mak~ her holy, dean.in, her by the wlllhin.
with water throu,h the word, and. to praent her to bJm.elf III a rad·
iant chu.rch, without .lain or wrinkle or ally other blemilh, but holy
and bllUllelell. In thil .me way, hu.band. ousht to love their wive.
at their own bodiel. He wh~ loves hi. wife loves himaelf. After all
no-one ever hated his own body, but he feed. and cara for h, just III

Chri.t doe. the ch~rc:h - f~r we are memben of his body. "For this
realOn a man will leave hi. father and mother and be united to hi.
wife, and the two wiU become one flesh." Thil ill a profound my.tery
- but I am talking about Chri.t and the church. However, each one of
you al.o mu.t love hi. wife Ill: he loves himaelf, and the "'ife mu.t
re.pect her husband.

1 CorintlaiDns 13:4-8,13

Love i. patient, love iI kind. It doe. Dot envy, it doe. not buut, it la
not proud. It la not rude, it iI not aelf-seeking, it iI not eally angered,
it keep. no record of wrol1(" Love doe. not delight in evil bul. rejo~e.
with the truth. It alway. protectI, alway. trulta, alway. hope:I, alway.
peneverc.. Love never faill. And now the.e thrc.: remain: faith, hope
and love. But the greatelt of thele is love.

1 John 4; 7·13·

Dear frienm, let us love one another, for love' come. from God.
Everyone who love. hat been born of God and know. God. Whoever
doe. not love doe. not know God, becauae God is love. This is how
God showed hi. love among ~.: He sent his one and only Son into the
world that we might live through him. Thil illove: not that wc loved
God, but that he loved u. and sent hi. Son at an atoning aaclifice for
our .inL Dear friend., lince God 10 loved Ul, wc allo ought to love
one another. No-one hat ever seen God; but if we. love. each .other,
God live. In u. and hi. love i. made complete in us. We know that we

,live in him and he in Ul, because he hu given u. of hll Spirit.

John 15: 9-13

"A. the Father ha. loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my
love. If you obey my command., you will remain in my love, just at I
have obeyed my Father'. command. and remain in hi. lov.:. I have
told you thil 10 that my joy may be in you and that your joy may be
complete. My command iI this: Love each other u I have Jo.,cd you.
Greater love hal no-one than thi., that one lay down hi. 11f.: for his
friend....
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An tmthem may then be sung.

141.05E

The Minister may, if he chooses, give a orief address to the mamed
couple.

Let us pray.

Father God, you blessed family life and made it hol) when you sent
your Son to be part of a human family. Now another h.mily takes you
as its foundation; bless it, father, richly.
Lord Je.us, live in the home that this maniage creates; .hare its
sorrows, wc pray, and multiply its joy•.
Let it be a home that lasts, a home full of un.elfi.!h enjoyment, a
home where there is enough, and to spart· for the uneKpectcd guest, a
home where love grows richer year by year.
Holy Spirit, fill this home with your pea(:e and your life: the life that
is lived to the full in the heavenly kingdom,
the life that.make. men and women in Chri.t.to be on.~, for ever•.
And to you, with the Father and the Son, onc Go-1, wc offer our
thanks and praise. AMEN.

A suitable hymn may then be sung.

The Minister blesses the people from GorL
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142.01E

ORDER FOR THE Bl£SSING OF

AN EXISTING MARRIAGE

The servictJ mQY begin with a suituble hymn, followed by words of
scrip"'rtJ such as:

Unlell the Lord builds the house,
they labour in vain who build it.

Our help it in the name of the Lord,
who made heaven and earth.

God illove: whoever lives in love livc. in God,
and God in him.

ThtJ minister invitel the con".egation to sit.

Dear friends, we have come together in the presence of God (and this
congregation) . to celebrate the marriage of (husllQnd) and .
(wife), and to ask God's blessing upon it.

God our Father cstabliahed mam. as part of hit loving purpose for
us from the beginning. Jesus affJrmed this when he .. id, 'At the be
ginning the Creator made them male and fcmale ... For this reason a
man will leave hia rather and mother, and be united to his wife, and
the two will become one flesh.'

The Scriptures further declare the marriage union to he a symbol of
that union of faith and love that exists between Christ and his Church.

Marriage as a gift and calling oC God is therefore not to bc undertaken
lightly or from .elfish motives, but with due awaren':ss oC the pur·
poses for which it is appointed and given us by God.

Marria,e is appointed that there may be lifelong companionship,
help and comfort between hwband and wife.

It is appointed as the right and proper setting for the full exprellion
of love between man anq woman.

It 11 appointed for the good ordering of family life, w:tere our chUd·
ren, III God's gift to u~, may CJijoy the security of love and be nur
tured in the ways of the GospeL
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It i. appointed for the well-being of our human aociety which cannot
be ,table unlcSJ ·that ,odety honour.. reapecta and .u.tain, thiI
marriage bond if; accordance with God', word.

•••••••• (husband) and .•••.... (11Ii/e) who .tand before you now desire to
receive their mamge at 1UC.1t a gift, and enter upon it u .uch a call
ing. from God.

You are their witnesae., at they, who have already entered into a
marriage covenalt with one another, now enter into a covenant with
him.

Let u. pray.

Almighty father, you are gracious and loving to us at all times. We
bring you our humble thank. for all your good gifta to ut. You have
given u. the gift of life: you have fonned u. in your own image; and
you have watch,~d over u. from the moment of our birth. In JelUs
Chriat, your Sor~ our Lord, yoo have granted u. to aee the way of
true life, and rev,~aled to us the aecret of true love.

We thank you fo.: the gift of marrillle, givcn to u. to direct and auatain
that love. Look with your favour and kindne.. upon ••... (hll,btmd)
and .•••. (wife) al. they conIum their covenant of marriage before you.
A. you have brought them together in your wi.e providence, we uk
you now to givc them the blelling of your Spirit: that their. may be
in your light a tme and lifelo.ng union.

We uk this in the name of JelUl Chriat, the Lord of life.

The congregation is asked to stand.

Amen.

The couple who have been married film to face one another. The
husband with hi.:: right hand talces his wife by her right hand. They
say in turn (follo:lling the minister i/ desired):

Husband: J call on aD of you preteDt to wimeu that I ••••• (Dame)
hav.~ takeD you •••••• (Dame) to be my wedded wife, in
acclIrdance with God'l word, to have ad to hold, for
better for WOrM:, for richer for poorer, ia IickDal ad
in bealth, to love and to cherilh, undl we are parted by
dea th: and to this I promiae God my faithfulDaL
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Wife: I caU on all of you pre.ent to witDell that I :.•.. (name)
have taken you .~.• (nam,) to be my wedded hu.band,
in accordan"e with God'. word, to have and to hold, for
lletter for wone, for richer for poorer, iD liebe. and
in health, to love and to cherilh, until we are parted by
Ileath:and to this I promile God my faithfulDe...

(If any ring ;s to be p'en, th, minist,r receives it and may $ay:

Ble.. this ring 0 Lord, that it may ever witne.. as an outward symbol
to the faithful!1ess and tnut in thiJI union.

or

Ble.. this rmg, 0 Lord, that he who gives it and $he who wean it may
continue faitJ:JuI, the one to the other, and both to you, in un
broken love.

The minister r.~tums eQ(;h ring, saying:

As a token of the covenant into which you have entered, this ring i.
given and received.

The ring is plal'ed upon the fou.rth finger of the left hand.)

The minister continu.es:

Since you hav.: covenanted together in marriage before God, let none
leparate what he join. together.

The minister illvites the couple to leneel for God's blessing upon their
marriage:

God the Fathc:I', God the Son, God the Holy 5phit, ble.., preaerve,
and keep you. May the Lord pOUf out the riches of hi. grace upon
you, that you may pleue him, and live together in holy love to your
life's end.

A hymn may be sung.

A passap fro,,, Scripture is read, which may b, followed by a brief
address, at the close of wllicll tIle minist,r invit" tlae congregation to
join in prayer for thase who have been married.
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Eternal God, Creator and Father of us all, we praiae you for creating
mankind male and female, 10 that each may fmd fulfilinent in the
other. Toda) especially we pray for ..... (hwband) and •••••• (wife)
as they seek your blelling upon their life together. Give them the
strength to k:ep the vows they have made, to be loyal and faithful to
you, and to upport one another until death separates them. May each
bear the other's burden. and share the other's joys. Help them to be
honest and patient, loving and wise, toward one another and to all
you give inte their care: that by your grace they may ever be one,
in Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Our Father in hea\'en,
hallowed be your namc;
your kinl:dom come,
your will be done
on earth a. in heaven.
Give us t"day our daily bread.
Forgive us our sins
as we forlPve thOle who lin apinst us.
Save us flom the time of trial
and dcliv,~r us from c\'il.
For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are youn
now and :'or ever. Amcn.

A hymn ma)' /'If sung, after which the minister bllflles the PIfOPle from
God,

NOTES:

1. Ministers using this J'ervice need not be MGtTioge Officers, and
State MOI'l'ilJge Registers art not to be used to record it.

2. It is nec,'ssary that hu,band and wife produce documentary
evidence 'If their marriage prior to the ItnJice, and rYcewe such
further pustonU instmction as the minister considns essenti4J.

3. The minu ter should ensure that aU present cle",'y understGnd
that this sl~rvict does not purport to effect a rrumiagt.

4. It is suggerted that a pastoral letter be given to the couple stating,
among ot}ler rYlevant motters, that their mamap on (dilte) at
(pl4ce) was bleslld on (44tt) at (pl4ce) by the Rev. A.B. A copy
of this leUer may appropriately form the minister's rYcord of
the occasi"n.
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Appendix C
MAIUUAGE..-J)IVORCE. .

AND REMARRIAGE
(see alsc Appendix to The Articles of the Faith, Section 2)

General
1. -The Christian vocation of marriage is a life-long union between a man and a

woman, in consdous dependence upon the grace of God and as an expression of
obedience to Him.

2. Ministers and S(:ssions, in their responsibility toward persons entering marriage
as a Christian vocation, pro\ide suitable pre- marital instruction.

3. Ministers and S(:&sions exercise a ministry toward divorced persons.

4. An enrolled member of The Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa who
has been divorc(:d, marrieS, while remaining a member of this Church, only by
leave of his or her Session. 'Ibis leave is normally given on the ground that the
former marriage is irretrievable, and on the recommendation of the Moderator of
Session, who di~.closes only such information as he sees fit. Members of the
Session may rai::e matters of fact which they consider relevant.

S. No minister of The Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa, who has
been requested to officiate at the marriage of a divorced person, is required to
consent or decline until he/she has the opportunity to make such enquiries as
he/she deems needful, to ensure that the parties have an adequate understanding
of the scriptural teaching concerning their intentions, and have examined the
possible alternatives. The minister is not bound by the prior leave givenby a
Session.

6. If a minister cor,sems to officiate at the marriage of a divorced perSQn, he/she is
deemed by this Church to have given a judgement that the marriage is in the
better interests er all parties concerned, in the sight of God. The officiating
minister bears sole respqnsibility for his/her decision, and if unable to come to a
clear decision, declines to officiate.

7. There are the following exceptions:

(a) The blessing of civil mHrriage is excepted from regulations 5 and 6.
(b) The marriage of a divorced person to his or her fonner spouse is excepted

from regulations 4, 5 and 6.
8. No minister of lbe Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa, who holds

in conscience that the marriage of divorced persons is wholly contrary to the Will
of God as revealed in Scripture, is required to consider officiating at such a
marriage.
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Responsibilities of the minister and spouse
when thl~ marriage shows signs of breaking down.

9. When a ministerial marriage shows signs of breaking down either spouse, or
both, before taking any legal advice concerning their troubled m.arriage, and as a
clear indication of their covenant relationship with the PCSA, must in the first
instance, approa,;h the Moderator of Presbytery or a member of the Presbytery's
Pastoral Group for help. If for any reason the spouses are not able to approach
the above they llIay ~ntact the Ministerial Marriage Committee directly in which
event the Minisll:rial Marriage Committee shall inform the Moderator of
Presbytery of ani such approach.

10. Should a minister and his/her spouse be separated for more than ISO days
through marital hreakdown, or should a summons for divorce be issued, the
minister shall m~Jce an application to the Ministerial Marriage Committee for an
interview, which interview shall take place within ISO days of the application
being received.

JR.esponsibilities of the Presbytery

11lE PASTORAL GROUP CONVENED

11. If personal counselling does not resolve the marital problem, the Moderalor
convenes the Pas':oral Group ofthe Presbytery, which considers how to care for
those concerned, and take any nec~ssary action. The Pastoral Group is free to
consult and secure the help of the Ministerial Marriage Commillee.

WHEN SUMMONS FOR DIVORCE HAS BEEN SERVED

12. Immediately the Pres\>ytery becomes aware that a summons for divorce by or
against a ministel has been served the Pastoral Group shall, in consultation with
the minister and !pouse, consider appointing a counsellor or counsellors 10 them
to assist them to 'york through all the implications of the divorce.

(Such counsellor(s) should be experienced in personal relationships and have a
sound knowledge of the Church's thinkine an4 procedures in this maller.)

WHERE mE MINISTr:.flIS IN A PASTORAL CHARGE

13. If the minister is :n a pastoral charge the following provisions apply:

(a) The Presbytt'ry of the bounds, or its Moderator, or, where that is not
possible, the Clerk, shall appoint an assessor to the Session of the
congregation concerned.

(b) If, after one month of the assessor's being appointed in terms of para II
above, divor·;e proceedings have not been withdrawn, the Presbylery (or if
il is nol possible for the Presbytery to act timeously. its Moderator or
Clerk) shall: .

(i) decl~lI'e that the pastoral tie between the minister and the
congrega~OIl is severed or the appointment is withdrawn, as the
case may be;
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(ii) forthwith appoint an Interim Moderator to the congregation;
(iii) del lare that the minister is a minister without charge and is to cease

exucising the ministry of Word iuxI Sacraments which shall include
holding any office andIor wearing of any ministerial dress andIor
actIng in any way which may be construed to be an infringement of
his 'her suspension until the Ministerial Marriage Committee has
ap(lroved his/ber application to be declared eligible to accept a call
or m appointDlent or to resume the exercise of the ministry of
Word and Sacraments;

(iv) del lare that for 15 years the minister may not receive a call from,
or lppointment to, the congregation he/she was serving at the time
the divorce proceedings were instituted;

(v) del lare that the severance of the pastoral tie implies the seeking of
altl:roative employment by the minister;

(When the pastoral tie is severed as the result of divorce proceedings
being instituted. the Presbytery, through its Pastoral Committee, shall
cOllsult the congregation with a view to providing material and
financial support for the minister and bislher family for three months
aft,:r such severance, or until the minister obtains alternative
employment, whichever occurs first. It is nevertheless understood that
the ultimate responsibility for this support rests with the Presbytery
which shall be entitled to approach the Assembly for assistance.)

(vi) formally notify the Ministerial Marriage Committee of the action it
ha~ taken, and request its help.

WHERE TIlE MINISTER IS NOT IN A PASTORAL CHARGE
14. Wbere the minister concerned is not in a pastoral charge. the Pastoral Group of

the Presbytery shall appoint a counsellor or counsellors in terms of 11. above. If
after one month of the counsellor/counsellors' appointment, divorce proceedings
have not been withdrawn, the Pastoral Group of the Presbytery shall inform the
Ministerial Marriage Committee and the Presbytery (or if it is not possible for
the Presbytery to act timeow:ly, its Moderator or Clerk) shall declare that the
minister is to cease exercising the ministry of Word and Sacraments which shall
include holding ,my office ,apdlor wearing of any ministerial dress and/or acting
in any way that ;nay be consuued to be an iilfringement of his/her suspension,
until the Ministerial Marriage Committee has approved his/her application to be
declared eligible to act:ept a call or an appointment or to resume the exercising of
the ministry of Word and Sacraments.

Responsibility of the minister after divorce
15, If a minister has not previou:;1y made application to the Ministcrial Marriagc

Committee in te:'D18 of para 9.2 above for an interview. he/shc shall do so when
a Final Order of Divorce, is l:ranted. (See also Appendix E(3) para 3.) '1l1C
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interview shall take place within ISO days of the application being received.

lbe Ministerial Ma~riage committee

COMPosmON

16. .The Ministerial Marriage Committee is composed as follows:

(a) The core of the Ministerial Marriage Committee has at least 5 full
members:
(i) a convener;
(H) the Gener~ Secretary or his deputy;
(Hi) the conveqer of the General Assembly's Ministry Committee or

his'her deputy;
(iv) two other members of this Church.

(N.B. (i) and (iv) llI"e appointed by the Gener~ Assembly.)

\
The above ;omplement shall include at least one trained Marriage Guidance
Counsellor. Both sexes shall be represented on the committee.

(b) Co-opted rr.embers. (The committee has power to co-opt.)
(C) In addition each Presbytery appoints a member of its Pastoral Committee or

Group as a corresponding member. Such corresponding member shall attend
the meeting of the Ministerial Marriage Co~ittee when the case of a
person undl:r the care and discipline of that Presbytery is considered.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MINISTERJAL MARRIAGE COMMfITEE

17. The Ministeriallv1arriage Committee shall:

(a) develop pastoral resources in Presbyteries for dealing with these matters;
(b) be available for consultation as necessary;
(C) from the time that a divorcing minister is declared a minister without

Charge, assume a pastoral role in relation to that minister and his/her
spouse, enslJring that both are cared for by the Pastoral Group of the
Presbytery in which he/she resides;

(d) consider and determine .my application of a divorced minister to be declared
eligible to a::cept a call or appointment or to resume the exercise of the
ministry uf Word aJK1 Sncraments;

(e) consider an~' application of a divorced minister from another denomination
who wishes to enter the ministry of this Church. with a view to advising the
Consultativt Comminee;

(I) advise the Ministry Committee on any application of a divorced person to
be accepted as a Student for the Ministry;

(g) advise tI'Ie Ministry Committee on the continued recognition of any divorced
student or p~·obationer.
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PROCEDURES REI.. t71NG TO PASrORAL RESPONSlBlLl11ES

OF 11IE MINllTERlAL MARRIAGE COMMI1TEE
18. In carrying out i":s pastoral rC'.sponsibilities the Ministerial Marriage Committee

shall:
(a) meet, or at the convener's discretion appoint a sub-committee to meet, not

later than one month after being requested by a Presbytery. tQ assist-in a
marital crisis;

(b) meet, or have its sub-eommittee meet, if possible, with both parties to the
divorce, separately aJl410r together;

(c) have the rifht to consult or interview any person who, in the committee's
view, maYJe able to as§ist in its work.

PROCEDURES REI..171NG TO THE DETERMINATlVE

AND ADVlSO.lY RESPONSlBfUTIES

OF rHE, MINISTERIAL MARRIAGE COMMl1TEE

19. The Ministerial \1arriage Co~ttee shall:

(a). nonnally meet in April and November to consider any applications;
(b) consult, if possible,with both parties to the divorce, separately and/or

together; . \
(c) consult wh(lmever it considers necessary, but shall in all cases consult the

Pastoral Group of the Presbytery in which the applicant currently resides or
the Presbyt,:ry in which he/she was divorced, and one person nominated by
the applicaJ It;

(d) ask and be ~ided by the answers to such of the following questions as are
appropriate to the application:
(i) has the person maintained a direct and active link with the Church?
(ii) has the person attempted any restitution that may be possible in

relation to the divorce?
(Hi) has the person recognised and repented of his or her share in the

failure of the previous marriage?
(iv) ha; the person sought and received forgiveness from God and

sought hislher spouse's forgiveness for his/her share in the failure
of 'he marriage and hurts caused?

(v) has the person been healed of the hurts resulting from the failure of
the previous marriage to the extent that helshe is free to minister?

(vi) what is the present relationship of the applicant with the previous
spouse?

(vii) has the person married another partner or is there any intention to
do ;o? If so, what is the quality of the relationship?

(viii) has the person had sufficient time to adjust satisfactorily to the
dis:;olution of the previous marriage?

(ix) has the person dealt constructively with the faults in himself or
her§elf that cQntributed to the failure of the previous relationship?

(x) has the person made adequate provision for the children of the
previous marriage. especially concerning custody and maintenance?
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(xi) if. what ways has the person sought, and to what extent has the
pt:rson benefited from counselling, help and care from Christian
sources and specifically his/her Presbytery concerning the marriage
breakdown and the divorce?

(xii) what indication is there that the person has received, and become an
agent of the Good News Cif the Gospel?

20. If an application is not succ.essful, at least one .year shall elapse before the person
concerned may make another application.

Responsibilities of the Ministry Committee
21. Before making a decision on an application froln a divorced person to become a

Student for .the Ministry, the Ministry Committee refers the application to the .
Ministerial Marriage Committee which will follow its procedures and advise the
Ministry Committee.

22. When a Student for the Ministry or a probationer divorces. the Ministry
Committee takes advice from the Ministerial Marriage Committee as to whether
hislher status s:'lall continue to be recognised.
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~IXTOTIIE

ARTICLES OF TIlE FAITH

Section 1: Worship and the Lord's Day
1. Religious worship is to be offered to God. Father. Son and Holy Ghost. and to

Him alone.

2. Worship is acctptable to God through the mediation of the Lord Jesus Christ.
and of Him onl/; and is to be offered by us in His name. in reliance on the
promised aid ot His Spirit.

3. In New Testam~nt times the worship of God does not depend for its acceptance
on the place where it is pre.!,ented, or towards which it is directed. but is
well-pleasing te Him wherever it is rendered according to His will in spirit and
in truth; wherefore God is to be worshipped everywhere; as in secret and in
families; so al~o in the solemn public assemblies of His people.

4. Public worship is to be regulated according to the simplicity of the New
Testament and ':onducted with due order and reverence. in a known tongue and
without burdem.ome ceremonial.

5. The ordinary public worship of God comprises common prayer. the singing of
God's praises. Ihe reading of Holy Scripture. the preaching and hearing of the
Word, and the offering of our substance for the service of God. with the due
administration at fitting times of the sacraments instituted by Christ.

6. The public won.hip of God is especially to be cl;lebrated on one day in seven. set
apart by God fr Jm the beginning as a day of rest and gladness to be kept holy
unto Himself. I.fter the ellample of our Lord and His Apostles. the first day of
the week is to be thus observed throughout the Church Universal as the Lord's
Day, in memor:, of our Saviour's resurrection.

Section 2 - Marriage and Divorce

7. Marriage is 10 be held in honour. having been ordained of God in the time of
man's innocenc,~. as the foundation and bond of family life. and is to be between
one man and one woman only.

8. Although marriage is not a sacrament of the Church. but an ordinance appoillled
for the human nee. yet Christians should marry only in the Lord. and it is
seemly and right that they be joined in marriage by a minister of His Word.

9. Marriage ought not to be within degrees of relationship forbidden in Holy Writ.

10. The position w"'ich this Church holds in relation to divorce is best set forth in
terms of the text of the Westminster Confession of Faith amended and adopted hy
lhe United Presllyterian Church in the United States of America in 1958. whidl
reads as follow~:

•Because thc corruption of man is apt unduly to put asunder those who~ God hath
joined J()gcthcr in marriage. Ilnd because the Church is concerned with the
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establishment of marriage in the Lord as Scripture sets it forth, and with the present
penitence as well as with the past innocence or guilt of those whose marriage has
been broken; therefore as a breach of that holy relation may occasion divorce, so
re-marriage aftl~r divorce granted on grounds explicitly stated in Scripture or
implicit in the gospel of Christ may be sanctioned in keeping with His redemptive
gospel, when sufficient penitence for sin and failure is evident, and a flflll purpose
of and endeavouf after Christian marriage is manifest. •

Section 3 - Civil Government
11. God, the Supreme Lord and Ruler of the nations, has instituted Civil

Government, to be under Him, for the making and executing of laws, with a
view to the pre~ervation, good order, and welfare of society; and to this end He
has armed rulers and magistrates with the power of the sword, fOf the
punishment of evil-doers, and for the defence and encouragement of those who
do well.

12. It is the duty of the State, acting within its own province, to seek through
legislation and government the common good of its subjects, and to exert the
legitimate influence of the nation in favour of righteousness and peace throughout
the world.

13. That Christians have a citizenship in Heaven does in no wise relieve them from
the obligations uf citizenship in the State, or preclude them from accepting civil
office, when regularly called or appointed thereunto. In the discharge of all their
duties as citizens, Christians are subject to the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ.

14. The Civil Power may not assume to itself spiritual or ecclesiastical jurisdiction;
but should rcspl:ct and protect the Church of Christ in the due exercise of its
worship and administration of its affairs.

IS. God alone is lArd of the conscience; so that, in all matters in which He has
revealed His will every man is bound to render obedience to Him; wherefore
any attempt on dIe part of the State to constrain the religious belief of its
subjects, or to impose on them forms of worship, is an invasion of the rights of
conscience.

16. It is the duty of the people to pray for rulers, to respect their office and
authority, to ob-:y their lawful commands, to pay them all just dues: nor may
any person, on :he plea of ecclesiastical employment or dignity, claim exemption
from civil jurisdiction.

17. The duty of subjects to be obedient for conscience~ sake does not forbid.a people,
when misgoverned or oppressed, to endeavour to change the laws or constitution
of the realm, ar,d, if necessary.. to remove from office those rulers who have
misused the aU(;lOrity with which they were invested.

18. God alone is Lcrd of the conscience; so that, in all mallers in which lie has
revealed His will every man is bound to render oOedience to Him; wherctilrc
any attempt on :he part of the State to constrain the religious hclief of its
subjects, or to impose on them forms of worship, is an invasion of the riglus Ilf
conscience.
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